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Over the years, American journalism has distin-

guished ...it~e![, ifi~ .. no other . way, by the striking
individpalists that haunt the profession. From William
Randolph Hearst to Bill Loeb (perhaps the last of
the dying breed), the field has produced one redoubt-
,able individualist after another. Certainly one of the
foremost trophies in this grand tradition is that of
H. L. Mencken, whose libertarian forays into the
American intellectual market still leave profound
influence. It. was Mencken who smashed the censor
ship of the mails, and it was Mencken who nursed
the irreverent writings of Dreiser and Anderson of
Shaw and Nietzsche, of Anatole France and Ja~es
Joyce, and of Sinclair Lewis and James Branch
Cabell into popularity in America. And not least of
all, it was Mencken's American Mercury that estab
lished the spirit of cynicism toward democracy and
politicians that was to become the mood of the
"Roaring Twenties" and the credo of "the For
gotten Man."

It is not only as a "doer" that Mencken stands out
however, but as an individual with extraordina~
courage and exceptional style. He often battled
against formidable odds in his fights against censor
ship, prohibition, and "brain trust" mandarins. His
personal and professional security were often threat
ened, but he displayed remarkable strength in his dis
regard of danger. His was a Nietzschean contempt
mingled with Rabelaisian playfulness. Once, he
bound and published a volume of violent and outra
geous attacks on himself by editorialists around the

country, reaping a personal profit from their vitriolic
efforts. Time and again throughout his long career,
he resorted to comedy to gain the upper hand in

affairs that would have crushed lesser men.
At any rate, it is high time that Mencken's rumina

tions on journalism find their way to public reassess
ment. Of all his many positions, Mencken wished
most to be remembered as a "newspaperman." One
finds the selections in A Gang of Pecksniffs unchar
acteristically earnest, and so it seems indeed that
HLM felt that he had a serious contribution to make
to the field. This is not to say that the usual Mencken

erudition and charm are in any way absent in the
present volume. On the contrary, these writings,
many of which are culled from once published news
paper columns live up to Mencken's card1nal principle
of journalism. be amusing.

So long as journalism must hy its very nature be a
popular 3rt fornI, why not give the populace the show
it so deeply craves? Why not, indeed, thought
Mencken. Since there is an inevitable subjectivity
operating in reporting, the journalist should not
waste it on a dull arrangement of facts. Better to
breathe life into the story, to narrate as well as report.
That, Mencken felt, is the key to good journalism.
Nor did he feel that this approach would lead to
journalistic irresponsibility.He seemed convinced that
the profession was undergoing a sort of Darwinian
teleology, that the lot of the journalist was improving
with each generation. He noted that intelligent, edu
cated, and catholic reporters were everywhere replac
ing the chronic drunks who infested the profession
at the turn of the century. On this note of optimism,
he concluded that the individual journalist would
exercise his interpreter's license in a responsible way.
If anything, the vested interests of the publisher
threaten to pervert the reporter's account. Left
to the devices of his own style, however, the reporter
can be trusted to entertain without corrupting the
facts too much.

Mencken's second cardinal principle is political:
Resist poli tical propaganda from established poli
ticians as well as from so-called reformers. In a memo
to Paul Patterson, editor of the Baltimore Sun in
193?, ~encken wrote, "As for our general policy,
I thlllk It should be anti-Administration at all times
.... [It should bring] ... the power of sound infor
mation and imp4rtial honesty against the immense
effects of government propaganda, with its constant
appeals to the lowest credulities of the people ...."
But the antiestablishmentarianism was tempered with
an aristocratic suspicion of radicals: "I believe that
the safe and rational course of the papers them
selves i~ liberalism .... We should fight resolutely
at all tImes for the chief liberal goods, all of them
well tested and of the highest virtue, e.g., the limita
tion of governmental powers ... and a press secure
against official pressure. There is nothing for a
decent paper in radicalism. If it suceeds in this coun
try our function will be gone, and with it our liber
ties. They will be gone whether the radicalism that
comes is from the Right or from the Left."

(Continued on page 10)
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.. As announced here in our last issue, a
six issue subscription to LR is now $8,
saving you $1 over the single-copy price.
Extra copies of any issue are $1.50, 5
copies for $6, 10 for $10,50 for $37.50,
and 100 for $60. Just use the handy or
der form bei.ow.

.New cassette selections from Audio
FQrum include Nathaniel Branden's
recent speech to the 1976 Libertarian
Party convention, How to Communicate
Political Ideas. No libertarian should be
without this tape. Order Tape 732
(55 min.) for $9.95 directly from Audio
Forum, 901 N. Washington St., Alexan
dria, VA 22314.

.Also available is Roger MacBride's LP
convention banquet address, in which he
brought libertarians up to date on the
efforts of his campaign and the party's
progress. Order Tape 731 (51 min.) for
$9.95 directly from Audio-Forum.

.Snollygoster: A burgeoning politician
with no platform, principles, or party
preference.-,-Mrs. Byrne's Dictionary of
Unusual, Obscure, and Preposterous
Words.

• The Wall Stree t Review of Books has
recently published. a two-volume set
of . the proceedings of the American
Geographical Society's Symposium on
Geographical Aspects of Inflationary
Processes. Included are papers by Murray
N. Rothbard, Walter E. Grinder, Ludwig
M. Lachmann, Henry Hazlitt, and Phillip

Cagan. The set is available for $11.90,
postpaid, from Redgrave Publishing
Company, 430 Manville Road, Pleasant
ville. NY 10570.

.A number of our friends have asked us
what Robert LeFevre, fonner president
of Rampart College, is up to these days.
Well, as always, Bob is busy being a free
man, currently as publisher of LeFevre's
Journal, a sprightly presentation of "one
man's point of view." The Journal "is
not for sale, but is supplied to those who
are dedicated to human liberty when
those so dedicated make it possible."
Write for it at PO Box 2353, Orange, CA
92669.

e Laissez Faire Books is having a special
on odds 'n ends:

American Liberalism and World Politics
(2 volumes) by James J. Martin. This is
the definitive study of pre-World War II
American foreign policy. Regular price:
$22.50. Special: only $15.

LesMiserables by Victor Hugo. Regular
price>$7.45.-Special: only $5.

For Those I Loved by Martin Gray.
This is an exciting autobiography of a
man who survived Hitler's death camps.
Regular price: $7.45. Special: only $5.

Send your order (be sure to. enclose
$.75 to cover postage. a:nd handling)
directly to Laissez Faire Books, Dept.

~.1l76, 206 Mercer Street,~ew York, NY
10012. .

eThe Center for Libertarian Studies has
a new address: 200 Park Avenue South,
Suite 911, New York, NY 10003.

eAyn Rand was interviewed in mid-Sep
tember by a panel of college students
for the radio program "Focus on Youth."
To obtain a written transcript of the
program, send a stamped, self-addressed,
business-size envelope to Focus on
Youth, PO Box 6460, Lawrenceville, NJ
08648. Be sure to indicate that you want
the transcript of the Rand interview.

• Things to Come: George H. Smith on
t.Pe classic works of free thought, Tibor
Machan on Must We Mean What We Say?
and The Senses of Walden, Gerald H.
Dubin on Dr. Peter Breggin'scassette
recording, Libertarian Foundations for
Personal Conduct and Happiness, and
William H. Stoddard on The Evolution of
Law and Order. Also in the works:
Jerry Pournelle on Petr Beckmann's
Health Hazards of No t Going Nuclear,
Roy Childs on R. W. K. Paterson's The
Nihilist Egoist: Max Stirnerand Stirner's
own The Ego and His Own, Bill Danks on
Behavior Mod, Alan Fairgate on The Last
Days of the Club, Regina Hugo on The
Creative Process, The Creative. Expe
rience, and Creativity and Personal
Freedom. And more!

Contributors
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Randy Boehm, a long-time connoisseur
of the writings and ideas of HLM, is cur
rently a Fellow at the Institute for
Humane Studies, where he is writing his
master's thesis, "The Legal Philosophy of

Justice William O. Douglas." David
Brudnoy is a syndicated columnist, TV
and radio personality, and freelance. He
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journals. Roy A. Childs, Jr., is a former
editor and associate editor of Libertarian
Review. He i:; the author of hundreds of
articles and reviews. William Danks is a
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University of Hawaii and director of the
university's Human Rights Project.
Walter E. Grinder is executive director
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an LR associate editor. David Kantoro
witz is an assistant professor of psychol
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Bernardino). Felix Morley is currently
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Series. It is reprinted here, slightly re
vised, from Imprimis, a publication of
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Hillsdale College. E. Scott Royce works
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,'enterprise. This "capitalism" fast hpcomes
atooUnthe hallCls of tfH'pofiticiaus3nd
bureaucrats,

The fruits of fascism, says Dr. Twight:
are adrast.ically rpducpd standard of liv·
ing, increasl'd poll-ntial for war (Ill(' in
evitable results of fascism's intt'rnational
economic policips), and, abovp all, a psy
chology of individual dt'(wnd('ncp upon
governmpnt in fill realms of lift·, SIH' warns
that "Government licensing, gov('rnmcnt
contracts, wage and pric(' controls, manip
ulation of thp money supply, rationing
all of these are overt mpehanisms er<,ating
actuaL tangible economic dp/)(-ndt'nce, A
more. subtle ''Cons<'quencp of fascism is to
make people psychologically dt'/wndpnt1m
the government for tlwir t'conomic wt·lI·
being. As a fascist govNnmpnt incf('asinglv
usurps the functions of privatp enterprise
in providing such daily npcl'ssities of its
citize,ns as health care, food, housing,
energy, and insurance, the individual be
comes acutely aware that his survival is
dependent upon governmental decisions
that he as an individual cannot signifi
cantly influence,"

ROY A. CHILDS, JR.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

From the Author •••
In his commentary which appears in

Defenqing the Undefendable. F.A. Hayek
warned that the book would cost me the
good will of the majority of popular
opinion, and that "some may find it too
'strong a medicine." I had to agree with
the Nobel Prize-winning economist; after
all, the book defen ds a whole host of peo
ple the American' Civil Liberties Union
wouldn't touch with a ten-foot pole. But
I always thought that Hayek was referring
to the great hordes of the nonlibertarian
populace. With the publication of James

t)lebook than~his! There may be justi·
fied stytistic complaints against the book,

, though 1 think such a focusis petty, but
against which Libertarian works may such
a complaint not be made? Defendingthe
Undefendable is a political tract, not a
literary exercise. And,as a political tract,
it is' a damned. good one. Certainly we
might well cringe when reading it, but I
for one think we should also welc.ome it
wi th open anns.

Is .•.·.t'e .Jqni~~d;§t~.Y'7.ctl1rning<;fasci,sJ?
MOst.i\.p1ertcans are angered by the char~e,

which in rec('nt yf'ars has issued from left
ist 'revol utionariesscreaming " Fascist
Amerika" at evqryone who disagrees with

'them.
The irony; says this brilliant young

writer, is that America is dpveloping'into a
fascist state; but it is th('se same leftists
who are pointing the way.

Realizing that this is a subject usually
approached with more emotion than rea
son, Charlotte Twight first defines fascism,
She df'scrihes its typical policies on infla
tion, wage and price controls, government
licensing. cartels, production decrees. quan
tity and quality controls, labor, imports
and exports, and national self-suffici('ncy,
She then shows how similar policies are
emerging in the United States, citing spe
cific laws by which the government asserts
economic powers parallel to fascist models.

Dr, Twight acknowledges that fascism
differs from socialism and communism in
that it relies, at least nominally, on capital
ism, But it is a capitalism with more than
a dash of collectivism. a capitalism far re
moved from traditional American private

~'-' ~~- ,:',', .,,> ',:" y~ '-*

'tle,tJfl:leled(litBle?,E~;::~b~~t\:~:?£~:d!:~~,
applies to libertarians asweU. .'

, Describing himself as "warm.ly disposed
toward both the author and .his thesis,"
Vavidson begins, however, by attacking
the writiIlg style of the book~ notequal
to the artistry of a George Bernard Sha.w!
From this unfortunate but undeniable
fact, Davidson concludes that the book is

'the "plodding presentation of a mere
technician."
, The truth is, of 'course, that there is a
vast middle ground between the dull
plodding effort. of the technician and the
brilliance of the true artist. Failure to hit
the pinnacle does not logically consign a
work to the depths: But what reason can
Davidson have for taking this stance in
the first place? Is it fair to attack apoliti,.
cal-philosophical treatise for not being
a "work of art"?

Another point that seems particularly
troublesome to Mr. Davidson is my sup
posed misuse of the word "hero." Al
though only a miniscule part of the book
even mentions heroism, he spends no less
than 40 percent of his brief review lam·'
basting me for this, repeating the point a
wearisome six teen times. Curiously
though, Mr. Davison finds no time .to
mention the reasoning behind my choice

(Continued on page 18)
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people ,. of their_ prejudices, and has
claimed that it will do people good "even
if they hate it." I agree completely.

The interesting thing to me is that
Davidson finds it necessary to focus on a
part of the book w.hich is almost an after
thought, and is certainly no more than a
slap in) the', face to get people to think:
Block's occasional labelling of despised
deviants as "heroic." Davidson devotes
nearly half his review to moaning about
this deed. Yet at bel)t Block devotes one
or two. sen tences per chapter to this
claim. The only people I know who find
it necessary to mutter or wail about this
are other libertarians. It has not been an
issue on the dozen or so radio and,jelevi~

sion shows which Block has visited in the
New York City area as.part of the promo
tion of his book. It has not been an issue
to hostile reviewers '(other than David
son). It has not been an issue with Prof.
Block's students, many of whom have
been en tranced by LibertarianiSm as a
result of reading the book. In short, no
one else finds it necessary teharp on the
admittedly red-flag use of the term
"heroic," with which I also disagree.
There is much more to the substance' of

I really must protest Jim Davidson's
scurrilous attack on Walter Block's
Defending the Undefendab;i:. Like it of
not, Walter Block's work IS a brilliant
addition to the libertarian corpus, and it
forces us, again and again, to rethink our
legal and moral prejudices. There is a
reason why the book has been endorsed
sometimes with wildenthusiasm-by such
figures as F.A Hayek, Robert Nozick,
Thof!las Szasz, Harry Browne, Robert
Kephart, Albert Ellis, Roger MacBride,
John Hospers, and Murray Rothbard.
That reason is, simply, that Block has
risen to ~defend th~ least attractive repre
sentatives of cCltain principles,and he
has done so with wit, flamboyance, and
a great deal of nerve. Hayek, h:Hdly a

,young, freaked-out radical, iet alone an
adherent to, the mysterious tenets of
S & M, has said that Block has per
formed a "rtal service," by disa busing

LAWRENCE H" WHITE
Moorestown, N.J.

lin', '. DavldsO/l S review of Walter Block 's
blockbustingDefending the'Undefendable
(LR, Jul.-A ug. '76rand "Walter E.· Grind
er's comments on the book in his "Liber-
tarian Cross-Currents"· in our last issue
evoked some raiher strong reactions.
They appear in full in this special section,
along with a reply by Mr. Davidson.

---...,-
From the Readers ...

I fOlmoWalter Block's Defending the
Undefendable delightful.lt's a shame that
Jim Davidson wasn't able to enjoy the,
book qui te as. much. He really ought to

" loosen his necktie a bit.
I have a great deal of sympathy for Mr.

Davidso'n's exasperation with the uneven
ness of the book. Some chapters are
divided into sections~denoted variously
by italicized subheads, boldface SUbheads,
numbered plain-type subheads, artdbare
nu~erals-while other longer chapters go
undivided. This is unJortuante and indeed
sloppy editing.

I cannot share Mr. Davidson's indig
nance over the alledged cov:tinua! misuse
of the tenns "hero'" and "heroic."
Davidson laments "the silly and pointless
reiteration of a claim to heroism for each

", species of rogue" when in fact only seven
of. the book's thirty-two rogues are
referred to as "hero" or "heroic." Even
in those cases Block's use of, the term
"hero',' (the meaning oLand the reasons
for which he-unlike Davidson-spells out
veryelearly) is not so far out of the
ordinary as the reviewer believes. David
son's personally preferred definition of
hero as "a maR of superhuman strength
Jt ability ... favored by the gods ...
famous on account of his great and noble

~'captures only part of the concept.
,.."f~W!~lts~~rn~s,fjfl1!f,j.ver~'a'ld.·IXJSO

defineshero as a man 0[""aI6r, intrepid~
it}', or enterprise in danger." This last
quality-enterprise in the face of danger
i!l aquality clearly possessed by many of
Block'sscapegoats.

Several of the book's charaders are' ac
tually (albeit hesitanfly, since revulsion
is the attitude common to prohibition
ists) scorned by Block. Nowhere does he
argue that the drug addict is "admirable,"
as Davidson alludes; he argues only that
the addict has rights.

Perhaps Davidson's generally stuffy
'attitude toward Defending the Unde
fendable, especially his worry that the
nonlibertarian reader will be "thoroughly
alienated" by the freewheeling work,
reflects a divergence between his strategic
outlook and that of the book's author.
Stuffiness certainly has its place. But I
do hope that there is room enough in the
libertarian movement for both National
Taxpayers Union gradualism and Block's
economic shock therapy.

November/De(cmber 1976
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: LIBERTARIANISM I
I &FUTURISM I
I ....,.::;:~\ By Jerome Tuccille I•r~ ¢ A libertarian who's also •I <;d" 'a futurist discusses the links I
I

-- between the two movements on this I
audio-cassette recording.

I Jerome Tuccille, author of Radical I
Libertarianism. and Who's Afraid of 1984?, II say~ that Futurism,like libertarianism,
is devoted to the achievement of human II liberty. Optimistic about the future,

I TucciUe debunks the "Doomsday Briga.de." I
of catastrophe prop.het~. Venturing some I

I predictions of his. own, he outlines a
number of exciting developments he II foresees in science,technology, economics .

I
and politics. •

To order this 5 I-minute "easy listening" :;;

I cassette, simply, clip this ad and mail it ~
with your name and address, and a check (J)

I or money order. A 1"2 <) J -II Tape 359, $9.95. .

• BUDla·,:aAUl'n@ •
..
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experience, which wisely placed political union ahead
of economic union.

The most potent impediment to theunification of
Western Europe has been the protective shield of the
United States. It has been our policy to encourage
these small nations to rely on us separately, through
NATO, rather than on each other by the development
of federation. Dr. K did not initiate this policy and
analyzed its weaknesses. But during his long tenure as
secretary of state he has maintained it.

Ironically enough, the Kremlin has throughout
pursueda virtually parallel policy towardsits satellite
governments in Eastern Europe. T~eComintern,or

Communist International,was Moscow's response to
NATO,llo more intended to encourage federation in
the East than was the Atlantic Alliance'to secure that
development in Western, Europe. It was this division
of Europe into hostile .groupings of individually
powerless states, each group dominated by a non
European giant, to which General De Gaulle, intel
ligently if not always tactfully,obJected.

That divisionis now breaking clown. At the recent
congress of Communist parties in East Berlin, the
Kremlin formally abandoned its claim to control the
policies of communism in other countries. To some
extent this may be a. purely tactical move,; to lull
American suspicions. Nevertheless~ .it. strongly sug
gests that the United States will soon similarly sur-
render the political supremacy that the Atlantic Alli
ance has given' us in Western Europe. Europe's many
varieties of Marxist sympathizers, released from
Russian domination. are not likely to. tolerate the al
terl1ative of continuous American control.

We may anticipate a sharply modified foreign
policy sc far as Europe is.. concerned. . NATO
will be phased out and with ltthe remnants of the
Iron Curtain. The concept of detente win revive.
With less subservience both toMoscow and to Wash~

ington there will be more sense of unity throughout
all Europe. As Dr. Kissinger wisely recommended in
this bookwritten while he was still afree agent: "The
United States should leave the internal evolution of a
united Europe to the Europeans....".

induding the Communist governments. Great Brit·
ain, he thought, should be kept out of the Common
Market because she was too subject to American in
fluence.

Americans in the fifties did not regard NATO and
, the EEC as the rival organizations they have now be- .

come. In the study under examination, Dr. Kissinger
reminded us that "the United States welcomed the
formation of the Common Market as a step towards
European political union." .But the two institutions
were soon in the first stages of the conflict' that The
Troubled Partnership envisaged. Because NATO is a
military alliance directed against Russia, it has never
been joined by four eligible governments that are
pledged toneutrality,-Austria, Fin~and, Sweden, and
Switzerland. These states have also refused formal
connection with the Common Market, because it
o(ten seems to be under NATO control.

The overlap with NATO is not the only factor that
has hampered development of the Common Market.
It was organized as a customs union, with a minimum
o[politicalapparatus. For the American states, on
the other hand,unionwas aChieved by superimposing
political agencies-a national president and ·a·directly
elected House of Representatives. Indeed,duringthe
uncertain years following the DecIaration of Indepen
dence,there~as little economic unityamoag the 13
states~ .Trade between them was sparse and often
hampered by tariff barriers and·· other .' restrictions.
Not until adoption of the Constitution did Americans
begin. to regard their Republic'as a free trade area.

The eventual political union of Western Europe
was c1earlyanticipated by the Treaty of Rome. But
with thelon,gre,cord of national antagonisms, and the
wounds of World War II so recent, it was impossible
to confront the iSsue of state sovereignty squarely.
Even with us that problem led to civil war. It is still
impossible to envisage a single executive authority for
the Common Market countries, except perhaps in

• short-range national rotation. And a directly elected
European parliament, with' very limited supra
n~tionalpowers, will not be achieved before 1978.

Dr. K, whohasnever shown himself a strong ad
mirer of parliamentary government, was not· dis
turbedby this nonpolitical approach to unification
when he wrote The' Troubled Partnership. "The de
cline in· the role of the' European national parliaments
has been apparent for. decades," he declared. He
seemingly anticipated that centralize·d planning by a
competent internationaL bureaucracy, like the com
mission of the EEG, would develop all necessary inter~

national liaison. And the preservation of national
identities in Europe would make it easier for the
United States to manage the military· alliance system
of NAtO, dealing directly with weak governments
bothin and out of the free trade area.

There is no doubt that, up to apoint, the' Com
mon Market has been successful. For the passage of
both products and people, frontier barriers have been
greatly lowered between. and among EECmembers.
In the original grouping of six..o-France, Italy, West
Germany, arid the three small "Benelux" countries
there have been notable gains in productivity. Social
services through the EEC have been· effectively co
ordinated to facilitate the transit of workers.

But the degree of unification was not suffiCiently
complete to cope with the coming of depression and
the .unfortunately almost simultaneous admission of
Great Britain, Ireland, and Denmark to the Common
Market. It was strong etfough to support the weak
economy of Italy until addition of the imp'overished
British Isles proved too heavy a burden. Centraliza
tion in the EEC has never achieved the fundamental
basis of a common currency, nor even a common
monetary policy through reserve hank cooper3tion.
SQ annual inflation has been varying from 20 perl:ent
in Great Britain to under 5 per(~ent in West Ger
many, making free trade Within the market evermore
difficult. This is a sharp contrast with American

.. , , The most potent
iJnpediment to the unification
of Western Europe... has been

-the protec:tive shield. of
the United S,~,ates.' ,

By ... Henry. A. Kissinger
Reviewed by F.elixMorley I Council on Foreign

Relations & McGraw-Hill, 19651 $8~9S

~

It· is ironic that,· along with our bicentennial cele-
brations,' the'hopes for unification of Western Europe
have become .so dim. There must be reasons why a
United States ofAmeric~couldbe fonned while the
emergence ofaUnitedStates of Europe remains a
dream.

Yet those \Vllich ~ocfur offhand are not convincing.
Ce~tainly there was )10 language difficulty in the 13
American colonies. All'of them. had been similarly
subJ~ct to the British crown. All of them had joined,
ingreater orIesser degree,intherevolutioI1ary under
taking. Thesefa<;tors, of course,contributed to a po
litical union that nevertheless took much effort and
compromise. to achieve.

':>()~ •. the.·••ciin(}r••hahd,;'IF~latId ••··aatlItaty ·••·are.·····tOday...in·
;tt!!.iC1l,closer communication than .were Georgia and

,(}h~etts. two centurresago~. Now, as. then, po
'9-.. ' leadership recognizes that "in Union is

St~ength."Elements Jromevery .EU'ropean ·.country
~~\f<ebeen able. to merge fratemallyin the American
Il;lel,tiag pot.. Notle~s'importantbecause.often for
gotten, there' is ah~ritage of unity, throughou t West
ern Europe. ,AlL of that area was oacepolitically
u~ited under the. Roman emperors, and for a thou
sand years it remainedspiritumIy unified through the
Roman Church. '

Conseguently, there seems no good reason why
the$econtiguous states .should not have federated,
once. time· had tamed thenattonalistic hatred of their
e$~.entially',civii wars'... And it was widely expected
tllat the European Economic Community, better
known as the .. Common Market, would lead steadily
towardsth.isenvisaged.ehd. As President Kennedy
ppt Hon .May '17,. t9l2,"The debate now. raging in
Elll'opeechoes .on .a .gtand scale the debates' which
took placejpthi~col.lntrybetween17&3 anfl.1789."
Why discussi~nacliie~edunionhere'VJhilefailing dis
mally over< ther.e, is a'tangled story. But one of the
principal' ~'/actorswasdoselyexaminedby'Dr; Henry
A. Kissinger, while hew(is ~tl11 a professor ofgovern
ment at Harvard, ill hisbooI< The Troubled Partner
ship. Altho,ugh . Dr;K is now ,ion the way
Qut as secretary ofstate~ his cogent argument is not
for'that reason less valid today than it was in 1965.

. As this shrewd oQserver saw it then, 'the big. dif
ficulty confronting NATO was, the.·. disparity of
strength between the United States and the European
members of. this Atlantic alliance. But when the alli
ance was formed in 1949, this disparity was. a' basic
reason for its creation.. The shield ofAmerican pro
tectionagainst .any·. further Russian aggrandizement

, seemed essential. for the war-shattered economies of
Western Europe. Fewthen objected to our continued
militarY occupation. .

With the rapid economic recovery of Western
Europe,however, its people began to become resent
ful of the conspicuous American presence. By the
,Treaty ofRome (1957) European statesmen showed
tltemselves willing and able to develop their own re
organization through a customs union, and later an
a~jacent ,. free trade area,. wholly independent of
4fl1,crican m.anageI11ent. General de •. Gaulle drove the
point hOIllf.!,byseverel~ ',limitillgFrench military ,,'par~
ticipationinNATOartdeI1vfsaging a European U~ion

{1



i\nswer to A.yn Rand fPHHO"OPHY I

By John W. Robbins
Reviewed by Roy A. Childs, Jr. I Order from th~
author: PO Box 4028, Arlington, VA 22204 /
$3.95 pb

This book is an answer to tl1ephilosophy iofAyn
Rand, Oblf>c1ivism, by a young Calvinist, who holds a
PhD in political philosophy from Johns Hopkins
University, Now, before one immediately rejects
the book on that a";COU;ll-'--a~ I as~ume the vast ma
jority of LR;s readers aft wont to do-it should be
said that, yes, the book has a grcalmany faults, but
it is, by and large, the best critique of Objectivism
whIch has yet seen print in hook fonn. 'It is not a
true critique, but It is an engaging one. ,

Robbins holds that, like all humanist and secular
philosophies, Objectivism leads to a dead end. He at
tempts to show that 1ts metaphysics leads to a quaint
nineteenth century form of materialism and (aPl?ar
ently) mechanism, its epistemology to skepticism,its
ethics to hedonism, and its politics to, alas, anarch
ism. Only on this last score do I agree with him, and
then not for the reasons he gives. In opposition to
Objectivism, Robbins pits a "consistent Christianity,"
Le., Calvinism, that begins with the axiom that "the
Bible is the word ofGod."Not the existence of God,
you understand, but the allegedly more fundamental
axiom that "the Bible is the word of God." How do
we know this? Robbins' answer is to the point:
"the Bible says so, over and over again." But the '
reader should not conclude from this that Robbins
is completely wacky. Indeed, his short book takes up
the published sources of ObjectiVism point by point,
ranging from metaphysics and epistemology to poli
tics.
That is, unfortunately, Robbins' first mistake. For

a large measure of the alleged "proofs" of Objectiv
Ism's·' theses,exi&bonl¥;ton,iiape.",.:J?hus,;,,"wbat,,,is,,th.e
point .of discussing 'the Objectivist theory of know
ledge '., without reference. to. Branden's lectures on
"l'heNatureofReason," "Logic and Mysticism,'" vI
ev.en Peikoff's ten lectures on Objectivism's theory of
knowledge? What is the point of discussing the Objec
tivist ethics without tracking down Leonard Peikoff's
lecture on. "The Objectivist Meta-ethics,?' or even
referring to Nathaniel Branden's five or six lectures
on the subject in "The Basic Principles of Obje~tiv
ism"? This kind .of gall, coming from a senous
thinker, boggles the mind.

Part of lhe fault lies with the principals of the philos
nphy it~elf, who do not ever seem to have unde.r
stood that serious philosophy cannot be done 10

taped lectures, that thisprocedu.repreclude~serious
investigation by scholars and, hence, fundamental
debate over key or sub.tJe points and insights. None
theless Robbins does not use the sources he should
have. The result is that he misunderstands the philos
ophy of Objectivism; he interprets it as. a.slightl~
different form of the Aristotelian-TholllistlC tradI
tion. Now, Objectivism is in that tradition, but there
are subtle differences, differences that Robbins has
not altogether caugh1.

For example, in discussing the Objectivist theory
of Kilowledge, he blurs the distinction between th.e
Objectivist theory of concepts and that of the claSSI
cal Aristotelian tradition, then proceeds to trot
forth all of the classical objections to the Aristotelian
tradition. Yet it is an explicit claim of Ayn Rand
correct or not-to have amended that tradition and
to have set it on a new and proper path. Robbins
misses the point, and takes up the Aristotelian theory
of abstraction-where one aspect of a thing ('essen
tial') is separated from others ('accidental') and only
the fonner is retained in the' concept. This leads to
the problem that the wider the concept, th~ less. its
conte~t, which in tum leads to the HegelIan VIew
that concepts such as 'everything'are indistinguish
able from nothing. But for Rand, a 'concept' results
from integration of facts of reality; abstraction is a
process performed only to allow us to organize our
knowledge in a certain way, and is always accom
panied by a process and organization uf factual
content. Thus for Rand, the wider a concept, the
greater its factual content. And thus does she· banish

'the Hegelian dilemma. But Robbins grasps none oj
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this.
Robbins also has problems with the Objectivist con

cept of 'existence: or of 'objective reality' , arId he
gets tangled up in . the Objectivist theory of axioms.
'Existence'. and 'objective reality' are interpreted
in the light of ninet~::nth centUIy mechanistic rna·
teriali~,n:, since Rohbins works from within the classic
mind oody Jich,)(omy. But by 'objectivt reality'
or 'existence', Objectivists mean whatever exists;
they'don't ",laim tofiavemade up theirmind,s in ad
vance. There is no mechanistic view of nature here.
As for axiom.;, Robbins tries to prove that one cannot
prove one's axioms-forgetting that proof presup
poses the means of proof, Le., the axioms-;--and makes
the leap to the view that one's acceptance of one set
of axioms over another (e.g.,"the Bible is the word of
God" over 'eXistence', 'identity', -and 'consciousness')
is arbitrary, Le., a matter of faith. Reason thus be- _
comes for him a "handmaiden of faith." But for
something to be arbitrary, there has to be something
opposed to it which is nonarbitrary: if axioms are
arbitrary, then everything rs, and the notion make~sno
se,nse. Moreover, Rand shows that "there is a way to

ascertain whether a given concept is axiomatic or not:
one asceitains it by observing the fact that an axiom
atic concept cannot be escaped, that it is implicit in
all knowledge, that it has to be accepted and used
even in the process of any' attempt to deny it" (Intro
duction to Objectivist Epistemology).

There are other interesting stunts pulled by Rob
bins, but there is no space here. to consider them.
Especially interesting is Robbins' view that science is
arbitrary and does not give us knowledge because
measurements are 11ot. exact in some farfetched
Platonic sense. To what 'does Robbins oppose the
claims 'of science, with its inexact measurements?
The claims of revelation: "by revelation we have been
given not only a ~oheren t epistemology, bu t a coher
ent theology, ethics and politics ...." Moreover,
"the 'triumphs of science' are not epistemological
triumphs, and can constitute no objection to belief
in the truths of the Bible. There is no clash between
'truths discovered by science' and revealed truths
because science gives us no truths." Simple enough?
This is offered to us-adinittedly sketchily~as a way
out of the impasse created by "secular philosophy."

(Continued on page 10)
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I·d... ..... .... -.. Isn.'t ito.dd.. that radicalism.. is. gen.e.rally

1· .eas conside.red tobe a mOdern. ~nve.ntion,
when·In fact the most r\adicaiideas

• have been around for ages?
Take the idea of liberty. Throughout history, the majority of

mankind has been oppressed, regulated, and in many cases enslaved.
Yet almost always some radical individualist has proclaimed the

. revolutionary notion of freedom. We find evidence of this as far back
as in the clay tablets of Sumer, or in the Bible.

.. Consider this, too: Politicalliberty as we know iti.s a comparatively
recent development-From the Pharaohs to Attila to Bre~hnev, this
world has been a world dominated by tyrants and tyrannies. People
who glorify and wield the power of the monster State. The true radicals
are those who oppose .this .. Leviathan in all its forms-not. its apologists,
not. those who merely want to substitute one tyranny for another.

Radical propon~nts of liberty today call themselves libertarians
and they-belong to one of the' fastest growing intellectual movements
to sweep the country in decades. And libertarians. tend to be college-age
or college-educated people eager to read about their philosophy, and
daring enough to try old ideas. What's more t a growing number of
people from across the political spectrum are becoming interested in the
literature of liberty.

To serve these people, Liberty Fund, Inc.-a foundation established
to encourage study ofthe ideal of a societyofJree and responsible
individuals-is starting a book publishing program featuring two
new imprints ..

LibertyClassics are new editions of landmark books in the
libertarian tradition, many of them out of print, all ofthem·first
published at least 50 years ago.

LibertyPress books focus on new scholarship and fresh observa
tions on a wide range of economic, political and social issues.

In addition to dealing with broad questions of liberty/all
LibertyPress/LibertyClassics books share another characteristic:
quality workmanship.

This quality is reflected in design, typography, paper, covers and
jackets, binding and endpapers. It is reflected, too, in details so ofte!}
neglected in books today, details· such as footnote references on the
page of citation, running heads, headbands. Our design consultants '
have developed these fine books incorporating the best elements of

. classic design, modernized for today's readers.
If you look for both quality in content and quality in workmanship,

you won't want to be without these important new books.
Write Liberty Fund today.

LibertyPress/LibertyClassics for a little old-fashioned radicalism.

.The most radical 'ideas
are 'old

L -

David Franke,. Director



LibertyPresslLiJ;,edyClassics FalI1976
1776 was a y'ear·of·momentous
events, including publication of The
Wealth of Nations-the book that
launched the movement for eco~

nomic liberty. ,Adam Smith: The
Man and His Works, byE.G.West,
is a brisk look at the author of that
epic, written for the layman and
student.
Publication date: November
Book No. lA, Hardcover, $6.95
Book No. IB, Paperback, $1.45

The Theory of Moral
Sentiments, Adam Smith's first
book, will startle those who think
capitalists are purely selfish,for
Smith fully understood·that liberty
must be based in a moral order. E. G. '
West writes the introduction to this
beautiful new edition.
Publication date : November
Book No. 2A, Hardcover, $9.95
Book No. 2B, Paperback, $2.95

Adam Smith may have been
the first great economist, but he
was no dismal scientist. He was
instead a man of great philosophical
and historical learning, and his
literary style was widely ,
admired. The Wisdom of Adam
Smith brings together his most
incisive and eloquent observations
on subjects ranging from political
and economic history to morals,
philosophy, art, educationlwar and
the American colonies. Compiled by
British scriptwriter and playwright
John Haggarty, edited by Professors
Ronald H. Coase and Benjamin A.
Rogge, introduction by Rogge.
Publication date: December
Book No. 3A, Hardcover, $7.95
BookNo. 3B', Paperback, $1.95

They Preached Liberty is a timely
anthology of Colonial wisdom about
liberty, its blessings and its
obligations, culled from thoughts of
18th-century New England
ministers. Perfect for Bicentennial
Christmas stockings! Rev. Frankin
P. Cole providesan introductory

essay ana biographical sketches of
the ministers quoted.
Publicafion date: November
Book No. 4A, Hardcover, $5.95
BookNo. AB, Paperback, $1.25 '

The Bible has been regarded as
themost important book inthe
world, yet today it has fallen into

'comparative neglect. FQrthqse
intimidated by it~ length,weoffer
The Concise Bible, arrartged by
Frances Hazlitt.While only one...
twelfth the ;sizeof the complete
Bible, it introduces the reader to all
66 books, with thefulltextof the
most famous passages from the King
James version. J'll shall make great
use of it personally and am glad to
commend. it to all.people who are
interested in ,a greater .knowledge
of the Bible"-Norman Vincent
Peale.
Publication date: December
Book No. SA, Hardcover, $7.95
Book No. 5B, Paperback, $1.95

Economic Calculation Under
Inflation has provocative advice for
businessmen, government officials

. 'ana. indiYiQ.ualeonsumerson how to
make econpmic decisions when
economic information is seriously,
and continually, distorted by
inflation.
Publication date: September
Book No. 6A,Hardcover, $8.95

Sir Henry Sumner Maine applied
the findings of his seminal treatise,
Ancient Law, to the subject of
Popular Governmenf~'This edition
includes his famous essay on liThe
Constitution of the United States,"
and an introduction by Professor
George W. Carey of Georgetown
University.
Publication date : November
Book No.7A, Hardcover, $7.95
Book No. 7B, Paperback, $1.95

The Theory ofIdle Resources; by
W. H. Hutt, is a telling attack on
Lord Keynes' concept of unemploy,..
ment. First published in 1939, it is

here revised and updated wjth a new
introduction by the author.
Publication date : December
Book No. 8A, Hardcover, $8.95

iViva Vivas! proclaim the friends,
colleagues and former students of
philosopher Eliseo Vivas.Intro
duction by Henry Regnery,
thoughtful essays by Hugh Kenner,
Russell Kirk, Peter J. Stanlis,
Stephen J. Tonsor and others.
Publication date : July
Book No. 9A, Hardcover, $7.95

r-'-~~--~---------~--_·~----------I
: Please send the following Liberty
: Press/Liberty Classics books. I under

stand that if after receiving my order
I am not absolutely satisfied, I may
return the book(s) within thirty days

, and receive a full and immediate refund.

Quantity Book number Price

I
I
I
I
I

': Indiana residents add 4 0/0
: sales tax

;IF'

Tot~l enclosed (all books
shipped postage paid) , $, _

For new titles: Orders will be shipped \
within thirty days after publication date.

Print name _

Address _

City _

State Zip _

o I m~y be interested in ordering
books at a later date. Please send
me your catalog and announcements
of future titles when available.
1 understand I am under no obliga
tion to purchase any books.

Liberty Fund, Inc., 7440 N. Shadeland
Dept. LRI Indianapolis, IN 46250



PART VI: THE\ESSAY

times; as in ':'The Tailo~ Shop,". this
ferocity breaks .through straightforWard
realistic narrative like a volcanic eruption;
at other times, as in "Jabberwhorl Cron
stadt" and" Megalopali tan MaIliac," It
imposes on the 2ubjectmaterialfrom the
beginning a kind of surrealism ofvocabu
lary and even of grammar, as if'trying
to force language into as exaggerated,
even grotesque,' a .shape as that of the
emotions iris being twisted t6formulate.
All three of these essays are' included in
Miller's 1936 collection, Black Spring, a
book whose style exhibits almost none of .
Miller's usual unevenness and whose
beautiful title, unfortunately, has almost
nothing to do with its content.

Atitle, after all, ought to be the work in
a nutshell; it 'ought to name the essence
of what follows it. Still, a work grows as
it is written: it branches out in unex
pecteddirections, sheds dead and' dying
parts which once had seemed major arter
ies, and soon becomes essentially a differ
ent thing. And if its title was cho·sen.at
its birth, as in the case of the work now
ending, it likely now appears inappropri
ate and misleading. And so it seems, to
me at least, in the present case. Accord
ingly, I want to conclude my "Introduc
tion to Imaginative Litera~ure" by adding
the word "informal" to its title. Properly
printed, the amended title is: "An Intro
duction to Imaginative Literature," with
a carat . between the words "an" and

I "introduction," and the word "informal"
hovering above. It is an introduction be
cause it is one of many different-possible
introductions toa subject as complex
and various as the human race. itselfand
because it is .designed. to launch a new
relationship in which the introducer,
having acted as a catalyst, need play no
further part. It is an infomuilintroduc
tion because it aspires to no particular
type or fonn-being neither historical
survey. nOT annotated reading ·.listnor
bibliographical essay-but/freely exhibits
the idiosyncracies of its/~lUthor-his pas
sions for' the fantastic, the exotic, the
decadent, the abstract, the philosophical,
the artificial, the self-conscious, the
avant garde, the' Teutonic-formulating all
this in its recommendations and exclu
sions, and formulating ip. its involuted
and parenthetical essayist's' style his
entire method "of awareness-his way of
prehend~ng the way the world is.•...............' .

• The case for -·.' .
! LegaHzing 5
5!ba.-et d.-ags5
• •
• An eloquent call for tolerance of the drug user. •
• On this audio-cassette recording, libertarian •
: writer \ Roy Childs defends the right of each :

individual to control his or her own body. He pre-
• sentsa thorough analysis of the so-called "drug •

•
• problem," based on his two years of research into =

the subject.

•
• "There is no drug problem," concludes Childs, :

"except that created by the law. The only way to
• solve\ the problem is to abolish the drug laws- •
• period.". •
• If you've ever argued the case for decriminali- ••
• zation, you known how stubborn its opponents
• can be. This tape will give you the "intellectuar •
• ammunition" you need to win those debates. •
• To order this 4f).minute "easy-listening" ~ -
• cassette, simply clip trois ad and mail it with your ~
• name and address. and a check or money order. (/)
: Tape 336· $9.95. AF296

: iIIUDla·~aMJm'·
• 901 N. WashingtonSt.
• . Alexandria, VA 22314.

••••••••••••••••
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being ihe first native Ameticanindividu
alist anarchist-see '. his famous essay
"Civil Disobedience," Which is often

, conveniently packaged by publishers with
another of his major works, Walden
Edward Dahlherg's essay "Thoreau and
Walden" (in The Edward Dahlberg
Reader, New Directions, 1967) may serVe
both as a usefuL, commentary on the ear
lier·writer and as a highly favorable intro
duction to the sadly .neglected and
unread later one. Ambrose Bierce ~s The
Devil's Dictionary must 'surely repr,esent
a sort of high-watermark for that haiku
among essays, the epigram (see L.A. Rol
lins' review in LR, August 1974), though
Thomas Szasz (in The Second Sin and

. Heresies) and Robertson Davies (in The
Table Talk of $amuel Marchbanks) have
also done highly finished work in· its
demanding form.

Colin .Wilson, Aldous Huxley" and
Henry Miller are three contemporary
essayists who capture in their work that
iD:finitely suggestive and fertile process
which is the artistic mind's natural way'
of dealing discursively with philosophical
'ideas. Perhaps because he is so essentially
an essayist that his true subject is always
his own mind, Wilson is at his best in his
autobiographiCal writing, like Voyage to a
Beginrzing, though his essays 'on the
writers who have. helped shape him,
like "Hermann Hesse" in his recent
volume Hesse, Reich, Borges (Philadel
phia: Leaves of Grass Press, 1974), ate
always provocative.

A representative selection of Huxley's
best short essays is to be found in Tomor
row and Tomo"ow and Tomo"ow
see especially "The Education,of an Am-

I phibian" and "Knowledge and Under
standing" for an artistic approach to
epistemology. And among' his longer

. essays, The Doors. o/Perception is not to
be lllissed-either as artistic epistemology
or as. a triumphant confirmation of our
language's capacity--'-in the hands of an
artist-to formulate even modes ofaware
ness which played no part in its creation
(see my review in LR, September 1975).

Henry Miller, that satyric would-be
Noble Savage of Letters, is a pioneer in
the depiction of the ways in which
human passions-ecstatic as welL as
tragic-affect human thought, portraying
them with an uninhibited ferocity virtu
ally unknown .in English before. Some-

The second half of the twentieth century
is proving to be a period when (in urban
North America, anyway) essays' like
Frederick Exley's A Fan's Notes, Robert
Pirsig's Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance and Robert Ringer's Win
ning Through Intimidation become best
sellers and when the too-often hack
infested form of. essay writing "called
book reYiewing is the easiestsort of writ
ing for an unestablished' au thor to selL
It might .evenreasonably be argued that
at least two of this century's finest
essayists come from amoilgtheranksof
its professional reviewers': Cyril Connolly,
whose posthumously published The Even
ing Collonade offers a represer,,"ative
sampling of hIs atmospheric essays" in
miniature-evocations of persons, pl3;ces
and periods now remote, all of them cast
as ruminations upon books and richly
textured with the deep, complex har
mony of a mental life illwhich booksare
the primary facts; and James Gibbons
Huneker, . who filled nearly twenty
volumes betWeen 1899 and 1921 with
magazine and newspape;;, reviews of the
seven traditional arts-the Drama, Dance,
Poetry, Painting, Music,' Sculpture, and
Architecture-bringing to his criticism the
sort of. metaphorical originality and self
conscious verbal control one might ex
pect of the Symbolist, or Aesthetic,

. movement of ~hich he was a part.

Edmund Wilson argued nearly fifty
years ago in his first book, Axel's Castle
(itself a not inconsiderable essay in criti
cism), that the Symbolist movement,
including its.disciples and close rela
tives, the "Decadence" of the 1890s
and 1920s and the Modernist movement,
is an outgrowth of the original Romantic
movement-and, as such, is a literary
celebration of the Individual. It should
not seem surprising, then, if symbolist
writers should find a form' "directly
concerned wth the mind and its idib
syncrasy" a congenial one or if a dispro
portionate number of the best essays in
English should be written by symbolist
writers. Beside Huneker,the major fig
ures in this tradition, in roughly chrono
logical order, are Edgar Allan Poe, Walter
Pater, George Moore, Edgar Saltus,
Oscar Wilde, Carl Van Vechten,-and
James Branch Cabell. Particularly note
worthy among the,ir works are Pater's
The Renaissance, Moore's Confessions of
a Young Man, Saltus' Imperial Purple (see
my review in LR, July 1974), Wilde's
"The Decay' of Lying" and "The Soul of
Man Under Socialism" (in The Soul of
Man Under Socialism and Other Essays,
Harper, 1970), Van Vechten's Excava
tions, and Cabell'sBeyond Life (see my
"Philosophy and Sense of Life Re
visited~:' Reason, November 1974).

Not every important essayist in English
falls wi thin the Symbolist tradition, of
course, and space permits mention of a
few who fall, gracefully and artistically
as one might wish, without it. Henry'
David Thoreau might lay some claim to

Intrpduction to Imaginative Literature
By JeffRiggenbacl~

An essay isa work of discursive pro~e

or verse which is valuable, not alone or
not at' all for whatever information or
philosophical truth it may contain; but
rather, in whole or in part, for the think
ingprocess, the cognitive style, the
psycho-epistemology, it .. \embodies, dis
plays" formulates. As essayist Eilward
Hoagland puts it: . .... \

Jrl.pe:rsonal essay is:Iil<.e the human
voice .talking, its order the mind's
n~tura,\Jlow, inste~d of a systema 
tized outline of ideas. Though more
wayward or infonnafthan an,article
or treatise, somewfi~re it contains
a point which is its real center,even
if the point 90uldn:t be expressed
in fewer words than the essayist
has... employed.. A 'personal .... essay
frequently is not autobiographical
at all, but what it does keep in com
mon with autobiography is that,
through its tone . and' tumbling
progression, it conveys the quality
of the author's mind. Nothing gets
in .the way. Because essays are
directly concerned with the. mind
'ahdits idiosyncrasy, .... the very free
dorifthe. mindp'ossesses is bestowed

."onthis branch of literature that
does honor toit, and the' fascina
tion of the mind is' the fascination
of the essay.

The fascination of the mind-not the
fascin~tion of any particular subject the
lllind might choose to generalize, concre 
tize, simplify,illustrate, expand, contract,
define, refute-think about. It makes
literally no artistic ditlerence what an
essay is "about," as long as it is "about"
something. This is. why Charles Lamb's
essay on ,"Mrs. Battle's Opinions onWhist"
is as me·a.rtingful today as when it was
written, though we contemporary readers
know nothing about Mrs. Battle. It is why
some es~ays, like those of James Branch
Cabell, are' biographical and/or literary,
while others, like those ofHenry Miller,
are typically autobiographicaL Still
others, like those of Edgar Saltus and
Walter P.ater, are historical and philo
sophical. And a few-Joanna Russ'
The Feinale Man seems a good examplc
combine fictional and even poetic ele
mentswith ,. autobiography and phil os
ophy,' the whole bemg unified artistically
(and this is why it is. bestc1assified as an
essay) by a consistent method of think
ing about its central subject: il1 the case
of The Female Man, its presentation of
the way one account of Woman emerges
from four different lones in a kind of

..interior' tetralogue-each. account- being.
presented asa character and distinguished
by the verbal style in which she thinks
and speaks.

The Female Man is both one· of the
most recent and one of the most com-

.ple:xly elaborate major works in the Jssay
category-a category less than four hun
dred years' old (most 'historians trace it
no further thall the French philosopher.
Montaigne, whose Essays appeared in
1580) and in our own era .enjoying the

. greatest public acceptance in its history.
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Intelligence Can
By Arthur· and Linda Shaw Whimbey

Be Taught IPS¥CHOlOCY',!

Try HUMO EVENTS al a SPECIAL RATE ~20 Weeks. $6

Confirm Your Worsl Suspicions Ahou.
! -to-

I

lIBERll.MEDII BIIS

TheWhiry}bcys shmvhQ,i.(~udl staternCntS.ilreofter~
"textbook example Is] of lyir.g w:th statistic:;."
Specifically, thelle is due to faulty methodological
orientation,a too narrow statistical perspective, and'
oversimplification of experimental data~

Intelligence Can Be Taught is rich in theoretical con-,
tent and ripe with research verification. Though it·
examines a great many substantial and weighty
matters, the style of expression is refreshingly
straightforward, simple, and mostly jargon-free. No
mean feat given the value of. its message. It will
certainly become "must reading" for teachers, coun~'

sellors, parents, and all others interested in human
intelligence. ,•
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one year subscription to HUMAN
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You pay only
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Liberals. Too, Read Human Events

Liberal magazines, with editorial budgets much
bigger than ours, nonetheless porethrough HUMA~
EVENTS every week for facts which we learn from our
exclusive sources. Again and again, stories first ap
pearing,in HUMAN EVENTS appear a week or two
later in the mass media. Here IS what a few Liberals
have written about us:

"The most influential of the [Washington con
servative] group is the weekly newspaper, He-
MAN EVENTS. " The paper. established in 1944
is. , . well produced and edited. . it looks at the
oolitical news of the week with a rightward
~yopia, but with an,em,otional restraint not
found in many pubhcalJons that share Its view-

point. .'~abell Phillips in the New York Times

"H UMAN EVENTS is a relentlessly conservative
journal that sells fewer than 100,000 copies
weekly and is lillie knowl) outside Washington,
D.C. But in a city where conservative opinion is
hard to come by,the tough little tabloid enjoys
an impact all out of proportion to its circ~la-

tion., " Ne",sweek

Important Time-Saving Bonus!

HU1AN EVENTS digests the most important articles
and news stories from over 200 newspapers and maga
lines, Our editors monitor these periodicals and
condense the most important information for you

Cover-to-cover reading time for HeMA~ EVE!'OTS
is only about 30 min lites, but you will be kept hetter
informed than some persons who spend hundreds of
dollars a year, and dozens 'of hours a week. wading
through stacks of hooks and periodicals'

Other regular features: reviews of the important
hooks ... interviews with headline personalitie:,.
roll call vores to show you how your senators and
congressmen are hehaving, studies in depth on the
issues people are talking about. .

Conservatives Find Human Events Indispensable

Here is what Just a few of them say:
"My congratulations to HeMA!' !:\E~TS for
[itsl service to the nation and its ideals."

Sen. James Buckley
"I can only think of how proud myoid friend
Frank Hanighen, would be ifhe were alive today
and able to see the excellence which his publica-
tion has achieved." Sen, Barry M. Goldwater
"Your efforts over the past 30 years have con
tributed to a better-informed public on critical
issues and events." Got, Ronald Reagan

"\ have found this publication to be highly in
formative and 'must' reading for any conserva
tive who wants to stay abreast of the Capitol Hill
political scene." Rep, John Ashbrook

You see, H l:MAN EVENTS has been here for .11
years right 10 the shadow of our nation's Capitol.
We've built top-level sources ofconfidential informa
tion, both inside and outside of government ... at the
top of both polilical.parties .. ,in state capitals and
corporate boardrooms, '

Our sources on the White House staff and in the
Executive branch enable us often to "scoop" the
nation's press. For example we were first·in repo~ting

on cerJ<;tin rilsinlh,eSlni.lllgic AnTIs Limitl;itions
u~II:.,l')a .' n~,s~,,<;tnlithefirs,tp!J~liClltionto,
exposet 'veilefectsi,ntlieNixon Administra-
tion's guaranteed annual 1Ocome scheme which was
defeated because of those flaws, And still vitallv
important: our confidential sources at high levels of
the F HI keep us alid you current on the plans of
the revolutionaries.

fohn D Lofton
Phillip Ahhott Lu~e

Clark "v1ollenhotT
Kevin P Ph,lhps
Prof. Stefan T, Possom
Justl~e Le,,1S F. Po"eIL.lr
Dr. "v1a.x RatTer!\
Leonard E. Read
(;0\.· Ronald Reagan
VlClor R'esel
Prof. "v1urra\ -.;. R\\lhhard
Rep. John R'ousselot
"v1orne Rssk ind
JetTre\ St' Joh"
Prof. 'Hans 1". Sennholl
PhslllS Schlaft\
John Schmltl .
Henn J. Ta\'lor
Sen, S:rom'rhurmond
Sen. John To"er

Holme' Aleunder
Joseph Alsop
Rep'John "v1 Ashhrook
Prof Anlhons Bous~aren

Sen. James L' Bu~kles
Sen Harn F BHd .
John Chamherlaln
Rep. Phd Crane
Ralph de T\lledano
Edith Hron
."l Stanton hans
La"rence f'ert ,g
Victor Gold
Sen. Barn {;old"ater
JetTre\ Hart
Paul Harve\
Henn Hali.tt
Jenk,'n Llo\d Jones
James J K'dpatnck
Russell Kirk

The list could go on for pages, HUMAN EVENTS
corrects the facts and unscramblesthe interpretations
offered up by the liberal media, HUMAN EVENTS
gives you facts and insights that make people hang on
your words-in any gathering,

Dozens ofmagazi,nes, newspapers and newsletters
(some costing over $100 per year) duplicate some of
HUMAN EVENTS' coverage, But none of them alone,
nor all of them together, duplicate the hard-hitting
behind-the-scenes information that HUMAN EVENTS
delivers every week,

No Other Publication' Duplicates our Coverage

If you are aper,on who has not been deceived hy the
mind-massage that passes for "ohjective" reporting in
the liberal media, you prohably share with us this
understanding:' ,

Liberals are no more capable ofobjectively reporting
rhe neWS rhan rhe.\' have been in running America ff>r
thepost40 years.

That being the case, it is important for you to kno\\
about H l:I"'A!'O EV~l"TS, theCapitol Hill newsweek Iy
w~iL,t~n.~:~lld .~ry~tiyes"~~~,\'l;Yer,~Oxe'.lro;,,
HeMAl' EVEN . een fearless'inCQnfron'Jingltle
issues ignored. or twisted. ,by the media.

We want to give you a taste of the tone andstyleof
H L'M"'~ E\E~TS. The best way is simplv to list some of
the bylines from recent issues.

A Who's Who of American Conservatives

And here are just a few of their headline articles

ROCKEFELLER'S PHILOSOPHY A~TAGO~IZES CO~-

SERVATIVES '
THE FOOD STAMP RACKET
STRANGE WHITE HoeSEOPERATlO~S

A NEW VOICE FOR FREE E!'OTERPRISE
HYPOCRtSY AT THE U!'O[TED NATlO~S

CO!'OSERVATIVES DISCONTE!'OTED WITH FORD POLICIES
A SKEPTICAL LOOK AT FORD'S Al"TI-I"fLATlO~

PLANS '
WHO Is WINNI!'OG WORLD WAR III?
NEW DRIVE FORANTI-BUSING AMENDMENT
EVIDENCE CONfIRMS RED CHINA DOPE TRAffIC
RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION CONTIN UH IN U ,S.s. R.
REVOLUTIONARIES' SECRET BOMB FACTORIES
THE STATE Of CONSERVATISM
GUN CONTROL NOT THE ANSWER
THE ZEALOTS BEHIND THE AMNESTY CAMPAIG!'O
UNIO!'O TERRORISM RAGES THROUGH N ATlO!'O
DEATH PENALTY ISSUE IS STILL ALIVE
FL":E ENTERPRISE CHALLENGES U.S, MAILS
TEDDY KENNEDY'S DOUBLE STANDARD
HOW WORLD COUNCil OF CHURCHES BACKS

TERRORISM
AN EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH JOHN SCHMITZ

The fifth chapter isanothe.rcenterofthe authors'
conceptual thesis. Specifically. it considers: (I) the

.nonsynonymous corelations,,)f inteJl'gpnce andJearn
mgactivity, (2) intelligence and abstract thinking
ability, (3) vocabulary and intelligence, (4) Binefs
definition of intelligence as mental lCConstruetion,
(5) the spectrum of human skills, (6) intelligence and
real-life ..'problem solving,ahd (7) intelligence, neuro
logical correlates, and genetics.

The last leads nicely. into the final two chapters on
"The Genetics of Intelligence" and. "Race and IQ."
Both offer a cool and finely reasoned discussion from
a fresh perspective on' the (unfortunately) still-raging
debate surrourrdingthe pronouncements of Arthur

, Jensen, William Shockley, and other genetic deter
minists.

Reviewed byWmiam Danks I Duttbn, 1975 /$7.is
~

There ··,are. many aspects t9 freedom; Libertarians
righ.tlyconcentratemost, particularly on 'free(;1.om
fromcoerdon--especiallycoerdon in its most institu
tionalized form, the state. Howeyer, advancing re~

search uncovers'more and more bther.areas.where
people can and should be free. The result is an ever
widening appredationof the voluntary' field in which
human beings operate~ ,

One' such. area is .in biofeedback, where "involun
tary" aspects of the ,human organism prove to be
actually.unaerquite easily attained voluntary control.

Another-and crudal-area is intelligence. Granted,
libertarian theory discounts both the possibility
and even the desirability of any so-called intellectual
equality. It is empirically evident that no such equal
ityexists, nor even that the term is operationally
,meaningful. (Se~ Murray Rothbard's title essay in
Egalitarianism as a Revolt Against Nature.) How~

ever, some CQncern could be raised regarding the
seemipgly "fated" or "determined" quality of human
in teUigence. Are people genetically "assigned" a
specific'. intellectual level. to which they are doomed
for the rest of their lives? Is the important area of a
person's intellectual make-up even less susceptible
to intentional improvement than that of the physical
body?

,To these questions the Whimbeys answer a resound
ing. and convincing no! Their book proves the exact
opposite to be the case. Intelligence is a learned
skill.Rcan be taught and developed.

" Intelligence is

a learned skill.

It can. be taught

and developed. "

The opening chapter describes on-going changes
in the concept of intelligence. Training projects are
dted where children of mothers with IQs under 75
(mentally "retarded"). were able to attain mean
IQ scores of 124, and where high school students
achieved an overall average increase of 136 points on
their Scholastic Aptitude Tests.

Chapter two deals with the blind side of psycho
metrics,and surveys the harmful effects of behavior
ism. The Whimbeys show the dear price paid by the
radical banning of introspection from much of
American psychological science. They remind us that
Binet and Piaget-the two greatest contributors to
knowledge of intelligence-were Europeans, non
behaviorists, and extensive users of introspective
techniques.

Chapter three is the heart of the book. It deals with
the general approach that Arthur Whimbey calls
cognitive therapy. Ten research studies are analyzed.
Each is concerned with the understanding and im
provement of human mental capacity. Each produces
very promising results. Although the specific aims and
foci of the various projects differ to some extent,
there is an underlying logic of procedure to the set. In
summary, they indicate that intelligence is "in large
part at least, a habitual approach to problem solv
ing-a learned mental skill., Training this skill is
accomplished through demonstration and guided
praetice ."
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Mencken- (Continued from page 1)

Above all, A Gang of Pecksniffs is a charming his
tory of professional journalism, with the salient fea
turesputinto perspective by a master story-teller.
There are essays on some. of. the giants of the field,
Hearst and Pulitzer, for example. And there are
comments on almost every aspect of the newspaper

. business, foreign corr~spondents, editors, publishers,
and reporters. Three of Mencken's speeches are
included, and there is a partial transcript of an
interview..Mencken~s great virtue as a commentator
is his ability to abstract the ridiculous from the
solemn,and especially from the obscene. Each of
subjects he focuses-on have their shortcomings
traced down and' burlesqued in the grand Mencken
style. The blasts are outrageous, but they are always
sincere.

Mencken seems to have discovered that the ridicu
lousness of' the obscene coLld be used as a goad for
reform. For each of his burlesques there is a motif
of moraJ. exhortation, if not to the perpetrators of
the obscene,then at least to the "intelligent minor
ity.'>He must be ranked with the greatest of writers
in his ;ability to impose the logic of folly upon-the
reader. His essay on Hearst reveals much that was

. common 'to himself: "He made a burlesque of the
whole 'God~save-us"scheme of things.... He proved
that what the'populace really wanted was simply a
roaring show .... The proletariat taken to a palpable
circus became cynical,and it remains so to this day.
It is still exploited~ to be sure, but it no longer
worships its exploiters."

A more broad,and farhlOre int~resting example of
Mencken'ssocial commentary is found in The Letters

, of·H.L. Mencken. Here the burlesque of American
culture' and politics covers a period of forty years,

'~from 1908 to 1948.. It pictures the American scene
from the halcyon days prior to the First World War
through the fiasco of two world wars, the Roaring
Twenties aJ;1d Prohibition, and over the Great Depres
sion. The correspondents include: Theodore Dreiser,
Sherwood Anderson,F. Scott Fitzgerald, Ezra Pound,
Edgar Lee Masters, Sinclair Lewis, and Upton Sin-

.. clair, a virtual Who's Who of early twentieth century
.AmeTican literature.

The usual good humor rings all through this long
tome. Indeed, there is so much good humor oversp
prolonged a periodt~at one must stand back and
marvel. HLM witnessed ,a decline in popularity
tluoughout the thirties and suffered many other dis
appointments, inc1udingthe deaths of many loved
ones. But his cheerful letters continued to pour
forth. If he wasn~t writing to encourage a struggling

, young writer, then he WC1S consoling a veteran}n the
writer's bouts with depression and loneliness. And
there were always such pranks as the Maryland Mad

. stones and .the. religious salutations. Even as he
"watched intimate friends succumb to the lunacy of
political messianism (Dreiser became a Communist
and Pound a Fascist) or fall into -alcholism (Fitz
,gerald and Lewis), Mencken stood firm, withstanding
internal degeneracy as well as external persecution

with the shield of hishumor.
The scope of the Letters generally/parallelsthe

author's shifting personal interests. The earlier let
ters tend to be concerned with literature while the
l~ter correspondences'are more political. As editor
of Smart Set and later of the American Mercury,
~llca~tho. nJoyed a vantage point for observing
American culture and politics that alon makes his
letters imperative r~ading fOf the student of Ameri
'calla. The fact that Meneken was, personally em
broiled In many historic. eveI)ts over_ his long career
as the dean of American iconoclasts lends an intrinsic
fascination' to the narrative. One becomes engaged
in his early war 'viththe Comstocks and government
censors in behalf of Dreiser and other literary rebel~.

His 'attack then moved on to the sham of World
War I censorship for which he was often decried as a
German agent-provocateu r. Unshaken by base appeals
to patriotism, Mencken proceeded to lambast the
war effort and protested vainly against the censor-
ship it entailed. ' . .

No sooner had World War I departed than ProhIbI-
tion was foisted upon the American public. Again
Mencken took to the charges.His persona] '.:orrespol~.i-
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em:es are delightful and defiant as his public blasts:
"All is lost including honor. But I have enough good
whisky, fair wine and prime beer secreted to last me
two solid years.... I sold my motor car and invested
the proceeds in alcohol ....

"Another great crusade is already underway. It is
against copulation. A government bureau has been
established to spread the news that the practice is not
necessary to health .... In the Middle West there is a
growing movement against tobacco. In a few years
you will see a republic that is chemically pure. Pray
for the day."

With the close of Prohibition, Mencken's favorite
target became the New Deal, with its brain trust of
technocrats and its appeals to popular emotions. He
long foresaw the advent of the Second World War,
and once again committed himself an isolationist.
But this time around, he declined direct confronta
tion with the United States War machine : "My belief
is that Roosevelt will horn into the war at the first
chance. He is, to be sure, still bellowing about keep
ingthe United States out' of it, but no rational man
takes such talk seriously . . . . It will be impossible
for me to write anything or more accurately, to print
anything. I'll probably do what I did the last time;
that is, devote myself to a job that has nothing to do
with the current carnage."

The most interesting aspect of Mencken's corres
pondence during the thirties is that dialogue he main
tained with old friends who had slipped into political
messianism. Mencken's own popularity was. at low
ebb during this period, but he suffered his fortune
without iabandoning his convictions. With charac
teristic spirithe wrote Ezra Pound in 1937. "My dear
Pound: ... Why not remove those obscene whiskers,
shake off all the other stigmata of the Left Bank,
come home to the Republic, and let me show you the
greatest show on earth? If after six months of it, you
continue to believe in sorcerey, whether poetical,
political, oreconomic, I promise to have you put to
death in some painless m'anner, and to erecta bronze
equestrian statue to your memory alongside the one
I am setting up in honor of Upton Sinclair."

While a year earlier in an exchange with Sinclair,
Mencken teased, "I admit that you have done more
or less hollering J';)r free speech but how much of it
did you do during the war, when free speech was
most in danger? My recollection is that you actually
supported Wilson .... I am against the violation of
civil tights by Hitler and Mussolini as much as you
are, and well you know it. But I am also against the
wholesale murders, confiscations, and other outrages
that have gone on in Russia. I think it is fair to say
that you pseudo communists are far from consistent
here."

Mencken's suspicion uf idt'ology is summarized
nicely in a letter to B. W. Huebsch, "The radicals,
as usual,are wrong. r am stjl~ against quacks of all
sorts, and especially against radicals. Stalin seems to
be swindling them in the grand manner, and I am
naturally delighted. The pious mind was made to be
rooked, whether by the religion of Jahweh or the reli
gion of Marx." HLM equakd ideolugy with rej;g·:.m
(another of his' bete noirs playfully bastin
adoed throughout his correspondences), and so felt
it ,beneath the dignity of an intelligent arid civi1i~ed

man. Personal autonomy and individual dignity,were
his sacred cows.

His revulsion at the rightest and leftest ideologies of
the thirties cannot be mistaken for abject nihilism,
however. Because Mencken was not a fool does not
mean that he was un.principled. In describing a
biography of himself by Earnest Boyd, he confided,
"Boyd's book is certainly not bad. But he overlooked
two things. First the fact that my whole body of
doctrine rests upon a belief in liberty. Second, that I
am far more an artist than a metaphysician."

These two statements summarize a great deal of
what one may expect to find in the Letters otH.L.
Mencken. True, he is no political philosopher in the
technical sense,but neither are most so-called intel.:
lectuals, past or present. Mencken was as he himself
insisted,a "newspapen:nan." He is primarily an inter
preter of human actions and especially of human
character. And this, alas, is a highly subjective busi
ness, far closer to the hit and miss judgements of a
Dr. Johnson than the precise categories of a Kant.
He supplements his disinclination for abstractions
with historical understanding and practical expe'ri
encr. These he proceeds to expound in. a robust and
fOl~eful prose style. His science is not philosophy but

rhetoric in the claSSical Greco-Roman, sense. And of
this, he was truly ama:;t~j'.

His commitmel~t to indiv:dualism governed his
thinking on both culture and politics. '1 believe that
each first rate man like each wO,rk of art is unique,"
he wrote. These opinions seem to have been formed
by his early reading of Nietzsche, or perhaps, as
others insist, they werp. congenital. His attraction to
Shaw, Conrad, Dreiser et al. was founded more on
their boldness than on any intrinsic critical merits
of their .work. Politically, he believed that govern
ment In general (and democracy in particular) consti
tutes a conspiracy of the inept against the superior
individuals of the race. It is, as he remarks elsewhere,

,~'the natural enemy of all decent and productive
men." He made the art of burlesquing it a favorite
subject in his letters, which 'is one of the many vir
tues of this collection.•

Robbins- (Continued from page'S)

I have been very critical of the Robbins book be
cause it h.~s already been touted by some Christians
as the answer to Objectivism. and hence, they falsely
conclude, to secular libertarianism. Well, 'the book
holds one's interest, like most books about Ayn
Rand, and there. is a certain fascination here, in wit
nessing the confrontation of a Calvinist with Ayn
Rand's views. And Answer taAyn Rand is immensely'
more thoughful than most books about Objectivism,
more penetrating and subtle.' Still, it misses the
mark. It is a shame, for Objectivism needs to be

,criticized. But first it needs to be understood. Razzle
dazzle which confuses key Objectivist doctrines
with those of Aristotle just obscures matters, as does
the reliance on Calvinism fOf a frame of reference.

•
The lectures of Nathaniel Branden, PhD, men

tioned in Mr: Childs'review are available on cas
sette tapes from'Audio-Forum, 901·N.Washington.,.
St., Alexandria, VA 22314. Of particular interest
are "The Concept of God" (Tape 564, 88 min.,
$10.95), "Logic and' Mysticism" (Tape' 5'63,
69 min., $10.50), "What Is Reason?" (Tape 562,
73 min., $10.50), and "The Objectivist Ethics"
(Tape 569, 84 min., $10.95). These tapes are
included in "Basic Principles of ObJectivism," a
20-cassette course availabl~ complete from Audio
Forum for $180. An abbreviated cassette course,
"Introduction to ObjectiVism" (Tape 560, 87
min., $10.95), is also available.

rcan-II'-;'1iig~
I toacassette-I
:tape help yOU:
I' RELAX1 I
I "YES!" say the thousands of people I
1 who have benefited from Dr. Nathaniel I

Branden's Basic Relaxation and Ego·

I Strengthening Program. I
This tape is .not a lecture.' It is a

I psychological experience. .Employing I
hypnotic and psychotherapeuti<; tech-

I niques, this simple mental exercise can I'
help you achieve a state. of deep re,laxa-

I tion. Users report that they experienced 1
decreased tension, increased energy. and

I 'concentration, clearer' thinking, and I
greater self-confidence and self-accep-

I ' tance. I
Developed by a practiCing psycholo-

I
_ gist, this remarkably effective tape has I

won praise from people in an walks of

1
life. What do they say about it'? Just two I
words: "It works!"

1
You must hear this tape to believe I

what it can do for your emotional and
physical well-being. That's why we offer 1I it with tllis unconditional guarantee.

I
Order the 'tape and try it your.self. ~o
If it doesn't work exactly as deSCrIbed '"
above, return it and we'll refund everyI penny you paid. - .' . ~

To order, simply clIp thiS ad and mall .CIlI it with your name and address, and a I
check or money order for $ I O. Do it I

I today. . AI~'297

I
cassett.e catalog, $,25 . . .' I

' (free with order) . .~

I~~' ~ ,,,,,; .. :
L Alexandria, VA223 14 '---------_.-
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Dear Reader:

It may seem a bit early to say
"Merry Christmas" but ...
... The editors and I have reserved a
free LR issue binder for you. This
handsome library shelf binder conven
iently holds a full year's issues of
LR. It will be a handsome addition to
every library.

Christmas than to show your friends,
relatives and business associates that
you respect their intelligence enough
to send them LR •

Here's how LR's Christmas Gift Sub
scription program works:

1) Rates for LR Christmas gift 'sub
subscriptions:

We want to send you this $5.98 bind
er, free and postage paid, to thank you
for giving your friends and relatives
a gift that really matters this Christ
mas: Subscriptions to Libertarian
Review.

One of the few effective ways of
spreading libertarian ideas is to dem
onstrate their down-to-earth applica
tion. There are probably dozens of
friends and realtives on your Christmas
gift list with" whom you would like to
share your insights into libertarian
ideas.

That is why LR makes the perfect
gift. LR's concise, tough-minded re
views of today's culture--its literature
and art forms--bring libertarian ideas
into clear focus for those who may not
be willing to read whole books on the
subject. Those to whom you give LR
this Christmas will begin to better

';'.1nderstand andapprecia te the power and
logic of the ideals shared by libertar-
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gift. The people who receive LR gift
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but many, many times next year as each
issue arrives in the mail.

LR subscriptions are easy to give.
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mas shopping in the next 10 orIS min-
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GIFT ANNOUNCEMENT CARDS
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on your ~R gift list will receive a
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But processing your gift order and
preparing the hand-signed announcement
does take time. That's why we need your
gift instructions just as soon as pos
sible.

IN SHORT, ACT TODAY
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to give those on your gift list a
really important gift--at an exception
ally low price.

Receive a free LR library binder.
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Robert D. Kephart
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By B. A. Rogge
To prohibit a great people [ the American colonials]

... from making all that they can ofevery part of their
own produce, or from employing their [capital] and
indus try in the way that they judge most advantageous
to themselves, is a manifest violation of the most sa
cred rights of mankind.-Adam Smith, The Wealth of
Nations,1776.

We hold these truths to be selfevident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Crea
tor with certain unalienable Rights, that among these
are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.
Thomas Jefferson, Declaration of Independence, 1776.

In these two passages we find one of the common
elements in the two significant bicentennials we cele
brate this year. The common element is the convic
tion that man is endowed by a source greater than him
self with certain natural and hence inalienable rights.
This common element in the two bicentennials is one
of the themes I shall develop in these comments of
mine. But first let me hasten to admit that, in the
households of the United States in 1976, the twobi
centennials (the publication of The Wealth ofNations
and the proclamation of the Declaration of Indepen
dence) are not held in equal awareness or veneration,
nor does Adam Smith's name compete for the at
tention of the young with that of Thomas Jefferson.
Yet it is my firm conviction that the members of our
own society (and in fact of all societies based on the
concept of freedom under law) must look to Smith as
well as to Jefferson (and his fellow Founding Fathers)
to fully understand our goodly heritage of freedom
with order.

Here, as in all matters of judgment, I admit to bias.
Adam· Smith is generally known as the father of
economics, the field of study which is also my own.
Moreover, Smith's brand of economics, carrying the
trademarks of voluntary exchange, freedom in the
marketplace, and limited government, is also my brand
of economics-Brand X though it may have become in
today's intellectual marketplace. Finally, I believe
Adam Smith not only to have been possessed of true
wisdom about the nature and possibilities of the hu
man condition but also to have been possessed of a
capacity to communicate those ideas wi th great clarity
and great style. In other words, I am an admitted,
card-carrying Adam Smith buff.

With no embarrassment, I admit that I hope through
these words to encourage some of you who may now
know little of Smith and his work to come to want to
know more. Even for those who bring to their studies
of Smith a presupposition against his strong free mar
ket policy position, there is something to be gained.
His writing is free of that obscurantism, technical jar
gon and complicated mathematics that distinguish
most modem materials in economics. In Smith's
writings, the case for what might be roughly called
"capitalism" is put in so clear and straightforward a
fashion that it makes a useful stone against which even
the convinced socialist can hone his own countu
arguments. Finally, no one who professes to under
stand even commonly well the course of events of
these last two hundred years can afford to be ignorant
of the influence on that course of events of the idea~ of
Adam Smith, whether they have been proven nght or
wrong. In the words of the historian Henry Thomas
Buckle, in his The History ofCivilization, published in
the middle of the last century: "In the year 1776,
Adam Smith published his Wealth ofNations, which,
looking at its ultimate results, is probably the most im
portant book that has ever been written...." Even a
true Smith buff may be at least mildly embarrassed by
this claim,but that his ideas did have consequences no
one can really doubt (but more on th b later).

Who was this man, what did he have to say in 1776
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and how, if at all, is his thinking relevant to the world
of 1976? Adam Smith was born in Kircaldy, Scotland,
in 1723 and died in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1790. In
between he lived a life free of scandal, wife or children,
great incident, and severe disappointment. He was a
student (at Glasgow and Oxford), a teacher (at Glas
gow and Edinburgh), and a scholar, and his friends
were students, teachers, and scholars-but also artists,
writers, businessmen, and men of affairs. In a sense,
though, he was the true "spectator" of the human
scene, involved in that scene, yes, but always capable
of detached analysis and appraisal of everything that
came within his view.

My intent here is to concentrate on Smith's words
and ideas and on their usefulness (if any) in interpret
ing the modern scene. Those of you who wish to know
more of Smith's life or of the intellectual influences
that shaped his thinking Of of his weaknesses and
strengths as a pure technician in the science of e•.~o
nomics will need to look elsewhere.

My plan is as follows: First, to present in concise
form what I see as Smith's. view of the social order.

Next, to identify the ways in which he applied this
view to the world of his day, particularly the British
treatment of the American colonies. Finally, to identi
fy those ways in which it seems to me that Smith
speaks most directly to the problems and possibilities
of today 's world.

We begin with what I believe to be the essence of
the Smith argument-but first a word of preparation.
Smith is known as the father of economics, and the
book whose bicentennial year we now celebrate has as
its complete title, An Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth ofNations. The first sentence of
Chapter I, Book I, reads as follows: "The greatest im
provement in the productive powers oflabour, and the
greater part of the skill, dexterity, and judgment with
which it is any where directed, or applied, seem to
have been the effects of the division oflabour." These
substantial straws in the wind would seem to imply
that we are about to grapple with a pure piece of eco
nomic analysis applied to the essentially vulgar ques
tion of how to multiply the quantity of "things" in a
nation-and indeed Smith does have a kind word for
those vulgar "things" when he writes that, "no society
can surely be flourishing and happy, of which the
greater part of the members are poor and miserable."

But to see Smith as nothing more than an early-day
consultant on how to make everyone rich is to do him
an injustice. Smith was first and foremost a professor
of moral philosophy, and his economic analysis was in
a sense a by-product of his concern with such questions
as the nature of the universe. the nature of man and

the relationship of the individual to society.
When curiosity turns his attention to "the wealth oj

nations," he begins in effect by reaching intQ his phi
losopher's cupboard for the basic materials of his pro
posed studies. First and foremost he draw·s out hi~

conviction that there exists a natural order in the uni
verse whi~h, if properly understood and liveu ill accord
ance with, tends to produce the "govd." Coo... dinate
with and deriving from this natural order is a set of
natural rights of individuals (recall the phrasing of the
opening passage from Smith-"the most sacred rights
of mankind"). For a society to live in harmony with
the natural order requires that it respect those "most
sacred rights of mankind."

But what does all this have to do with getting more
bread on the table? Comes now Smith, the eternal
spectator, the observer of all that transpires around
him, who is also curious as to what puts more bread on
the table. His observations tell him very quickly that
the wealth of a nation is primarilY'determined "by the
skill, dexterity, and judgment with which its labour is
generally applied." But by what in tum are these
determined? By two primary factors: (l) the extent
to which the division of labor is carried in the society,
and (2) the stock of capital available to the laborers.

But what forces give rise to or permit of the divi
sion of labor and the accumulation of capital? Must
it be the forces of the ruler, commanding o:ne man to
do this and another to do that and ordering all to go
without so that the stock of capital may grow? Not at
all, replies Smith., the observer-philosopher. In the
natural order of things, man is so disposed to act as tn
promote these very ends without the necessity of ex
ternal commands.

The division of labor finds some part of it!, initial
support in man's natural instinct to truck and barter.
More important, the' apparehtproblem .of securing
each man's cooperation in serving the needs af others
proves to be no problem at all. His cooperation is
readily secured, not out of his benevolence, but out
of his natural regard for his own interest. "It is not
from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or
the baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their
regard to their own self-interest. "

Thus the seeds of the division of labor lie in the very
nature of man, that is, in the natural order. In the
same way, man's desire for improvement induces him
to save and hence to accumulate the capital needed to
add even further to the productivity oflabor.

But how are the activities of all of these specialists
coordinated; what assures that the various parts and
processes will be brought together properly in time and
place and quantity and quality and all other relevant
attributes? Surely here the offices of government must
be required. Not at all, Smith replies; a spontaneous
order emerges in the very nature of things, an order
that arises out of the interaction in the marketplace
between the two great forces ~of supply and demand.

" My intent here is to
concentrate on Smith's wor~s

and ideas and on their
usefulness (if any) in interpreting

the modem scene. , ,

If anyone element in this complex chain comes to
be in short supply, its price will rise and suppliers will
be induced to bring more to the market; in cases of ex
cess supply, the reverse. In this way, in Smith's words,
"the quantity of every commodity brought to market
naturally suits itself to the effectual demand."

The marketplace, then, as a spontaneously emerging
and self-regulating process, is but the natural order at
work in the ordering of economic life.



The pattern is now complete, Jnd he concludes as
follows:

As every individual, therefore, endeavours as
much as he c~n both to employ his capital in the
support of industry, and so to direct that indus
try that its produce may be of the greatest value;
every individual necessarily labours to render the
annual revenues of the society as great as he can.
He generally indeed neither intends to promote
the public iI! terest, nor knows by how mu;;h he IS

promoting it. , .. he intends 0nly h;s own gain,
and he is in thi~ as in many (theT cases, led by
an invisible hand to promote an ~nd which was
no part of his intention.

Continuing with Smith's words,

All systems either of preference or of restraint,
therefore, being thus completely taken away, the
obvious and simple system of natural liberty es
tablishes itself of its own accord. Every man, as
long as he does not violate the laws of justice, is
Ie ft perfectly free to pursue his own in terest in
his own way, and to bring both his industry
and capital into competition with those of any
other man, or order of men. The sovereign is
completely discharged from a duty, in the at
tempting to perform which he must always be
exposed to innumerable delusions, and for the
proper performance of which no human wisdom
or knowledge could ever be sufficient; the duty
of superintending the industry of private people,
and of directing it towards the employments
most suitable to the interest of the society. Ac
cording to the system of naturalliberty, the sov
ereign has only three duties to attend to; three
duties of great importance, indeed, but plain and
intelligible to common understandings: first, the
duty of protecting the society from the violence
andiinva~iptlofotner iIlgepYBdent societies; sec
ondly, the duty of protecting, as far as possible,
every member pf the society from the injustice
or oppression of every other mem ber of it, or the
du ty of establishing an exact administration of
justice; and, thirdly, the duty of erecting and
maintaining certain public institutions.

In a very real sense, The Wealth ofNations can be
viewed as an attack on the prevailing economic philos
ophy and practice of the author's day-an untidy col
lection of ideas and actions identified as mercantilism.
Mercantilism was associated with the more powerful
nation-states of seventeenth and eighteenth century
Europe, with England, France, Spain, Portugal, and
Holland. Its primary purpose was to enhance the
power and wealth of the nation, whether led by
a king or a Cromwell or a parliament. The techniques
were those of control-control not only of foreign
trade (for the purpose of assuring a favorable bal
ance of trade), control not only of colonies around
the world, but control of most aspects of domestic
economic life as well.

Smith argued that such controls were in fact direct
ly opposed to the ultimate ends they were designed to
serve. Thus, not only were the economic controls
Britain placed on her American colonies "a manifest
violation of the most sacred rights of mankind," but
moreover, "under the present system of management
Great Britain derives nothing but loss from the domin
ion which she assumes over her colonies."

What were his proposals for the British colonies?
Radical ones indeed! His first was "that Great Brit
ain should voluntarily give up all authority over her
colonies, and leave them to elect their own magistrates,
to enact their own laws, and to make peace and war as
they might think proper." However he admitted that
this was "to propose such a measure as never was and
never will be adopted, by any nation in the world."
Why not? Not because such an action wouldn't be
beneficial to the interests of the society but because it
would be "mortifying to the pride" and because it
would deprive the rulers "of the disposal of many
places of trust and profit, of many opportunities of ac
quiring wealth and distinction, which the possession of
the most turbulent, and, to the great body of the peo
ple, the most unprofitable province seldom fails to af
ford."

November/uecember !l;7f>

His next and somewhat less sweepmg proposal was
that Great Britain give the colonies direct representa
tion in Parliament. "Instead of piddling for the little
prizes which are to be found in what may be called the
paltry raffle of colony faction; they might then hope,
from the presumption which men naturally have in
their own ability and good fortune, to draw some of
the great prizes which sometimes come from the wheel
of the great state lottery of British politics."

He goes on to argue that unless this or some other
method is found of "preserving the importance and of
gratifying the ambition of the leading men of America,
it is not very probable that they will ever voluntadly
submit to us." Moreover (in a phrase of shrewd proph
ecy), "they are very weak who flatter themselves that,
in the state to which things have come, our colonies
will be easily conquered by force alone."

From shopkeepers, tradesmen, and attornies,
they are become statesmen and legislators, and
are employed in contriving a new fonn of govern
ment for an extensive empire, which, they flatter
themselves, will become, and which, indeed,
seems very likely to become, one of the greatest
and most fonnidable that ever was in the world.

These words could have been written no later than
1775 and speak well, at the very least, of Smith's pow
ers of prophecy. Further, Smith's handling of the co
lonial question was in full accord with and, in fact,
derived directly from his general philosophy of free
peoples, free economies, and free societies.
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, , ...Smith's sympathies
\Vere\Viththe\Vorkers... ' ,

,

The question now before us is whether Smith's
work is of only antiquarian interest to those of us who
inhabit the world of 1976-or does it have some con
tinuing relevance? I intend to argue that Smith does
indeed provide us with most useful insights into our
own problems and with those insights often so phrased
as to make them at least the equal in power of persua
sion of any later versions of the same thinking. I offer
up now for your examination a series of examples,
presented in no particular order.

To those who call for the businessman (or others)
to act less on self-interest and more on the desire to
serve others, he answers: "I have never known much
good done by those who affected to trade for the pub
lic good. It is an affectation, indeed, not very common
among merchants, and very few words need be em
ployed in dissuading them from it."

To those who are now calling for some kind of
national economic plan for the United States, he re
sponds:

What is the species of domestic industry which
his capital can employ, and of which the produce
is likely to be of the greatest value, every individ
ual, it is evident, can, in his local situation, judge
much better than any statesman or lawgiver can
do for him. The statesman, who should attempt
to direct private people in what manner they
ought to employ their capitals, would not only
load himself with a most unnecessary attention,
but assume an authority which could safely be
trusted, not only to no single person, but to no
council or senate whatever, and which would no
where be so dangerous as in the hands of a man
who had folly and presumption enough to fancy
himself fit to exercise it.

To those special interests who demand protection
from goods produced in other countries: "By means of
glasses, hotbeds and hotwalls, very good grapes can be
raised in Scotland, and very good wines too can be
made of them at thirty times the expence from which
at least equally good can be brought from foreign
countries. Would it be a reasonable law to prohibifthe

Importation of all foreign Wines, merely to encourage
the making of claret and burgundy in Scotland?"

To the tendency of governors and governments to
reduce the purchasing power of the money (that is, to
produce inflation):

For in every country of the world, 1 believe, the
avarice and injustice of princes and sovereign
states, abusing the confidence of their subjects,
have by degrees diminished the real quantity of
metal, which had been originally contained in
their coins. The Roman As, in the latter ages of

, , ...no one who professes
to understand...the course of

events of these last two
hundred years can afford to be

ignorant of the influence of
Adam Smith.',

the Republic, was reduced to the twenty-fourth
part ofits original value.... The English pound
and penny contain at present about a third only;
the Scots pounds and penny about a thirty-sixth;
and the French pound and penny about a sixty
sixth part of their original value.... Such opera
tions have always proved favorable to the debtor,
and ruinous to the creditor, and have sometimes
produced a greater and more universal revolution
in the fortunes of private persons, than could
have been occasioned by a very great public ca'"
larnity.

On the behavior of 'organizations of workers: "'Their
usual pretences are sometimes the high price of provi
sions; some~imes the great profit which their masters
make by their work. ... Their combinations... are al
ways abundantly heard of. In order to brin'g the point
to a speedy decision, they have always recourse to the
loudest clamour, and sometimes to the most shocking
violence and outrage. ,-

In fact, though, Smith's sympathies were with the
workers (as against the masters),and he was pleased
with what he observed to be the improvement in the
lot of the common worker in the England of his day.

The common complaint that luxury extends it
self even to the lowest ranks of the people, and
that the labouring poor will not now be con
tented with the same food, clothing and lodging
which satisfied them in former times, may con
vince us that it is not the money price of labour
only, but its real recompence which has aug
mented.

To the argument that the workman (and those who
use his services) must be protected by apprenticeships,
licensing, wage-setting by law or what have you, he re
sponds:

The property which every man has in his own la
bour, as it is the original foundation of all other
property, so it is the most sacred and inviolable.
The patrimony of a poor man lies in the strength
and dex teri ty of his hands ; and to hinder him from
employing his strength and dexterity in what
manner he thinks proper without injury to his
neighbour, is a plain violation of this, most sacred
property. It is a manif~st encroachment upon the
just liberty both of the workman, and of those
who might be disposed to employ him. As it hin
ders the one from working at what he thinks prop
er, so it hinders the others from employing whom
they think proper. To judge whether he is fit to
be employed, may surely be trusted to the discre
tion of the employers whose interest it so much
concerns.

But his criticism of some practices of workmen
should not be taken to mean that he was uncritical of

(Continued on page 14)
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The man of system, is apt to be very wise in his
own conceit, and is often so enamoured with the
supposed beau ty of his own ideal plan of govern
ment, that he cannot suffer the smallest devia
tion from any part of it. He goes on to establish
it completely and in all its parts, without any
regard either to the great interests or to the
strong prejudices which may oppose it: he seems
to imagine that he can arrange the different
members of a great society with as much ease as
the hand arranges the differen t pieces upon a
chess-board; he does not consider that the pieces
upon the chess-board have no other principle of
motion besides that which the hand impresses
upon them; but that, in the great chess-board of
human society, every single piece has a principle
of motion of its own, altogether different from
that which the legislature might choose to im
press upon it. If those two principles coincide
and act in the same direction, the ~ame of human
society will go on easily and harmoniously, and is
very likely to be happy and successful. If they
are opposite or different, the game will go on
miserably, and the society must be at all times in
the highest degree of disorder..

"In a free trade an effectual combination cannot be es
tablished bu 1 bV the unanimous consent of every single
trader, anJ it c~not last longer than every single trader
continues uf the same mind. The majority of a corpo
ration !i.e.,af a government-grantea monopoly power
to a grot-'t' :~. traders] can enact a by-law with proper
penalties, which will limit the competition more effec
tu.ally and mor~, durably than any voluntary combin
atlO11 whatever.

As a matter of i"act, in this whole area of competi
tion and monopoly, it seems to me that smith speaks
with more wisdom tham most modern economists and
most of the associated legislation. Smith creates no un
attainable ideal of "perfect competition" as a bench
mark for use in appraisal and policy-making. Rather he
argues that "all systems either of preference or of re
straint ... being thus completely taken away"-that is,
all government interventionist action removed from the
marketplace-"the obvious and simple system of nat
ural liberty establishes itself of its own accord."

In other words, all that governments must do to see
that competition (i.e.,the open marketplace) prevails is
to not create monopoly. Competition does not need
to be created or protected or restored-it inheres in the
natural order of things and in the very nature of man.
I believe this to have been true in 1776 and to be
equally true in 1976. The technological changes of the
last two hundred years have served only to make the
competitive process more intense and to ensure the
even quicker demise of the firm that doesn't maintain a
perpetual effort to better serve its customers.

But enough of the examples. If you are not yet per
suaded of Smith's continuing relevance, a further pa
rade of cases is not likely to be useful. God knows I
may be in error, but I am convinced that Smith is not
only relevant today but that his insight and wisdom, if
applied to today's world, would yield not only a freer
but a more productive and equitable set of economic
arrangements than if we applied a mixture of what was
thought to be the best of contemporary thought.

This does not mean that I have no quarrels with
Smith; his third function of government seems to me
to be a Pandora's Box; his handling of the theory of
value, of what determines the ratio of exchange among
goods and services seems to ,me to. be, importantly in
error, et cetera.

At' the same time, I yield to no one in my admira
tion of his wisdom and for his magnificent contribu
tion to our understanding of ourselves and of our
institutions, in the form particularly of this book
whose bicentenary year of p~lb1ication we celt'ryralc
this year. It was from this book that such disparate
types as William Pitt and Edmund Burke in England
and Alexander Hamilton and John Adams in this coun
try admitted having drawn some part of their own
thinking on political economy. It is my reasoned con
viction that the well-being of every society in the mod
ern world would be at a significantly higher level if
more of those in l~adership roles in our societies of to
day were to be reading The Wealth ofNations rather
than the modern works from which they draw their
tragically mistaken policy advice.

I close now with a final offering of the wisdom of
Adam Smith, this on the inherent C:lOT in all systems
of control and coming fiot from The Wealth of
Nations but l'1-om his first book, The TheOly ofMoral
Semtiments.
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brities, large corporations, investors and small businessmen,
and has personally arranged the incorporation of more than
500 tax hav~n companies.

A British chartered accountant and a well-known name in
the tax haven field, Mr. Harris pioneered the industry in the
Cayman Islands. He is a world traveler with extensive interna
tional connections.

Mr. Harris served as a research partner of an interna
tional accounting firm for five years, and as president of a
private bank for two years. In these capacities, his speciality
was providing management services to offshore companies.
Currently, he is managing director of his own firm, Interna
tional Management Services.

Among Paul Harris' published works are The Cayman
Islands Handbook and Business Guide (recognized as an
authoritative work), Use of a Tax Haven to Protect Invest
ments and Reduce. Taxes. and A Concise Guide to the
Cayman Islands Companies Law. He has also contributed
articles to several professional journals.

Mr. Harris is listed in The Dictionary of International
Biography. Men ofAchievement, and Personalities Caribbean.

When Paul Harris' Tax Haven Seminar was held in Los
Angeles, San Francisco and San Diego, participants paid an
admission fee of $75 each.

AUDIO-FORUM's recording of the Seminar, however,
is only $63.75. That's a savings of $11.25 over. the original
cost of admission!

What's more, you're protected by AUDIO-FORUM's
unconditional guarantee.

When you receive the tapes, play them as many times as
you wish, Then, if you're not 100"10 satisfied with the Seminar,
simply return the recordings within three weeks and your
money will be immediately refunded-no questions asked.

Here's your- chance to learn everything you should know
about tax havens. Do it before your tax bill gets any higher.
Mail the coupeSn tOlhy. '

ZipState

But wouldn't such a policy leave the public to the
none-too-tender mercies of the conspirators? Not at
all, replies Smith. Why not? Because in the absence of
government backing,_~uch conspiracies do not survive.

It is impossible indeed to prevent such meetings,
by any law which either could be executed, or
would be consistent with liberty and justice. But
though the law cannot hinder people of the same
trade from sometimes assembling together, it
ought to do nothing to facilitate such assemblies;
much less to render them necessary."

turning over our economic decision-making to good,
experienced, competent leaders of business: "The
proposal of any new law or regulation which comes
from this order [the businessmen] ought never to be
adopted till after having been long and carefully ex
amined, not only with the most scrupulous, but with
the most suspicious attention.H

Nor is Smith at all unaware of the ancient (and
modern) propensity of businessInt:Il (as well as others)
to attempt to combine to restrict competition. In a fa
mous passage he writes that "people of the same trade
seldom meet together, even for merriment and diver
sion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against
the public, or in some contrivance to raise prices."

At the same time, his recommendations for dealing
with such cases seem to me to reflect greater wisdom
than our policies of today.

He continues from the statement above:

o AUDIO·FORUM CATALOG, Rush me a copy of your complete catalog, which lists m0'7 than 350 cassettes ~n
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Trusts, Prof_lonaI Servlcetl, and Legal Considerations/How
to set up a trust in a tax haven country. Trusts and cor
porations: How they differ and how they work together. IRS
regulations affecting tax havens. Working with a lawyer, ac
countant or investment counselor.

How to Ch_ a Tax Haven/Seven criteria for choosing a tax
haven. Applying these criteria, Mr. Harris evaluates the major
tax havens, including the Bahamas, Switzerland, the Cayman
Islands, Panama, Bermuda, the Netherlands Antilles. and the
Turks and Caicos Islands.

"The Tax Haven Answer Tape"/In a question-and-answer
session concluding the Seminar, Mr. Harris replies to a score
of queries covering a broad range of issues related to tax
havens.

Setting Up Your Tax Haven Corporation/How to form a cor
poration in a tax haven country. How to use it for tax pro
tection. How to arrange for a local agent. Expenses involved.
The three lines of defense of every good tax plan. On this
tape. the Cayman Islands again receive special attention.

Introduction to Tax Havens/In this recording, Paul Harris ex
plains what offshore tax havens are, how they function. and
exactly how they are used to minimize taxes. The Cayman
Islands, a British colony in the Caribbean, is (;;)e of the more
popular tax havens. and is therefore examined in detail.

Your Tax Haven Expert
For ten years, Paul Harris has specialized in providing

clients with tax haven facilities and advice. He aided cele-

Announcing a recorded seminar on
how to avoid taxes legally.

Yes, it is possible to cut your taxes--and to do it legally.
How? More and more intelligent people are turning to what
may be the last and best loophole: tax havens.

What is a tax haven? It's a foreign country which has
few taxes, or none at all. By channeling your investment in
come through a corporation or trust in such a country, your
capital gains taxes may be reduced, your estate may be pro
tected from crushing inheritance taxes. and the growth of your
capital is preserved and accelerated.

Information on the subject of tax havens has not always
been easy to lind. But now, AUDIO-FORUM announces a
Tax Haven Seminar-live and a half hours of authoritative in
formation and advice on live cassette tapes.

The Seminar is conducted by Paul Harris, a leading expert
on the subject of tax havens. Step by step, Mr. Harris explains
how you can set up your Own tax haven company and use it
as an offshore investment base to minimize your tax bite. Both
the advantages and the precautions of undertaking such a plan
are clearly presented.

If you're wondering hoy, much you'll profit with a tax
haven, consider this example cited by Mr. Harris. In a taxed
economy such as the United States, if you invested $10,000
and received a 20 percent annual return. after three years
you'd have $13,310. But by using a tax haven company in the
Cayman Islands, you'd come out with $17.240.

Contrary to popular belief, tax havens aren't just for the
very rich. "More than ever before," says an article in Free
Enterprise magazine, "people in middle-income brackets are
linding tax havens not only protitable, but convenient ..."

Here's how to find out if tax havens can help you. This is
the onlv seminar that provides a practical, precise introduction
to this 'increasingly important subject.

AD About Tax Havens
This Seminar<l$, virtually a "course" in tax havens. Here's a

preview of what you'll learn when yoiJ Hsten to.these tapes.

Rogge- (Continued from page 13)

the businessman or merchant. To many of both the in
itiated and the uninitiated, Adam Smith is seen as a
spokesman for the business interest. Thus, for reasons
that can only be guessed at, when the Modern Library
edition of The Wealth of Nations was published in
1937, it included an introduction by Max Lerner, then
editor of The Nation.

In his introduction, Lerner writes that Smith "was
an unconscious mercenary in the service of a rising
capitalist class..... He gave a new dignity to greed and
a new sanctification of the predatory impulses.... He
rationalized the economic interests of the class that
was coming to power. .. "

Even though Lerner admits that "Smith's doctrine
has been twisted in ways he would not have approved,"
the damage is already lone, and Smith is confirmed
again in the mind of the reading public as the puppet
of the bourgeois business interests-a view of him that
continues to this day to color the thinking of those
who might otherwise learn from him.

Compare this view of Smith with these words in
which he describes the proper attitude of the society
to proposals for legislation coming from businessmen
(and which serves equally well to answer those today
who believe that we can best solve our problems by
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BORING MALONE

RICHARD SUTER PREDICTS:

(ontinued on page 16)

FIND OUT WHYl

recourse to humor. To understand the
arts without understanding comedy is im
possible: the comic imagination is eternal,
the range of comedy in fIlms is breath
taking, and in Bugsy Malone we are per
mitted,to get at least a quick feel of the
amorphous thing we require so desperate
ly but so infrequendy are able to pin
down: 'comedy. And this fIlill, if not a
sledgehammer send-up, not a brilliant
parody of the genre it undertakes to look
at afresh, shares at least a bit of the won
derful sense of the satiric imagination.

And yet, and yet, Bugsy Malone is
grotesque, a nice try, a nasty' realiza
tion. Mr. Alan Parker~s idee fixe fizzles.
We are set down in New York, circa
1929, confronting all-out .gang war be~

tween· Dandy Dan (Martin Lev) and' his
elegant gang, possessed of a new weapon
called the splurge gun, and Fat Sam (John
Cassi~i), owner of a speakeasy and boss of
a lesser and cruder crowd. Chippies and
hit-men (hit-kids?), hoofers and hookers,
con artists and the much-loved roust
about himself, Bugsy (Scott Baio): all

people we are irritated with shadings of
gray when white hats and black hats are
ever so much more convenient to trigger
our responses. We love fair play-at least
American myth says we love fair play~

and Bugsy Malone hasn't destroyed thut
fantasy, nor has it any need to. This is a
film that. replicates the gangland. in tra
mural fights so familiar to generations of
American moviegoers, and the story, if
seen on its surface level alone, is a harsh
one, no simmering in treacle for this
flick.

Moreover, there is something ofa score,
written by that unstoppable gnomelike
dynamo calle,d Paul Williams, who, if he
drools overlong over the syllables of the
title song-Bo1(g-zee Mull-hone is brother
Simon's perfect rendering of it-and pro
vides the sounds for too many of the
lip-synchs, nonethele~s has a way with a
catchy beat, and offers in a third of the
musical numbers something worth en
tering on the plus side of the ledger.

There is also a nice comic touch to some
of the fIlm. Man, after all, is the laughing
animal. We must make light of, defuse
the explosive terrors of, our situations by

IN REVIEW

kids in. an original way, and through the
use of them tell a straight story in a fun
and stylish. way.

And some of the promise has been kept;
The 1920s gangster flick has been neatly
replicated, down to the last. item of de
cor. One of the paths of our adult sin
ning into a state of radical childhood in
nocence? Hardly, and thank the gods for
that. Angels in training? Nothing of the
sort! Americans disdain ambiguity; as a

On View

Unlike children, who really are best
seen and not heard, pictures for children
are usually too soppy even to see. That
classic master builder of movies for kids,
Walt Disney, managed repeatedly to prop
up his stuff eithe'r with great gags and at
least passable music, or with enough ten
sion and adventure to entice adult~ into
the movie houses along with their wee
ones. Disney's mms endure, as witness
the annual revivals of them in summer
Disney festivals around the nation. But
most movies constructed for child audi
ences or fabricated out of the adventures
of children are abominable, culminating
invariably in tidy endings sufficiently off-

. putting to inslJire in even the most sober
adult a passion for ZPG. A rare excep
tion comes along, like this past summer's
The Bad News Bears, and its barracks lan
gmlge, so true to the way the little mon
sters talk these days, inspires rage in the
dreary morality in media types who
inhabit a world of their own creation and
haven't the slightest conception of what
life, much less the life of the younger
generations, is all about.

"Makers of mOVIes
about and/or for kids
grossly underrate their

audiences.... , ,

$UEI$CR.IBETO NATIONAL. HARD ASSET REPORTER TODAYI

YOU'LL LEARN HOW TO EARN PROFITS LIKE:
108% PROFIT IN 77 DAYS!
1190/0 PROFIT IN 85 DAYS!
170% PROFIT IN 55 DAYS!
250% PROFIT IN 63 DAYSI

ZIP_. _

Makers of movies about and/or for kids
grossly underrate their audiences, assum
ing that instantly forge'ttable tunes war
bled by tin-eared singers, or snippets uf

.dance of the bop-hop-Ieap-leap variety,
and the trite and the true and the tireo.
that all this should suffice for the young
sters. While .there are fashions in movies,
as elsewhere, seasons when audiences are
thought- to crave an unremitting diet of
this sort of mm or that, of this type of
character instead of yesterday's, one type
of fIlm knows no season, it's just there:
every year some fIlm reaches for the brass
ring with still another version of that
childhood fantasy routine. It isn't work
ing very well these days, not for most
kids, not for most adults. One needn't
literally find children boring, though
W. C. Fields (really Leo Rosten, but
Fields gets the credit) was on the right
track, but persons of all ages usually' do
find' sugar-coated children's films boring.

So one had high hopes for Bugsy
Malone, which is unique, no doubt about
that, and which promised a new and off
kil ter view of the world', not only through
kids' eyes but through an entire kid cast.
A gangster movie. A musical. A period
piece nostalgia number. And kids, all
kids, everything of, by, and for kids. A
movie, we who follow the trade papers on
such things had been instructed and
looked longingly ahead to, that would
break a barrier and finally, for once, use

Nav~111ber/Del'ember 1976

NATIONAL HARJ ASSEi' REPORTER advised subscribers on Dec. 11. 1972 to buy
Japanese yen against the U.S. dollar. On February 28, 1973, when sale of yen was
recommended; subscribers realized a profrt of $4,300 per contract NATIONAL HARD
ASSET REPORTER has been watching the currency markets for years. Prior to the
August-December, 1971 currency crisis, SUbscribers were advised to put their cash in
Swiss banks. By doing so they realized a15% profit while maintaining their purchasing
power. Again on October 15,1973 and November 12,1973, NATIONAL HARD ASSET
REPORTER advised to sell British pounds ana Swiss francs ·against the dollar. On
January 14,1975, when these positions were closed, subscribers realized $4,775 and
$6,B25 profit per contract Again on June 9, 1975 editor Suter advised that the dollar
was set to make SUbstantial gain, particularly against the Swiss franc. NATIONAL HARD
ASSET REPORTER recommended selling the franc against the dollar resuiling in aprofit
of over $4,500 per contract on August 4, 1975 Again in August. editor Suter saw the
opportunity to make huge profrts from the fall Britis,h pound. On December 19, when
those positions were closed, subscribers earned $2,500 per contract The continuing
drop of the pound has yielded subscribers $4,500 profit per contract from January,
1976 through April, 1976.NATIONAL HARD ASSET REPORTER suoscribershave made
dramatic profits while protecting their capital from loss through devaluation and have,
at the same time, made dramatic profrts l While the general public has been losing
money and buying power to devaluations and runaway inflation. subscribers to
NATIONAL HAIID ASSET REPORTER have left the crowd .and made big profits instead I

Profits can still be made in the currency markets.. Should you be short in pounds and
long in the Swiss franc and mark during the remainder of 1976, NATIONAL HARD
ASSET REPORTER has tlle best profit information.

90% YEARLY COIN PROFITS
Since 1971 NATIONAL HARD ASSET REPORTER has recommended various coin

investments, These recommendations incltide across section of everytipe of United
States Coinage and some fo~ign isslJes too. There were recommendations requiring
only a$5 investment and others which required jriexcess of Ol1e thousand dollars. On
an average, these recommendations have realized a profit of 90% yearly profit to
NATIONAL HARD ASSET REPORTER subscribers.

What are the best coin irMlstments today. NATIONAL HARD ASSET REPORTER
specla' "polls give ed~or Suter's picks forinaximum profits during the next coin
boom, and you're even tokl when the next general, ali-out, coin boom will hit.

FOLLOW THROUGH
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SILVER
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or should you go short (profrting as the price moves lower) for maximum proflls?
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the drained resources of Great Britain will affect silVer prices over the next year. How the
government's "national defense stockpile" of silver may affect the silver price. How the
Siiver Users Association may again force the price of silver down.
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GOLD
Gold is going to $400 an ounce just as sure as I'm human says editor Richard Suter

Knowing :his, should you now buy gold coms. gold bullion orgold future contracts? In
NATIONAL HARD ASSET REPORTER editor Suler tells you which and when' ThiS report
gives important technical information which will permit you to earn, what we believe to
be, maximum profits in 1976. NATIONAL HARD ASSET REPORTER adVised
SUbscribers as early as October, 1974 that the price of gold would drop spectacularly .
during 1975. All during 1975 editor Suter advised readers to short gold, makmg
subscribers almost 100% profit a monthl
. How will the continued gold dumping by the United States Government, which will

soon be joined by the International Monetary Fund, affect the price of gold? Might the
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COPPER
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the awk'v.. aiuncss distresses. The audi
ence.aftt(r all,isentitled to some
integrity in presentation; and here, save
Jor the costuming' and ,sets and props,
there is nQne.· Even granting acert~nex
pec,tableconfusion in ,such.' a .brightly
hopeful experiment, the ending' is in
excusable: the final shoot-out, then
inexplicably the "antagonists burst into
big adolescent smiles arid' once '. more we
know the sugarplum fairy is out. of its
can again, and the kids have been. short
changed once more, as have their elders,
who deserved more-at least a fight to the
finish. We're back to ground zero, to, oh,
Shirley Temple time, when the assump
tion energizing movie makers was that the

) mere presence of cute kids would induce
compliance from the audience.

Oh,yes, cute kids. These. aren't even
cute. Jodie Foster, that prematurely
aged child, does the role of Tallulah nice->
ly, Tallulah who hangs around the aptly
named Fat Sam. And Florrie Dugger
shows' some spunk as Blousey, the other
female lead. But they and most of the
other girls look at least six or seven years
older than most of the boys, who are
awkward, atrociously baby-faced, when
snuggling up to the more mature-looking
girls, and with few exceptions 'are just
plain homely, which doesn't make bear
ing the movie's cutesy-poo excesses any
easier. Were they all prepuhescents, and
looked it, the case ofBugsy Malone might
at least inspire some awry curiosity, just
to see them do it, like the dog walking on
two legs or theJady preacher. .

Oh well, it wasn't meant to be, not yet,
not from Alan Parker, not even with the
wit and verve Paul Williams and hismusi
cal muse brings to any undertaking.
Maybe it's a film that grows on you, one
that on the late-late show in twoyears or
so will come into its own, presented in .
snippets midst deodorant and panty
hose commercials. if don't know about
that; I know that on 'tb,~big~s.creen, in
garish color, in the splotch of commerical
overkill .14at this mm is to receive this
winter, it lands with a thud and comes
apart at the joints. Any movie nut (by
which I· mean those who, like your ser
vant, will joyfully go off to see any
movie, anytime, just on the offchance
that it might be fun) will want a venture
of this sort to succeed, sQmetime, some
how. The idea's a hoot; the mm's hide
ous, and that's a damn shame. Humbert
Humbert might enjoy it, but few others
will.•
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ancestry. Free details: Windover Research,
Dept . LR,91 Maple St., N. Adams,
MA 01247.

BOOKS PRINTED from manuscript. -.Bi"
graphy Press, Rou te 1-745,' Aransas Pass,
TX 78336.

DIVORCE ·IN24 HOURS- Mutual or con
tested actions, low cost, Haiti or Dominican
Republic. For information, send $2 for
24-page bookletto: Dr. von Giohman, ODA,
PO Box 5, Hyattsville, Maryland 20781,USA.
Tel.: (301) 559-2342. Worldwide service.

TIlE MAGIC Key to Wealth. Ageless, proven
method. Obtain .anything you desire. Send
$3 cash. POB 10, Cromwell, CT 06416.

CLASSIFIED-(Continued from page 22)

Brudnoy- (Continued from page 15)

piay their parts str(iight, drinking their
sasp~tr:]l.... and peddling along in their,
cars (With '. the peddles showing) and
butchering'each other with what looks to
be whipped cream. Wen it is a movie for
or at least about kids, sorta, and so,
though they "die" when shot" they don't
die red, they die vanilla.

The plot is standard drivel and sense
less in too many elements. Motivations
.have simply been dispensed with, and
since the mm can't quite decide whether
it's an absolutely honest tale just in
cidentally told entirely by children, or
a wildly improb~bly goof...,on the g~nre,

METRIC CONVERSION KITS,pocketsized,
make great Christmas gifts or stocking stuf
fers.Send $2.49 to METRIC, POB 2971-LR,
Asheville, NC 28802;

BEAUTIFUL HAWIIAN SHIRTS. 100% cot
ton, shortsleeves. Small to XL $9.95 each
plus COD fee. Available in Blue, Green,
Brown, Orange & Red. Marukiyoya, 188

I North King' Street, Honolulu, HI 96817.
No catalogs.

AGING . FACE? Sagging chin? Protruding
tummy? Reverse the law of gravhy. $3.
SASE. Verna, Box 2445, Hot Springs, Ar
kansas 71901.

PROTECT YOUR ALBUMS. White cardboard
replacement jackets $.35. Gray plastic lined .'
inner sleeves $.15. Postage $1.25. Record
boxes and 78 sleeves available. CABCa LM,
Box 8212, Columbus, OH 43201.

BEAUTIFUL RED, WHITE and .Bluebutton
inscribed, "God's Country and Mine," two
flags and handsome Blue Eagle. Safety pin on
bac1,~. Send. $1.25 ppd. individual order.
Bumper Stick~rs,$1.25ppd.. Pri~e li~~s for
salesmen, distnbutors, conceSSIOnaIres, Fund
Raising Groups" with sample. Sorenson
En terprises Corporation, 7005. West South
Ridge Drive, Greenfield, WI 53220.

PERSONALIZE SNAPSHOTS! (9-word or
less text) applies over image, Sample $.~5.

Photo Captions, Box 203-L, WynantskIll,
NY 12198.

IOo-WATT NON-ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Smokeless, odorless, noiseless. Aladdin Kero
sene lamps and heaters, 20% off. Catalogue,
$,25. Country Light, Box 1963, Athens,GA
30601.

--'_..•-._-'.'-.- --.•+;'

IN· REVIEW

Eqrly Works (SPB-4038), "featuring Son-
.ny Boy Williamson.n .What this is, actual
ly, is .an' old Williamson album.on which
Pag~ (obviously a pre';Yardbirds Page)

.did some thoroughly unexceptional guitar
playing.' "

. 'Springboard records, please note,' are for
. completistsonly. They. are strictly
. bargain-basement .goods, cheaply made,
· cheaply packaged, cheap all around.
The names in .the Springboard catalog are

. certainly' impressive enough-Jimi .• Hen
.drix, .Little Richard, the Animals, and so
for.th-but the records I've examined are

· either inferior reissues of old albums or
· else mixed bags ofmiscellaneous singles,
B~sides, hItherto unreleased .(and often
deservedly'so) demonstration tapes. An

of Things." Samwell-Smith left '. to .be- . album. called The Eqrly Cream of Eric
come a.producer of other people's rec- . Oapton, Jack Bruce and Ginger Baker
ords; and Jimmy Page was hired as bass- ((SPB-4037) turns out to be nOt a collec
ist. Michelangelo Antonioni displayed . tion of previously, unknown Cream cuts
the band prominently in Blow-Up., but a hodgepodge comprising three songs

In '67, Beck quit, Page switched to from Ertc Oapton and the Yardbirds and
lead guitar, Dreja took over on bass. some utterly wretched recdrdings from'

In '68, Epic released a final single, "Lit- Bruce's and Baker's early days. .limi Hen
tle Garnes," followed in short order by an drix in Concert (SPB-4031) turns out to
album of the same title, and then the contain only one "live" cut, apretty rau
band disbanded. cous one at that, and a handful of studio-

Relf and McCarty founded Renaissance, taped instrumentals of minimal interest.
of which nothing much can be said. This
past May, the 33-year-old Relf was found There is even a Springboard album
dead in his London apartment. ' He had called Rock Guitar Greats (SPB-4042),
apparently electrocuted himself while featuring Clapton, Beck, Hendrix, Page
playing guitar. .. (oh, and Sonny Boy Williamson)-mostly

Eric Clapton,a true rock and roll maver- gleaned from SPBs 4031, 4036, 4038,
ick, went from the Yardbirds to John and 4039. One has but to consider those
Mayall's Bluesbreakers, "Cream, Blind serial numbers for a moment to g~t some
Faith, Delaney and Bonnie and Their idea of the ruthlessness with which
Friends, Derek, and the Dominoes. Springboard recycles its properties.•
Along the way, he became a superstar,
much admired, imitated, and exploited:
Sonny Boy Williamson and the Yard
birds, for instance, was, eventually
reissued as Eric Qapton with Sonny Boy
Williamson and the Yardbirds.

More .,recently, Five ... Live Yardbirds;
. approximately halfof which h~d ap
pearedon side two of the group's'se~ond

American album, was re-released as~ Eric
Oapton and the,Yardbirds, on the Spring
board label (SPB-4036). As concert albums
go, it's about par for the course, which
is to say, a little muddy-sounding, a bit
ragged in spots, but fairly listenable.
Clapton was not yet a particularly inter
esting guitarist when the record was
made.

When Jeff Beck left the Yardbirds, he
rounded up Rod Stewart, Nicky Hopkins,
and a couple of others to form the first
of his several groups. And he became an
admired, imitated, exploited superstar in
his own 'right. There is' another Sprtng
board package called Shapes of Things
(SPB-4039), by "Jeff Beck and the Yard
birds." This is a grab bag of material,
most of it prime. Unfortunately, the
quality of the sound reproduction is bare
ly adequate at times. The sad part is
that Shapes of Things seems to· be the
only Yardbirds sampler currently incir
eulation; the variolls Epic albums from
which the nine tracks therein were taken
have become extremely difficult to 'lo
cate.

The real new Jeff Beck album is Wired
(EpicPE 33849). Of the Yardbirds' tri-

.umvirate of exceptional guitarists; Beck
was the one most influenced by jazz.
More adventurous than Clapton, more
precise ,and controlled than Page, he may,
after all this time, be the best of the
three. He has had his artistic ups and
downs. during the past· five .orsix years,
but he's on top here. I'm especially fond
of his ren~dition of "Goodbye Pork Pie
Hat," a Charlie Mingus composition,
though the other seven instrumentals on
Wired simply sizzle with energy.

Jimmy Page launched Led Zeppelin' in
1969 and, of course, became a super
star, admired, etc. Springboard has duti
fully issued something entitled Special

Yardbirds and Scavengers'
By Steven Utley

"The Yardbirds'
':influence can still be
t'i;cletectedirt today's

~ayY~metal music. .."

1 never Jovedthe Vardbirds quiteasin
ttIlselyas 1 loved the Beatles or "the.

... !BYrds; I 'nevertheless respected them as

. cone of the important bands of the mid-
1960s.
,Tboughcast in the Rolling Stones mold,

with strong roots in. the music of Muddy
Waters,Sonny BoyWilliamson, and other
ArJ1er4can .bluesmen, the Yardbirds were
eclectic in 'their approach, ranging far
(iueld for' inspiration, to' jazz, to raga;
even, in the case of a song entitled "Still
I'm 'Sad," to Gregorian chants. Between
1965 and '68,. despite some confusing
cliatiges of personnel, they produced a
solid string of trend-setting singles and,' as
a direct conseque,t1ce of the personnel
changes,introduced not one, not two,
but three of the mostdazzlingIy profi
cientguitarists in the checkered history
ofrock .and roU.

The Yardbirds' influence can still be de-
tected'in .today's heavy-metal music: the

,j,npovations ofthe '60s have become the
cli,~he,sof the '70s.

'Flleorigi9alVardbirds were Keith Relf
(vocalsandharrn'Qnica), Anthony "Top"
JT~pham(lead ... guitar), Chris Dreja
(r~ythIJ1 •guitar), .' PaulSarnwell.;Srnith
(b;~ss), andJitn Mc~atty~drums)~ Relf
w~~:a'deeent en()tigh: blues harpist. .His
siTlg,ing'yoice,however, was hard, sharp-

,eqged, jnf1~xible., The four musicians be
lUrrdhim were no more or less talented
'1;h.~nany in similar bands that were
springing tlpall over the British Isles in
the early' '60s. &

jopham soon .left the group. His re-

I

.

•·.·· ..·... plac.eme'ntwasEric Clapton. The band
recorded two' concert albums,Sonny Boy

'"." Will{amson and the Yardbirds' and Five
I Live Yardbirds. .Clapton began to show

I

I,· signS.ofgenuinetalentand acquired the
ironic nickname,,"Slowhand."· Mainly' on

I t~estrengthof~their budding guitar vir-
I tu.0so, the Yatdbirds became major-league
f stufK
j ~utGlaptonalsO beganto show signs of

restlessness and quit the band in 1964.
Jeff Beck replaced .. him as spearhead.
Thingsstarted to happen in earnest in the
summer of '65. Epic Records released a
Y~rdhirds single in the United States-
"F'orY-OuLLove," featuring Clapton-and
it .... was a Rtf. An American album fol
IO,wed. It contained eleven tracks, with
ciapton playing on three of them; the
linernotes on the record jacket blithely
ga¥eBeck creditfoi aU eleven . The group
,carriedthtough impressively with "I'm a .
Miw," "Heart. Full of s.oul-," and "Shapes
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SAVE 15%

OUR UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE

These tapes are available individually,
but buy all five and pay only $45, a sav
ings to you of over $7. What's more, your
set of five tapes will come packaged in a
beautiful blue, leatherette library btnder
yours absolutely FREE! We can only offer
these tapes together at this pri~e for a
limited time ... SO ACT NOW!

You buy these
tapes without risk.
If for any reason
you are not com
pletely satisfied,
just return them
within three weeks
for a full refund.
No Questions
Asked! So order
today. Just mark
the box in the cou
pon below.

,Announcing:

Economics In One Lesson
Henry Hazlitt

The author of the single best introduc
tion to economic reasoning, Economics
In One Lesson, presents on tape the per
fect companion to that book. In a clear,
easy-to-understand manner" Hazlitt pre
sents the basics needed for economic
reasoning. He provides the listener with
the knowledge necessary to analyze every
type of economic policy being proposed
today, He teaches the listener how to cut
through the fog' of political rhetoric·' on
economic policies to see their true and
often devastating consequences. And by
offering example after example, he shows
why economic ignorance by government
leaders has brought on today's eConomic
crisis. Hazlitt presents the case for the
free market with such persuasion that
even those hostile to capitalism will find
!timpossible to answer. This isthe perfect
mtroductionfor those unfamiliar with the
free market and sound economics. In the
fight for economic freedom, this can be a
major weapon. Tape #106 (61 min.) $10.50

Chicago Economics vs
Austrian Economics

Murray N. Rothbard

The brilliant and always entertaining
Murray Rothbard with a penetrating and
biting analysis of why the Austrian School
is the only consistent defender of eco
nomic freedom. He demonstrates how,
through its pragmatic approach to eco
nomics, the Ghicago School has made
major contributions to increasing the size
and power of our already gigantic govern
ment. Why the Chicago School may be
more responsible for 'the unstable condi
tion of our economy than even the Key
nesians. A devastating indictment of the
Chicago School's effect on government
policies and the consequences of' those
~~~~~ies for all of us. Tape #158 (42 min.)

The Nature of Economics
and The Theory of Value
• Percy L. Greaves, Jr,

Percy Greaves-historian, author, and
economist-speaks on the fundamentals
of economic thought and reasoning. He
explains. why consistent reasoning can
only lead to the free market. Shows why
government planning violates economic's
most basic laws. Why any kind of govern
ment action in the market place hurts all
of us. The perfect primer in economics
for laymen and students of economics
mike. Tape #153(89 min.) $10.95

U.S. Policy
Guarantees Inflation

Friedrich von Hayek

Mises' suCcessor as leader of the
Austrian School speaks out on the infla
tionary policies being pursued by the U.S.
government. Explains why the govern
ment's obsession with full employment
can only lead to economic disaster. Why
the full employment policy has caused
both massive unemployment and ever
increasing inflation. Why economic dis
ruptions have been and continue to be in
evitable under our governmentalleader·
ship. What must be done now. What the
future holds. A tape that must be heard to
understand why we are faced with eco
nomic disaster. Tape #300 (37 min.) $9.95

Why Socialism Always Fails
Ludwig von Mises

The only authorized recording made of
the late Austrian economist.....,it is Mises
at the height of his intellectual power.
Mises explains why government economic
planning will lead to chaos. Why the lack
of freedom in socialist societies will ulti
mately be their downfall. Mises supplies
the intellectual ammunition to fight the
trend toward the government's ever
increasing control of. our economy. The
greatest modern spokesman against gov
ernmenteconomic planning at his best.
Tape #155 (86 min.) $10;95

The Speakers:
1. Ludwig von Mises: The Dean of the

Austrian School of Economics

2. Friedrich von Hayek: Co-Winner of the
1974 Nobel Prize in Economics

3. Murray N. Rothbard: Mises' greatest
pupil,a multi-disciplined scholar

4. Henry Hazlitt: Journalist, lecturer and
authOr of the best selling Economics
In One Lesson and eight other books

5, Percy L. Greaves, Jr.: Historian, author,
teacher, one of Mises' most outstand
ing students.

The names read Iike'a roll call ofne
fenders of capitalism, freedom, and ra
tional economics. They are five of the best
of the Austrian School.

Now Audio-Forum makes available their
own voices recorded on cassette tape for
your listening enjoyment and enlightment.

FIVE GREAT
AUSTRIAN SCHOOL ECONOMISTS

. ,. . Speaking tOyOD on economics
,aDd.·... the;·;~lI1GOnomiG .. ·.·i&8l1eS;of;Bur'··times.

'el' ~;ni\ ..•.•... . . '.' ..•..•. . ' . ....t..· .. 1.IIIIIIII............... -_..__.....

••••••••••••••
I
I [J I enclose payment of $45. Please send •

7'5~,P:fo~~~~:~~ ~11~~} tapes, (Tape #'s •

• LJ Send me the following individual tapes: •

• B ~~~~~', t1~~, ~~~9~5 •
•

0 Rothbard, #158, $9.95 ~

I
0 Hazlitt, #106, $10.50 (J)r--«
[J Greaves, #153, $10.95

• 0 ?:Ra~:n~lr:;~~~~r~ard [' MasterCharge •
• [~J American Express •

• ~~# •
• Date Exp, ,_________ •

• Signature •

• ~t7~ ;a~:~~e~~;d~r, G~~~~~I M~:~~ri~t~:~: •

•
tive and convenient. Operates on AC cord or •
batteries. $49.95. If purchased with any

• tape from this ad, only $44.95-a savings of I
• $5. Payment with order required. AFOO1 •

• Name___ •

• Address •

• City State __ Zip__ •

•. 901 N. Washington St., Alexandria, Va. 22314 •

IBUDla·,.-aAUml..------.-------- ._1 ..

EltlergencyPowers-The Congt'esspassed, and Presi-
.dent Ford has signed, legislation J terminating fout
national emergencies proclaimed by presidents rang
ing fromFDR' (the;.)933 "banking holiday") to
Nixon. (the J 970pQstal-strike proclamation). All
such f~ture declarations would be subject to semi
annual congt'essional review and could be terminated
by Congress 'bypassage Of a nonvetoable concurrent
resolution. Now, if we can only get the governnlent
to admit it has no right to assume such powers in the
first place....

BrickerAmendment~Repres(mta tive'Ashbrook (R
Ohio) has introduced H.J. Res. IDS, modeled along
the lines of the so-called Bricker Amendment of the
19Sps.' The measure is needed because of an am big
uity in Article Six of the Constitution. Under one in
terpretation, the clause. in question permits treaties to
become "the supreme law of the land" whether or
not they conform to the provisions of the Constitu
tion. Worse, in a 1942 decision (U.S. v. Pink;315

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~!i!~~i!~!~~~~~~!~~!!~@~~~~~~t~~"~r~,:~l";~I~~·'~.14'*:f~f:;'>~i'~0;.'r~~~'§';~~~'~~~r;?":;';~\:*'!~:~~~~;'B!'t"",~~,,:";t:hi U.8.203) the Supreme Court gav~'equival

to executiveagreement~.• H. J. Res.l~'5,Ashbro

. no~~s,'~ould .', "~*~,aI1y\'e~tablish. th(t treatt¢,~ ~
exec~Rv~',agt'e~JU~nt~'shall not<.takepreced'ellce,~Qv
theGQnstitntioll,cio{ tne u'nited"·States." ." ..•... "'t;:.;!

Korea-:Retiring House Sp&aker Albert (D.;Qkla.};di,ij:;
one last favor for his South Korean 'governmeni,;
ch\lrusjnIllid7$Sf~mbe~Wh~nherep:love4fJ;~m·t~~i
suspension calendar"":'a list of measures tO'be ex'pe~}

dited in theHouse--a resolution introduced by Repre
sentative Fraser (D-Minn.) that had been unanimously
approved by the HouseJnternational Relations Com

,mitt~e. ' The Fraser re~olution criticized the South
. Kore:an dict~toiship~ which the US is propping up, for
jailing a number of the leaders of its political opposi
tion, including ..'an ex:.president. The measure also
condemned the North Korean action in the Demil
itarized Zone that resulted iIi the death of two Amer-

. ican servicemen.'dueried about his action, Albert
allegedly replied that the resolution was "controver
sial." ltwas indeed-with his friends at the South,
Korean Embassy.

Briefs-The key votes in the House Ethics Com;.
mittee that killed prosecution of Daniel Shorr for
refusing to reveal the source from which he obtained
the confidential House CIA report were cast by Re
publicans Quie(Minn.) and Cochran (Miss.). On21
September the House voted 340-61 in favor of· H.'!
Con. Res. 737, which affirmed that there is a "right'
of every person in this country and. throughout the.
world to food and a nutritionally adequate diet.. .. ",~
Another can of ;worms...•

Legislati9~ .. that ... Nevel' Made If.,-,The 94th Con
gt'ess haslldw adje'I.Hnt;J, aJ1d t111.'public .can·' begin
to make a. final assessl11.ent of Us two-year record.
Many bills-good and bad· .. of interest to libertarians
were not enacted in to law by this Congt'ess.Pro
minent among those in the latter category were
AT&T's antieompetitive ConsumerCommimications
Refonll Act; the Humphrey-Hawkins "full ernp10y- 
ment" bill, which even some liberal. economists had
attacked as wildly inflationary; n'ationalhealth
insurance; the "consumer protection" agency bill
(S, 200), which passed both houses of Congress in
1975 but never reached conference due to President
Ford's veto threat; the UN Genodde Treaty; the
so-called criminal code reform bill, S. 1; and, thanks
to the efforts of Senator Tunney (D-Calif.)and civil
liberties groups like the ACLU, S. 3197, theadminis
tration's phoney reform package on wiretapping.

Among the "good" legislative measures that Con
gt'ess failed to act upon were marijuana decriminali
zation; a national "sunset" law; the Stokes (D,.Ohio)
bill to 'ban' psychosurgery in federally connected
health c'are facilities; Senator Helms' (R-NC) bill to
clear the way for gold-clause contracts; and the liber
tarian/conservative alternative to Humphrey-Hawkins,
the Jobs Creation Actsponsored by Representative
Kemp (R-NY) and over 100 of his colleagues. That
bill would have revised the corporate tax code to ease
the capital shortage, stimulating investment and thus
increasing employment, income and, ultimately, tax
revenue.

Tax Refonn-Late-in the'session, Congress passed a
highly complex tax reform bill. Several of these col
umns could be devoted to that act alone, but one por
tion, the gift and estate tax amep.dments, deserves
particularcomment. The new law takes several posi
tive steps-,-replacing the present $60,000 exemption
with a tax credit scheduled to rise from $30,000 next
¥.~~r.,t9.J~J,9Q,Q;1?¥,19~1..(t~e eJfectisequivalentt,? .•a
dp'!lbl~i},~::..Qf ..tl1e;~~ernptiQn'nextN~ear, }jsing,lo-afi';.e
ventual$175.,OOO. exemption), liberalized husband
wife gift tax provisions, assessment of family-farm
property in most cases on the basis of agricultural
use, et cetera. UnfortunatelY, the positive steps are
all but negated by changes in the capital-gains tax
provisions. Existing law specifies gain relative to the
assessed value of inherited assets at the time of the
owner's death. The tax bill, however, defines capital
gains on such assets as the difference between their
value when sold by the recipient and their initial pur
chase price. Representative Conable (R-NY) attacked
the provision, pointing out that it would hurt not
only the very wealthy, but also those who "happen to
own an appreciated home."

HomosexualitY-Pi;lssage of a law extending until
January 1979 "the period during which the Council
of the District of Columbia is prohibited from revis
ing the criminal laws· of the District" has upset the
Washington gay c01nmunity. District of Columbia
Mattachine Society President Frank Kameny had
hoped to get the District's sodomy laws modified
next year.

Legislative Booby Prize-Top honors for ridiculous
legislation this month go to New York Representa
tives Richmond (D) and Fish (R), who on 21 Sep
tember introduced the Urban Tree Act of 1976. The
two ~ere concerned, Representative Richmond said,
because "tree maintenance and planting programs in
urban areas are now suffering as municipal budget
cutters across the Nation designate tax levy moneys
for police, sanitation, fire, and health care." The bill
would set up a program of matching grants, with the
Feds meeting dollar for dollar "private contributions
for tree care and planting" and providing "50 percent
matching funds for municipalities. Each city would
submit a coordinated arboculture plan,.. ,' et cetera,
et cetera. Strictly for the birds.

Syn-Fuels Bill-Legislation to provide a whopping
$3.5. billion in federal loan guarantees and $SOO
million in price supports to enable certain energy
giants to' develop synthetic fuels on a commercial
scale met its second defeat during this Congress on
23 September. A coalition of liberals and conserva
tives blocked consideration by a one-vote margin
when they rejected the rule under which the bill was
to be considered. Representative Broyhill CR-NC)
noted that the "loan guarantees provided...are only a
very small down payment for the ultimate develop
men t of the syn the tic fuel industry." If the field is
worth getting into, other critics asked, why shouldn't
the companies involved-not the taxpayers-take .the
risk? .
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Ladies and Gentlemen,
There's aWorld Out There By Nathaniel Branden

Reviewed by David Kantorowitz / Tape 588 (49
min.) $9.95. Order from Audio-Forum, 901 N.
Washington St., Alexandria. VA 22314.

--y-
Being slovenly mcharacter, with an unbecoming.ap

preciation of man's art forms, it struck me, while
listening{to Branden, how rarely do we appreciate
man's prerequisite skill as true art, that lS, his capa
city to think and communiCate clearly. The outpour
ing of the mind that resides in the body-Branden
is truly a piece of art even I can appreciate.

Veteran "Brandenians" treat the appearance of a
neW book, pamphlet"or tape as an event. Explaining
to the uninitiated ,why this is so is difficult. As with
most ,things, the causes are numerous, subtle,and
shifting with audience characteristics. In broadest
outlines: Branden combines physical presence and
charisma-clearly manifest ,even on audio tapes
with a breathtaking ability to state his ideas simply,
clearly, .concisely , and entertainingly. It is a gentle,
soft, seductlve current that sweeps the listener along,
making it so much·the harder to, step back, and
analyze 'what one has heard.

Having attempted to so disengage, my .major reserva
tion cbncerningthis lecture lies in the general applica
bility of its major premise. This affects the\type of
audience that may profit from it. To this point I
shall return.
The~ caSsette consists of a recent lecture given by

Branden to the Western Psychologkal Association of

Humanistic' Psychology. Coined" by Maslow as the
"third force" in 'contemporary psychology, human~
istic psychology seeks to ext~nd the limits of man's
awareness and psychological growth. It is often

, criticized by the other two, forces (psychoanalysis
and behaviorism) as superficial and unempirical.

Consisting of a series of loosely flowing comments,
anecdotes and clinical vignettes, the theme of this
lecture is an' attack upon the prevailing epistomology
of the human potential movement (an uffshoot of
humanistic psychology)~ Themovementt.ends to
treat objective reality as a transitory hindrance which
muchbesurpa~sed: To grow and prosper man must
be in touch with, and live by, his subjective feeling
states. To do this, he must appreciate that objective ..".
reality is only that which a consensus defines it to 1?e.

Such an epistolUology suggests that at ~m early dawn
in man's prehistory, tribe ("jders held a minion in the
morning sun and voted to perceive a tree as a tree
and a saber-toothed tiger as a tiger. (I need not spell
out what became of those anticonsensual rebels who
decided to perceive a tiger as a tree!)

Branden's message is that healthy [unctioniIlg ,anc;l
fult/'actualization require~,'g~.~"Jocu~ UPO?'ollt'pr~,~
ceptual/integrative thinktng"p'roce'ssesand upon our
inner feeling-states: Disregard for the former leaves us
machinelike; disregard for the latter turns us intonar
cisistic infants. The, great feat ofhuman intelligence,
and truly viable epistomology' for the movemJnt, lies
in the integration of these two functions.

A Branden anecdote brings these points home.

Some yearsago, a young man approached Branden
with a problem. Having recently embraced and com
municated to a fr;~nd the, philosophical need to ap~

preciate reason, objective reality;et cetera, the young
man was dumbstruCk by his friend's retort. The'
friend's rejoinder goes something like, "You're park~

ing on a starry night on a mountain top witha beau
tiful, sensuous, ravishing woman. What are you going
to do, engage in a 'reason'-filled discussioll of
objective astronomy?" Of course, commented Bran
den, the answer is simple. Your friend's premise is
wrong. It assumes that in such a context a "reason"
oriented activity would be reasonable. For all things
there is a season.

The major reservation I have with this lecture lies in
its inaccurate; implicit portrayal, of contemporary
psychology as hopelessly limited to an external focus.
Behaviorism,thathistoricalbastion of externalism,
has in recent years significantly extended its scope
to include self-control, mediating speech, thoughts
and images, covert conditioning, et cetera,While the
need for a dual inner-outer focus may be a valuable

, lesson to ~e taught to'adherents 6fthehumanpoten
tiaLmovemimt,it is astraw-nian issue where the wider
psychologically oriented community is co~cerned.

Non<;theless, I enthusiastically r~commend Ladies
and Gentlemen, There '8 a World Out There for lay
people and for those who live and act via their gut.
For 'the latter group especially, this is exciting and
necessary listening. • '

of the word.
In my view, a person is heroic if he en

gagesin an intrinsically heroicact (pluck-
, ing acnild out'of the pathofan oncom
ingtruck) or if he acts in a mundane
way,: proyided that (1) he has a right,
according to the libertarian code, to act
in thi$ everyday manner; (2) he acts in
the face of great and illegitimate coercive
opposition 'and against overwhelming
odds; and (3) the continuance of such
acts is Yitally important to the survival
of numbers of people and/or for the pro
tection of their rights.

For example, there is nothing intrinsi
cally heroic about the grocer who earns
a profit. There are no popular songs
extolling his virtues, nor is the grocer
the subject of any great epic poems.
J>Tevert1}eless, when the, totalitarian state
prohibits ~'speculation" in food, in cases
of ,sh'brtagesor famiries" ~t is easy to
show that ',the ordinary profit-earning
grocer can be a hero.

, Let us 'consider the three criteria for
heroism. First, grocering,,is a capitalist
act between consenting adults.' As such,
it is perm,itted ,by the libertarian code.
Although mundan~, perhaps, a person has
every right 'to sell food at any mutually
agreeable price, no matter what the law
says. (If we have learned anything from

'the Nu,tmhurg trials, it is that the enact..
mento! a~ Jaw does not guarantee: its
morality. ) Secondly, the grocer-specula
tor acts in the face' of overwhelming
hatred and coercion. Tyrants have even
gone as far as imposing the death penalty
for speculation in time of famine. Thirdly,
disregarding the subjective motives of the
speculator-grocer, which are impossible to

. gauge., the economiceffec ts of his actions
are to save large numbersof people from
starvation. As, I try to show in the book,
!tis thestate,not the speculator, which is
responsible for the f~mine and starvation
in the first place. '

I admit that no one but a libertarian
could combine an economic analysis
showing the' beneficial effects of specula
tion with a moral analysis defending, the

. full rights of voluntai}' free trade.
Mr. Davidson' then, goes on 'to character

ize my defense of the "Person Who Yells
,'Fire!' ina Crowded Theater" as "mere.
sophistry," calling this person a "low-life

18

Defen,ding the, Undefendabl,e?~ bum." But again he avoids the content of tions would be safer in a libertarian soci-
the chapter he is criticizing. _ety that legalized slander and libel. Cur-

(Continued/rom page 3) The main thrust of this particular chap- rently there is a natural tendency to give
~-'"""':- --""---'-"- ~ ter is that; in justi,ce, there are no valid some credence to any publicized charac-

exceptions to" the rights of free speech. ter assa~sination.Butin the free society,
I hold that all supposed exceptions can be slurs woUld come so thick and fast that
fully explained without diminishing these newpapers might 'need sp~clalsections
precious rights., For ex.~ple, anyone tq report them. Nolongerw,ould sla,nder
yelling "Fire!" in a theater should be or libel have an almost autoII!atic power
jailed, I contend, but J'Jot because he to ruin reputations by merely being
has gone -above and beyond his limited touted. No, they would have to be
rightsof free speech. It is because he has substantiated, and their magical, ~armful
violated the private property and con- proper:;t~ would dlsapp.ear.
tractual rights of the theater owner! What has Mr. Davidson to say of all
As' proof of my assertion that there is this? Al though calling the, chapter "eye
nothing intrinsically wrong Wit.h yelling opening" and "argue[d] .:opvincingly,"
"Fire!" in the proverbial crowded the- he takes me to task for not inclUding
ater, I posit the existence ofa group of some irrelevant musing of Gordon
sadomasochists whose greatest joy is to Tullock's, calls for a "richer and fuller
attend a theater where disruptions are developmen t" ,by someone else "who
the clearly known order of the day., Do does have afirmgrounding"-' in the
such people not have the right to this par- subject matter, and dismisses the argu
ticular bit of voluntary behavior concern- ment as "too scanty to convince ...
ing only those consenting adults? Instead ,persons... inclined to give the matter
of squarely facing this issue, Mr. Davidson f I "
sn,eeringly observes: "These,' sadomaso- care ,u'~ho~ght ,' ,Yet he "fails to spedfy

why the reasoning is too scanty, or where
chists, panting for a seat on the aisle, it fails.
seem tome to represent more a species of
social pathology than of heroism." The rest 'of the review is even more

What
i
an attitude for a libertarian to superficial. Mr. Davidson touches upon

·take! Is Mr. Davidson completelY unfam- some dozen other chapters, spending no
iliar with the pioneering . work of Dr. mor~ than a few words on each. For
ThomasSzasz, who has shown the grave example, we learn t.f1aL the chapter on
dangers involved in denying the rights of dmgaddiction "is something else again,
endangered minorities' on the ground's of strain (ing/ Block's reasoning to the
mental illness? Ras not Mr. Davidson limit." (In this chapter, I deal with the
heard of the Harry Reems case, where the question of th~ individual's right toengage
government is threatening to incarcerate in pastimes dangerous only to himself,
a person for pornography-a supposed the argument that such activitieswiH
exception to the First Amendment free reduce the GNP, and the problems posed
speech rights? Docs not Mr. Davidson by so-called noncontractual or implicit
think it important for libertarians to take responsibilities.) And we learn that "the
a principled stand on, the rights of free chapter on the inheritor seemed [to Mr.
speech, instead of quibbling about the Davidson] to be entirely beside thepoint.
justice of this or that exception? How A good editor might well have excluded
then can he justify his casual and surly it from the collection, as it tells us
dismissal of the chapter? nothing we don't already know,namely

The reviewer next launches an attack un that most individuals will warm to a gift."
my defense of slander and libel. Some That is all he says about a chapter in
libertarians might want such doings pro- which I criticize the 100 percent tax on
hibited on the grounds that they violate inheritance, employ one of Kurt Vonne
the property rights of people in their own gul's stories as a reductio ad absurdum
reputations. But I attempt to show that against all inheritance taxes and coer
reputations are n'Otthe property of those cive egalitarian schemes, and criticize
to .whom they apply; rather, they consist the renowned economic argument of
of the thoughts of. other people. We "second best." ,
cannot, therefore, legitimately prohibit The review was shallow, repetitive, and
~1.lnder or libel~ certainly not on the gave a higly inaccurate picture of Defend
grounds that they are equivalent to ing the Undefendable. I had hoped that
theft. Paradoxically, I conclude, reputa- a critical review in these august pages

\,

would tackle at least some of the sub
stantive issues raised in ',the book.
I would like to thank Walter Grinder'

for characterizing Defending the Unde
fendable as "the hottest book in Iiber
tarianci,rcles since Nozick's Anarchy,
State:' and Utopia," as "ideologically
sound('"anda~'seminallihertarianwork:'

[See "Libertarian Cross-Currents,"LR;
Sep.-Oct.'76--,Ed.l In no small way,
Wd.llt.r :-:iil.~~H i~ responsible for much of
the inspiration behind the book, as I
SLate in my dedkationpage.

I am puvled about his critique,ltowever.
First; hr ~, .'1' m~fl~' of tho!'\t' 1 defcn d as
"the dregs Oi suciety ... the very scum of
the earth." But this is his own personal
opinion, in no way supporkd' by the
Ii bertarian c,redo of nonaggression.

He then calls the book a "short-run
strategic disaster" because "the layman
reader won't be able to distinguish be
tween a defense of Hbertarianism and a
defense of the 'dreg<:' [paraphrase]."
Try as I might, I justdon'tsee the special
di+'ficulty Surely we've all had to distin
gn;;-: l~ ",e' ween the case for lej?aliz ing drugs,
pcmogfaphy, gambling, etc., and recom
mending their use. We've not always
suceeded. But all libertarians have this
problem. Why single out this book?
Even supposing there to be some special
problem here, n'efending the Undej'end
able focuses on precisely the point that,
needs to be made: people may use their
liberty in socially unapproved ways, and
they run the risk of being called "dregs"
and '·'scum" by the Grinders of the world,
but they still nave the right to do so.

Despairing of the "cast-iron stomach"
needed to swallow the truths found in
DU, Grinder's strategic sense is offended
by the book's implicit "dare principle"
(daring the layman to accept ex trerne but
logical implications of libertarianism). He
warns against introducing nonlibertarians
to our philosophy in this "absolutely mad
way."

This critique, ignores decades of exper
ience of the Communists, who have
enjoyed great success in planting an
unpopular ideology on hostile ground.
True, the Communists create front groups
designed to show how their views apply
to local problems. In this way they bring
people into their fold sl~owly and gradu
ally. But they also find converts who take
to the systen in one feU swoop. Realizing
that individuals can proceed towar~
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~--Nathaniel Branden asks:
Has the "human potential" movement

forgotten reality?
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put in the sad position of concerning our
selvt!s only with what· others do to us,
and not with what we are. I wonder
whether we should accept the notion that
any person who sinks into a stupor of
morbid self-destruction, oblivious to the
law, as to all else, is thereby rendered
heroic. By Professor Block's definition,
fl,udolf Schwarzkogler would be a hero.
He was the "artist" who defied the laws
against suicide by carving away his own
penis, a bit at a time, as an expression
.of "concep tual art." He bled to death.

That such a character, at once revolting
and pathetic, would be a hero under the
criteria of Defending the Undefendable
is exactly its trouble. People, I believe,
want a good deal more of their heroes,
even their stipulated ones. To that end,
we have a right to ask a good deal more
of Professor Block. His book demon
strates that he has a fertile mind. And in
many sections it is well written. If I took
him to task in my review, it was, I think,
justly, because he failed to give us the
benefit of his best effort throughout.

audience that reason is not man's
enemy-that, in fact, cognition is as
natural a human function as emo
tion.. And he puts equal emphasis
on the importance of recognizing
the objectivity of reality.

Dr. Branden's view of the Human
Potential Movement is funda
mentally positive: he regards it as
psychology's affirmation of each in_
dividual's right to happiness. But
he warns that lOgalloping subjec
tivism" is invading the movement,
and that no good can result from
ignoring or denying reason and
reality.

Included on this tape are Branden's
comments on such influential figures
as Arthur Janov, Albert- Ellis and
Carlos Castaneda.

A provocative and stimulating ad
dress that's bound to create contro
versy. YOUI' money· back ifyou're not
satisfied. Order today. .

TapeS88 (49 min.) $9.95

Block's book 'learn nothing new or' ex
tenuating to lessen their disgust for the
masochist. The. same is true in the in
stance of the drug addict. These examples
do not sit well with those of the black
mailer, the pimp, the miser, and other
"undefendables" about whom Block does
have interesting and illuminating points.
He can explain why a food speculator
is peforming a valuable service. He tells
us why a miser is helping to raise our
standard of living. But he can tell us
nothing of the drug addict that is in any
measure ennobling. According to Block's
analysis, the drug addict, indeed: anyone,
is "heroic" perse simply because he vio
lates a law against harming himself. I
immediately grant that the drug addict
has every righ t to harm himself. That is
not the question. What is at issue is
whether merely violating an unjust law
is enough to make one heroic. I answer
emphatically no.

Government is not the only evil in the
world, it is merely a particularly noxious
manifestation of a general stupidity. It
should be the job of those of us who are
concerned with bettering civilization to
understand that. Otherwise,we shall be

A penetrating
critique of the
lOhuman poten
tial" movement
in contemporary
psychology and
psychotherapy.

Nathaniel Branden argues that
this movement's exclusive preoccu
pation· with man's inner life creates
the danger of failing to recognize the
existence of an outside world. His
talk, delivered at the Western Re
gional Conference of the Association
of Humanistic Psychology, is ap
propriately titled Ladies and Gentle
men: There's a World Out There (A
Challenge to the Human Potential
Movement).

Those .who explore man's mind,
contends Dr.. Branden, often fall
prey to lOa kind of passionate and
reckless disregard for reason,
reality, objectivity and the outside
world." He carefully reminds his

Ie trers above i.Ii fha C my review was nit
picking for calling attention to Professor
Block's use (or misuse) of the word
"hero." This I jreelyadmitted in the
review. I said that the points I was rais
ing were, in themse!"es, apparentiy
"unimportant." But an accumulation of
"unimportant" flaws tells in the final
product. "Nits" must be picked. Nor
mally, this is the editor's job. But it
appears to have been hardly done in the
case of Defending the Undefendable.

Professor Block states that he is free to
stipulate any meaning he chooses for the
word "hero." Of course he is. But it must
be borne in mind that choosing a meaning
contrary to that in common usage
squanders the attention of the reader.
Even more important, it squanders the
reader's confidence in the author's judg
ment: To write, as Professor Block does,
that a masochist squealing in delight at
the shout of "Fire!" in a crowded theater
is a "hero," is to stretch the word beyond
its emotive elasticity. Society is of the
opinion that such a character is a COll

temptible pervert. And it should be
;;dded, this nearly universal opinion is an
informed opinion. Readers of Professor

WALTER.BLOCK
New York, N.Y.

And from the Reviewer
'In that a good controversy is the surest

way to boost the sales of a book, I'll
gladly add what I can to this one. In so
doing, I emphasize as my review ap~

parently did not, that I have the warmest
regard for Walter Block. I do wish him
well. I hope" indeed, that Defending the
Undefendable rises to the best-seller list
and stays there longer than the McGuffey
Reader. I hope that happens. But I don't
think it will. My reservations have
nothing to do with wishing to deny any
one freedom, nor with being "stuffy. " To
the contrary (my tie notwithstanding),
I am as sympathetic to most of Block's
points as anyone. II other reviewers have
failed to note' the book's unfortunate
flaws, it may be that they did not take it
as seriously as I.

The gist of the argument raised in the

communism at djffcicnt paces. and in
different ways they have had gr\~at

success witl what' Grinder has
called the "dare" method. By implying
that there is only one path toward liber
tarianism, I fear that Grinder is less of an
individualist, in this one respect, than
even the Communists!

The book may not "play well in Peoria"
as Grinder contqnds, but then no one
method of presenting our views has met
with unqualified success. (l find it some
what disconcerting, however, that the
most vicious reviews of DU have come
not from the "Peorians," but from those
calling themselves libertarians.) But the
book has at least attracted a lot of atten
tion from laymen. I have interested more
of my students in our philosophy in the
one semester since the publication of DU
than I have in my entire previous seven
years of university teaching. And the
effect on the general public has been
enonnous, as measured by the sales of
the book, and the radio, TV, and lecture
appearances it has generated. As far as
strategy is concerned, I think Murray

. Rothbard says it best in his forward to
DU: "By taking the most extreme exam
ples [of libertarianism] and showing how
the Smithian principles work even in
these cases, the book does far more to
demonstrate the workability and morality
of the free market· than a dozen sober
tomes on more respectable industries
and activities." Extremism in defense of
liberty is no vice: moral, spiritual, or
strategic.

But why carp about the strategic impli
cations of a book at all? Isn't it more
usual to consider the contents, and
whether they are true or not? Why is
DUalone judged in this "absolutely mad
way':? Does not the layman need a '''cast
iron stomach H to digest some of the
works of a Rothbard, a Mises, a Barnes,
even-a Grinder? (What's this, Walter,
a ruling class? Why, you're a Commun
ist!)

Grinder laments that DU is not a schol-
.a,cflY;'<'bQ~~t.if$0itf£ail~t~t"~Q~cument.·.·leg~1
pregedents.> ItotaUYrejecl.thisclaim. In
.myview, true scholarship can be attained
in other ways: through cr~ativity, inven
tiveness, by looking at old problems in
new ways. In any case, the literature and
the legal precedents ire virtually worth
less for understanding the cases I deal
with. Just imagine the opinions of our
legal profession on blackmail, libel,
litter, to say nothing of yelling "Fire!"
in a crowded theater!

Lastly, Grinder conveniently forgets
that DU has had the salutary effect of
weeding out.several people who used to
call themselves libertarians. They do so
no longer because they feel that porno
graphy, prostitution, drug taking, etc.,
are per se antilibertarian, and do not
want to be associated with a view that
defends these activities. If for no other.
reason, Grinder should hail my book as a
strategic success, for he has been fore
most in his hatred for these "libertarian"
pests. if'
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eThe Libertarian Party held its 1976 national conven
tion at Washington's Statler-Hilton Hotel the week
end of 23;26 September. I must admit to being both
pleasantly surprised and deeply impressed; Until .this
convention, I have wavered between lukewarm tolera:"
tion and almost total disenchantment. My twin objec
tion has been (1 )distrtist of politics in general and
(2) distaste for the abnormal number of assorted nuts,

,cranks, jerks, and crazies drawn, seemingly inexor
ably, toward any libertarian. organization, but toward

. the Libertarian' Party m par1.cular. I remain suspici
ous of politics, but I am convinced that the LP is now
and will for several years continue to be perhaps thr>
single most effective libertarian mass educati'YIlii! tool
in the country. (I hope and expect othf'T parallel
institutions to do at least equally well during the next
decade or so.)

1 Was most heartened by the very smaH 11um ber of
crazies in attendance at this year's conventj~~iL I was
thoroughly impressed by the lafg~ number of young
couples in their late twenties and thitties who obvi- .
ously have their feet on the ground and are willing
to put their shoulders to the wheel. These are dedi
cated, solid libertarians who are also what Murray
Rothbard rightly calls "realpeople."l think it is safe
to say that the appearance of such people is a very

,.good indication that libertarianism is on the verge
of laying the groundwork for a real mass movement.

The high points of the convention were speeches by .
Earl C.' Ravanel, professor ofAmerican foreign policy

at the Johns -Hopkins School of Advanced Interna
tional Studies, and by RoyA. Childs, Jr., long-time
libertarian theoretician-activist. Both called for a
strictly noninterventionist foreign policy.

There is simply no question but that the single
largest cause of America's statism is the direct or
indirect result of America's global interventionist
foreign policy. It is marvelous indeed tosee the LP
shedding the last vestiges of mindless righ t-wing in ter
national adventurism and adopting the purely liber
tarian foreign policy of nonentangling alliances and
defense only against direct continental attack. 1'here
ffiustbe a clear line drawn between conservatives
(right-wing and social-democrat) and libertarians on
this crucial issue. There is no place in the libertatian
movement for international interventionists, for these
interventionists are the most vicious and effective of
all statists.

There is not space here to detail all of the other
convention talks and panels, most of which were
quite good. Especially good were the following:
Ralph Raico's excellent "tIistory of the Modern
Libertarian Movement," MtJrton I Halperin's "The
CIA-FBI Threat to Privacy," a very high-level and in
forma tive panel on the Middle East by JohnHagel III,
~eonard P. Liggio and Stephen Halbrook, Nathaniel
Branden's very useful "How to Communicate Politi
cal Ideas," a panel on Austrian economics by John
Egger, myself, and Murray Rothbard, a rousing
banquet speech by Roger MacBride, a further attempt

by Walter Block to "Defend the Undefendabl~s,"

and a rip-roaring call to action by "Mr Libertarian,"
Murray N. Rothbard, in his "Benediction:' [All con
ven tion speeches and panels are available on cassette
tapes. For more information, write Audio-Fomm,
901 N. Washington St., Alexandria, VA 22314 Ed.]

My' considered jUdgement is that the LP is profes
sionally and well run and for themost part ideologi
cally quite sound (althoUgh I am qMite concerned
about the policy of gradualism ;is expressed by Mac
Bridel~ a recent Reason interview. It is up to all of
us to keep the pressure on the party to ensure its
ideological purity; but I am satisfied that the party'
leadership of Ed Crane, Bob! Meier, Bill Evers, and
the others is aware of the problem and that they will
do their best to correct any possible ideological
deviations in the future. I think the party leadership
deserves both the, thanks and the support of all
serious libertarians for their. ye.omanlike service to
the cause of liberty. This is especially true for Roger
Lea MacBride, the tireless expositor of the libertarian
message throughout the country. Because of the
party and MacBride, more people have heard about
libertarianism this past year than heard about it in
the previous three decades. Now, if only the rest of
us will do half as much, the growth of the libertarian
movement, while remaining a difficult Li3k will
surely cantinu~'.

eThe Campu~ S~udies Institute's cxcellen t frt'~"nlarket

had notrained last night. More generally,
to say that Aca.used B is to say that with-

.out, A w~ sh()~ldn()thave B. Mr.. Emer
ling in'terprets:this'~to'meanthat I regard
the flbodi1'lg basement as a mysterious,
uncaused event., He acc)uses..I~le:Ofbe,.

lieving that hydrogen and 'oxygen' ~ill
sometimes produce water and sometimes
PepsiTola, whereas my point is thathy
drogen and oxy'gen produce water, but
nitrogen and oxygen do not. .

Mr. Childs complains, that Mr. Emerling
has not taken sufficient time an d care
with the. argument. This is over-harsh. It
seems clear to me that he has devoted
considerable 'time and care to his paper,
and some ofhis incidental points are well
taken. I am all the more dis;lppointed at
not getting from hini any analysis of my
main argumen ts.

JAMES KIEFER
,-~ethesda, Md.

Roy Childs' review of Theistic Objec
tivism: An Autopsy leaves mu"ch to be
desired-notably evidence, argument, and
and attempt to examine the contents of
the pamphlet. The review, however, is
not without significance. It is a striking
example of a key epistemplogical prin
ciple, viz., the burden of proof.

Mr. Childs asserts that I neither grasp
nor accurately state James Kiefer's argu
ment for the existence of God. He offers
no evidence or argument in support of
this claim. He provides no examples of
my alleged errors. Nor does he quote or
paraphrase any part of the pamphlet ~in
defense of his view. Roy simply makes a
series of ex cathedra pronouncements re
garding Theistic Objectivism: An Autopsy
-and assumes that readers will take his
wotd on the matter.

But intellectual issues are not decided
by appeals to reputation or seeming
authority. They aredecided by means~of

evidence and argument. To paraphrase
Etienne Gilson, "Reason always buries its
undertakers." .

Until Childs offers evidence for his
opinions, they need not be taken serious
ly. As Nathaniel Branden has observed,
"When a person makes an assertion for
which no rational grounds are given, his
statement is-epistemologically~without

cognitive content. His as thoLJgh nothing
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imagine.
Qnone other point the review is apuz

zle., /Royseems,at the end oLthe,review,
to regard the issue of God~s\existence as
unimp"ortant. R.oy Chllds;usedtok~,ow
better than that; too; .

RONN NEFF
Alexandria, Va.

My tape, Objectivism and Theism, opens
with a parallel between pro Branden's
refutation of determinism and a refuta
tionof atheism.

Summarizing,Dr. Branden: Determinists
claim that a man's thoughts are due to
causal chains originating outside the man.
But if this is so-"if the actions and con:'
tent of his mind are determined by
factors that mayor may not have any
thing to do with reason"-then there is no
reason why these thoughts should be
true, except by happy accident. q!lr
minds, with their thoughts determined by

, extraneous factors,are no more suitable
guides to truth than tea leaves, with their
patterns determined by extraneous fac
tors. But the conclusion (that our
thoughts are worthless) is absurd, there
fore the premise (determinism) is false.

Summarizing the parallel argument: If
atheism is true, then our having the sorts
of minds we do, or having minds at all, is
due to "factors that mayor may not have
anything to do with reason." It follows
that our thoughts are worthless. Since
the conclusion is absurd"the premise
(atheism) is false .

I then examine several objections to the
latter arguments, and reject each on the
ground, among others, that if it were
valid it 'Aould be a valid objection to Dr.
Branden '8 argument as well. I conclude
that no one canconsisten tlyaccept Qb
jectivismand reject theism. All this occu
pies about the first 39 minutes of the
tape.
It is with some surprise that I have read

Mr. Emerling's critique of my tape and
discovered no reference whatever to Dr.
Branden's argument!

Later, in discussing Dr. Branden's dis
cussion of the First Cause Argument, I
maintain that a statement like "The base
ment is flooded because it rained ,last
night" implies that itmakes sense to talk
about whitt would have happened iiit

fewer than six reconstructions oUt, none
.of" th'em, accurate, and. so revealed thathe '
simply had not seen. what the argument
was.. ', f, was horrified when he,quoted~'one

of Kiefer's ·counter,.argum,ents,'and" brni t
ted a key word, whrchomission permit'
ted him to find 'an' elem,entary "contra
diction" in Kiefer's position. I was puz
zled by his quoting most of the other im
portant counter-arguments, excepting the
most forceful one,\ which he doesn't even
paraphrase, though he quotes or para
phrases surroundingmate.rial. And 1 was
completely at a loss when,in his rebuttals
to Kiefer's, several objections to Branden's
lecture, he time and time again missed the
point and answered caricatures of the ar
guments. Roy Childs, then, was absolute·
ly correct in his main criticism of the
piece.

There were, however, some puzzling as
pects to that review. I am one of the
Washington-area libertarians converted to
theism by Kiefer's Audio-:Forum tape Ob
jectivism and Theism' (and later to
Christianity, mostly under the influence
of arguments presented by Jim Kiefer, al
beit not included on his, tape), and I am
one of the twopersoris with whom, along
with Jim Kiefer, Childs has had "long dis
cussions." Roy, and I have been close
friends for a long time, and he knows that
those of us who have thus become Chris
tiansare not "disciples'; of James Kiefer,
nor' do we in any sense form a group
"centering around the ideas and person of
Mr. James Kiefer." To paraphrase Arch·
bishop Ramsey, it is not Mr'. Kiefer we
are commending, but Jesus Christ, whose
servants we are. Roy Childs knows this,
and yet chose to depict us as a Kieferite
cult of some sort.

From our long discussions, he knows
that we are not asking a Kantian ques.,

. tion, but rather a Brandenian question:
What, implications, if any, does the fact
that consciousness is conscious have for
theories of the origin of consciousness?
I suppose that Roy has recast this ques
tion into its correct Kantian parallel, but
he knows better than to depict us as
Kantians.Even MichaelEmerling did not
make that mistake. .

And why, from a jest which he knew to
be a jest,he chose to impute a "canoniza

tion" of At/as Shrugged onto us, I cannot

Letters [rom readers are welcome. Although
only a' selection can be pUblished and none can
be individually acknOwledged, each will receive
editorial consideration and maybe passed on to
reviewers and. authors. Letters Sl,lbmitled for
pUblication should be brief, typed, double \
spaced, and sent to LI{, 901 N. Washington St.,
Alexandria, VA 2,2314.

When I read Michael Emerling's Theistic
Objectivism: An Autopsy, I was amazed
to 'see that, although he quoted in full
James Kiefer's most controversial (and, I
think, most decisive) argument for the

.existence of God, he nowhere attempted
t9 refute it. Rather, he grappled with no
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GEORGE H. SMITH
Hollywood, Calif.

,Libertarian Jihad

I wa~ very disappointed with Roy
{Childs' review of Tkeis tic: Objec.t"ivi.sm;·
An Autopsy. by Michael .Emerling [LR,
Sept-Oct-.. '?6].;Aside· from Roy's snide

,and uhwatrantedrefetence to mec-Which'
'comingas it doesftom the chameleo~of
rthe libertarian movement, is not that sur
"lprising..:..c the review fails to fulfill even the
minimum requirement fora satisfactory
review: it fails toteil us anything sigriifi'
:cant about the piece being reviewed. We
learn thatit is a criticism of James Kiefer
and we learn that Roy does not like it;
but surely it does not take a 500·word
review to communicate these two points.

I have listened to theKiefer lecture, and
I am at a loss to understand Roy's alle
gation that Emerling "missed the point

. entirely." '~Emer1ing's statement of
[Kiefer's] views," claims Roy, "is simply
unrecognizable_to me." This is especially
strange, since Emerling's monograph rare
ly resorts to paraphrase, bu t relies instead
on quoting long passages from Kieferdi
rectly. Are these verbatim statements
"unrecognizable" to Roy?

Roy's opinions may be interesting, but
his review presents nothing but opinions,
totally unsubstan tiated. If he hadpontif·
icated It"!ss and confronted the issues

, more, he would have had ~he space neces
sary for at least one example, or clue, or
hint-anything to lend credence to his re
jection of, the monograph. As it stands,
however, the review is vacuous, and it is '

. a discredit to Roy's fine talents as a
reviewer.



'movie, Thi.' Incredible Bread Machine, continues to
grow in ;nfL,'ncc. The San Diego group has adapted
the movie to a one -hour te1evisionspecial. According
to Advertisir ~ Age (4 Oct ober 1976), World Re~

search, Inc., is offering .llJ TV stations free use of this
hour-long special, which ll1cludcs an opening state
ment by Secretary of the Treasury William E. Simon
and closing discussion by Walter W. Heller, Milton
Friedma1\, and Benjamin Rogge.
.The Mont Pelerin Society (an organization of inter
national free market scholars and businessmen) held
its 1976 meeting at St. Andrews, Scotland (St. An
drews University), 22-28 August. The entire meeting
was devoted to the life, times, and ideas of Adam
Smith. Sessions includyd papers and discussion by
Professors R.H.Coase, George Stigler, Benjamin
Rogge, Israel Kirzner, B.R. Shenoy, Armen Alchien,
Gordon Tullock, James Buchanan, Milton Friedman,
David Meiselman, Gerald P. O'Driscoll,· F.A. Hayek,
Donald KeI11:merer, and Murr~y N. Rothbard.

.The week following the Mont FeIenn meeting,
'another very important symposium in Austrian
economics took place at England's famous Windsor
Castle. High-quality papers were delivered by, among
others, Mario Rizzo of New York University, Gerald
P. O'Driscoll of Iowa State 'University, John Egger of
Goucher College, and Roger Garrison of the Univer
sity of Virginia. Comments were offered by Pro
fessors Kirzner, Lachmann, Rothbard, and Spadaro.
.The growth of interest in and influence of Austrian
economics has been truly amazing during the last
two or three years. The Austrian programs developed
and organized by the Institute for Humane Studies,
the Charles G. Koch Foundation, and the William
Koch Foundation clearly have been the major factors
in this resurgence of ipterest. Hats_off to all of those
involved with these very successful programs.

.Reflecting this growing interest in the Austrian per
spec rive are some,'recent announcements from Arling
ton ~ouse Publishers (I65 Huguenot Street, New'

Rochelle, .·NY .•. 10801).. 'Arlington is ··briJfging·. back
into print three classic w'orks of Ludwig von Mises:
Omnipotent Government ($8.95), Theory and His
tory ($10), and Bureauc'racy($6). three titles will
be available in late Noveillber.

In January. Arlington Housewill. publish' My .Years
with Ludwig von Mises, the fascinating memoirs
of the great economist's wife, Margit. Illustrated with
many never-before-publishedph()tographs,' this, de
lightful volume will Sell for $9.95.

Even more exciting is the news that Arlington's
Washington editor,LR's own Karl Pflock, has ac
quired the English-language rights to the never-before
translated collection of Mises essays, Critique of
Interventionism. The English-language translation was
done for Arlington House by Professor Hans Senn
holz. The Arlington edition of Critique, due for
publication sometime 'next year, will cont(,lin six
essays, including "The Nationalization of Credit"
(which was left out of the original German edition
because of an editorial error), and an introduction by
Professor- Sennholz.
-I am convinced that the renaissance in Austrian
economics is just beginning and will continue to grow
in the months and years ahead. The' graduate pro""
gram at New York University, where Israel Kirzner,
Ludwig Lachmann, and Mario Rizzo teach, is one of
the most exciting in the country. The students there
include some of the. brightest and most dedicated
libertarian ,scholars I have ever had the pleasure of
meeting.· They include: Richard Ebeling, Richard
Fink. Jack High, John Kunze, and Donald, Lavoie.
-Carl Watner is one of the best independent scholars
in the libertarian movement; His work on Benjamin
Tucker and Lysander Spooneris generally recognized
to be excellent by alL .Watner now has written and
published a very useful pamphlet, Towards A Propri
etary Theory of Justice~. The 47-page work is worth
far more than its $ 3 orice. Please, address all orders,
inquiries, and correspondence to: Carl Watner,
7250 Washington Blvd., Baltimore, MD 21227.

.Professor.JohnHospers is giving several .. important
addresses over the nex t several mon ths: (l) "A Dti~

fense of Miniinal Government" will be delivered at
the ann,ualmeeting of the Society for the Philosophy
of Law and Social Philosophy at DrakeUniversi1:y,
Des Moine.s, Iowa, 5-6 November 1976. The entire
session will be devoted' to the Nozick .Jhesis, ..and
Hospers will be one of the very few there to .defend
against the redis tributionists. (2) "Is Free Enterprise
Compatible with Social Justice?" will be delivered at
a symposium on social philosophy at the University
of Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas, 12-13 November 1976.
(3) "The Ethics of Retiibutivism" is an address that
will be delivered at a conference organized and di
rected by the Center for Libertarian Studies (200
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003) and held
at the Harvard Law School in Cam bridge, Massachu
setts, 4-7 March 1977. The symposium is entitled
"Crime and' Punishment: Rest~tution, Retribution
and the Law." This conference is the first on this
topic to be organized and directed by a libertarian
scholarly institution, and thus the Center for Liber
tarian Studies is breaking new ground on a very
,important'subjec t.

• Gentle reader, the success of this column depends
en tirely upon you. "Libertarian Cross-Curren ts"
cannot serve as a clearing house of libertarian scholar~

.ship and action unless you give me your· input. ,
'1'iease help me help you 'by sending me information
(c/o Libertarian Review, 901 N. Washington St.,
Alexandria, VA 22314) on academic activities,
recommended reading, new publications, organiza
tional activities, speakers, and so on. And remember,
LR is a bimonthly publication. When you send along
information about meetings, talks, conferences, and
the like, be sure to give me at least six weeks lead
time before the cover date of the issue in which you
want your announcement to appear (e.g., for the
January-February '77 issue the deadline was 18, Nov
ember).

has been said." 'From this perspective,
Roy's review is remarkably silent.

Childs Elucidates

My little review of Michael· Emerling's
Theistic Objectivism seems to have sRrred
up a hornet's nest. Let me take another
crack at the problem as I see it.

James Kiefer delivered a couple of lec
tures in the Washington, D.C., area on
Objectivism and theism, in which he
maintained, that Objectivism leads to
theism. So far as I have been able to de
termine, only a few dozen people, at best,
have· heard the argumen ts, and only two
or three have been converted to theism
by them. It is this situation which
Michael EmerUng has .responded to by
writing and privately p'ublishing his leng
thy rejoinder. My poin t is that if he was
authentically concerned to rebut the ar
guments, he should have lu;s4.done this in
private correspondence-or at least shown
the pamphlet to the principals in the dis
pute before publication. He did not. The
result is that in my judgmen t, and in the

. judgments of Ronn Neff and James Kie
fer, Michael Emerling missed the point of
the arguments, instead wrestling with
several alternative constructions. This
does no one any good.

I agree that I was a bit sarcastic in my
review of Theistic Objectivism, but that is
my right. Mr. Kiefer suggests that I am
"over-harsh," but I disagree totally. Mr.

Emerling's pamphlet is rude, insulting to
wards Mr. Kiefer and those who believe
in God; Mr. Emerling shows off his
refutational prowess like a flashy boy
Objectivist even while, as he often does,
caricaturing Kiefer's arguments. He spits
contempt, postures melodramatically,
and constantly engages in silly rhetorical
flourishes. This is his right, and I am en-
titled to ridicule it. .
If I did not discuss the arguments in my

initial re.view, it is because I didn't have
the space in 'a 400-word review, and be
cause I thought it was pointless. I advised
that those who are interested in the issue
listen to Mr. Kiefer'; c tape and read Mr;
Emerling's pamphlet and make up their
own minds. As for whether Mr. Emerling
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did in fact miss the point, well, George
Smith .and. I have. had lengthy. telephone
Cfnversatifnsi.(l~f~t... t~at ....Hu.~sti'?~, ..~rzd
we.' stilli/.:isagree:he .thinks Emerling's
comments were on the mark, and I think
not. Again, the reader will have to de
cide forhimsel[.

r ,I certainly did not mean to take a swipe
at George Smith in my review. In my
view, his Atheism: The Case Against God
isa magnificent book, worthy ofstanding
alongside such works as Flew's God and
Philosophy and Blanshard's masterly
Reason and Belief. I was more intending
to' ridicule Michael Emerling's in tellec tual
horizons, which I take to be very narrow,

It" put it charitably.
Z If I have been overly harsh towards

Michael Emerling, then I apologize, but I
do not think I have been.' For whatever
reason, a great mal1Y highly intelligent
followers of Ayn Rand have, in my view,
simply become self-exiles from the great
public debates 07 our n1'f1.'l!. They seem to

.. pr.,efer to be big/ish in fishbowls rather
than small fish where it really counts and
might affect the course of events. They
become narrow, constricted, shallow. I
have seen this happen again and again
over the last ten or twelve years: the fall
ing off from intellectual concerns of peo
ple who might make a difference in our
time, because of sectarian concerns. It
does no one any good to disregard this
fact, one of the preeminent reasons for
the all-too-slow progress of Liberty as
well as its rational philosophical and ideo
logical base. I am not immune to such
criticisms myself.

This was really the point of my review.
There is a sense m which Ronn Neff lS
wrong: I do regard the issue of God's
existence as unimportan t, because God
does not exist. What is important is the
belief which many people have in God,
and. in other religious matters. But Neff
is wrong when he reads that into my re
view. What my review expressed was my
view that Emerling's pamphlet was un
important. I stand bv that.

As for Kiefer's argument, all that I can
say here is that his dichotomy between
'<design '': and "accident" as alternative
explanations for the origin of man's con
sciousness is rather loosely defined.
'<Accident" is not a concept that applies

to the way things act in the world. More
over" Mr. Kiefer rejects natural explana
tions>oft~e...Qrigin~.ef .'fpnsci~usness
withoutanythbig>other·.·.than ·... aicursory
analysis, mostly of Darwinian explana
tions. Yet there is much more to the
natural postulates than is contained.in
the' works and' traditions of Darwin.
Note, for example, D. O. Hebb'sThe
Orga,nizationof BehaVIor, F. A. Hayek s
The Sensory Order, and the flrst two
volumes '0] Syzanne LanG.,er's Mind: An
Essay in Human Feeling. But those
only sdatch the surface.

In conclusion, then, I view Mr. Kiefer's
argumen ts as being spurious, 'llnd Mr.
Emerling's pamphlet as having missed
their force anyway. I remain an atheist,
and for the life of me, I cannot see how,
asking themselves the Kantian-type
question "How is the fidelity of con
sciousness to/act possible?" Mr. Kiefer,
Mr. Neff, and others have reasoned their
way into the Trinity. chastity, and Sun
day mass: As someone who respects the
Aristotelian-Thomistic tradition, and who
respects RJindt I see the efficacy of con
sciousness as axiomatic, and t'lie
explanatLOns oj lls ongmro lie in natural
science. This is noTTiiterrdea as"7rreout
tat,-liiit merely an indication of my own
point of view. For interested readers, I
urge consideration of the works I have
cited, including the Kiefer and Emerling
works.

ROY CHILDS, JR.
Brooklyn, N.Y.

On Target
My appreciation to Libertarian Review

and to Reginald Bretnor for the kind
words and. stirring resuscitation of my
To Keep and Bear Arms in Mr. Bretnor's
gun-control piece for S,eptember-October.

The piece was excellen t, and I believe
typifies not 'only the libertarian thinking
on guns but also what genuine liberals,
of that vanishing school, should be
thinking.

Best regards.

BILL DAVIDSON
Alamosa, Col. .

Kudos

This note is simply to compliment you
on j -JUr rtcent reviews of Against Our

Will (by' Myra Friedman) and Mind: An
Essay on Human Feeling (by Regina
Hug(».'[Both in the Jul.-Aug. '76 LR
-Ed.]

Ms Friedman not only wrote an in
formed review, but she managed to cap
ture in it some of the difficulties some
one like myself would have to face in
dealing with the book. That Brownmiller
writes well and spots some of the inde
cencies men have exhibited in their rela
tions with women simply cannot be
denied. Since she writes in part as spokes
woman for a movement, her overstate
ments, her emotionalism (cast in imagina
tive and prosaic language), and her deter
mination tend to prompt tolerance for
her ignorance and sheer idiocy. However
much I would like to be above it, given
my knowledge of the indecency of men
against women-for example, in my ex
periences in the U$. Air Force, where the
general attitude my fellow airmen ex
pressed toward all women, including their
lovers or wives, simply baffled and often
disgusted me-I found it difficult to pro
test the Brownmiller approach. Frankly,
I am intimidated. My sense of justice
(i.e., objectivity) is difficult to assert in
the face of the statistics. But Ms Fried
man did a commendable job of modera
tion in the face of Brownmiller's seduc
tive style. I wish I could have managed
such a courageous feat.

With Ms Hugo's review I can do little
more than express my heartfelt thanks.
Professor Langer's book(s) have been a
source of philosophical joy to me, and I
have thought of doing her work justice
in a review, but never dared. Ms Hugo
managed to convey the richness of this
philosopher's work without attempting
to cover the territory Professor Langer
alone travelled so diligently and well. May
I simply reaffirm that Mind: An Essay on
Human Feeling is breathtaking and bril
liant-but not meant for those who wish
for philosophy to reap its fruits exactly'·
at 9:00 AM tomorrow. (I am fearful
that the impatience some libertarians
exhibit toward certain intellectual en
deavors will be the death of liberty!)

Thanks, then, again.
TIBOR R. MACHAN

Senior Editor, Reason
Fedonia, N.Y.
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SHOP BY MAIL

MINIATURE STICKERS, libertarian subjects,
free list. Send $1 for 20 samples. Currie
and Ives. Box D, Newtown Square, PA
19073.

1800's SILVER DOLLARS: 5 Different
$27; 10 Different $49; 20 Different $94;
50 Mixed $227; 100 $442. Guaranteed.
Wholesalers, B.,13041, Tucson, Az. 85732.

GOOD GIFT IDEA! Instrument kits! Build
Dulcimers, Guitars, Balalaikas, Harps, Banjos,
Mandolins. Free catalog: Hughes Dulcimer
Company, 8665 West 13th Ave, LR, Denver,
Colorado 80215. "

MIRACLE ALL PURPOSE POLISHING
CLOTH WITH LEMON OIL. Better metals
and furniture polishing than liquids, ask
your friends. $1.29 postpaid, 3 for $3.
Sorry, no C.O.D. Marchegiano's 1734 Johns
ton St., Philadelphia, PA 19145.

"THE FIGLEAF" A zany, monthly catalogue
of indescribable "unique" goodies. Makes
Christmas shopping a rib-tickling joy! Send
$1 and two self-addressed stamped envel
opes for the next two issues to: The Fig/ea/,
PO Box 634, Statiori H, Montreal, CANADA

ADAM 'SMITH NECKTIES AND TEE/
SHIRTS. Featuring an original illustration
based on the Tassie Medallion. Neckties $10
each postpaid; Gold on Burgundy and Gold
on Navy Blue. Tees $6 each postpaid; two
sizes fit all: Large and Too Large. Decatur
Shoppe, Ltd., Dept. LR, North Adams,
MI49262. .

NOW GLAMOR SARGE HANDBAGS•••
Beats em. all...Literature 35 cents. Meriam
Nu~Bags, 9505 Lavergne, Skokie, ILL 60076

DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE re
cording on cassette or 12 inch phonodisc.
Side 1, fine dramatic reading of document
with background music. Side 2, band arrange
ments of patriotic music. Satisfaction guar
anteed. $5.95. Liberty Tree Productions,
6722 Bostwick Drive, Springf!eld, VA 22151.

SHOW YOU CARE with your official "Got
My_ Shot-Swine Flu '76" t-shirt. 100%
Cotton, ·4-eolor design. Send $4.95 and 'size
to Mediation, Qept. LR, Stanley Hills Dr.,'
Los Angeles, Calif. 90046.

"THOMAS PAINE PORTFOLIO." Handsome
unit containing enlightening~ provocative arti
cles and memorabilia about the great liber
tarian. $3. Independent Publications, Box
162, Paterson,NJ 07513.

NEED NEW ID? Change name/age with State
ID cards, birth certificates, official ID!Details
$.25. Eden Press, Box 8410-LR, Fountain
Valley, CA 92708.

WATERGATE "BICENTENNIAL" CAS
SETIE. This introductory tape includes
NIXON'S~ Checkers speech (exerpt), Last
press conference (exerpt), First Watergate
Speech, Resignation speech, 'Farewell to the
White House. $5 Free Catalog. Posterity
Tapes, Box 233, Naperville, Ill. 60540.

'·'FORD IS AN EDSEL" bumperstickers
$1; 3/$2.50. Send stam.ped, self-addressed
envelope to Box 931, Richmond, VA 23207.
No Virginia orders.

CINCINNATI is a funny name for a nice town
with chili dishes all its own. Recipes $1.
Johnson, Box 272-B, Mason, OH 45040.

INEXPENSIVE, CONFIDENTIAL receiving,
forwarding. Write: P.A.P.A., PO Box 3299,
Pasadena, TX 77502..

~

KESHl YENA (Stuffed Edam Cheese). Send
$1 'for recipe this .delicious meal indigenous
Aruba-Curacao, Neth. Antilles. Sargent, Box
451-L, Woodridge, N.Y. 12789.

HORS D'OEUVRES, 4 recipes. Delicious
different, easy. $1. Also Rum Balls, sensa
tional, $1. M.e. Miller, PO Box 126,
Sewickley, PA 15143.
"AMERICA.•.1776 to 1976". LP collection
of bicentennial music done in contemporary
styles, including jazz-rock, swing, and pop.
UQusual and hip arrangements for the con
temporary music lover to celebrate America's
bicentennial. $6.00. L. Paxton, 5900 Sussex,
Troy, MI 48084.

POEM..,... ..Glory of God," framed 8Y2XI1.
$5.95 plus $.50 handling. McQellan, 703
NW 14th Ave., Gainesville, Florida 32601.

MISCELLANY

SELF-IMPROVEMENT

HOME STUDY. COURSE IN ECONOMICS.
A 1O-lessonstudy that will throw light on
today's baffling problems. Tuition free:
small .charge for materials. Write to Henry
George Institute, 55 W. 42 St., New York,
NY 10036. .

MUSIC GUARANTEED. Self instructions
how to play 35 popular music instruments.
$6.75ppd. A.L. G. Music Publishing, 4025
St. Martin, Cincinnati, OH .45211.

TOWARD A PROPRIETARY TIlEORY OF
JUSTICE a 47 page pamphlet restating the
natural law basis of libertarianism. $3 per
copy postpaid. Carl Watner, 7250 Washing
ton Blvd., Baltimore, MD 21227.

GET RICH with "NORMANDY EXPRESS
NEWSLETTER." Sample, $3. Normandy
Express Enterprises, Box 1154, Station A,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1G6.

50-50 ECONOMICS. In every industry work
ers are' PsUd a percent of the company in
come-more than 10% but less than 90%-,
let's~ay 50%. However, .at contract tirne
'workers through their elected representatives
ask 'for more pay which is granted eventually
but paid for through higher prices. This
wage price spiral would end if the bargaining
were doneona percentage basis if done at all.
Go ahead-shoot! Shoot a self addressed
stamped envelope· to 50-50 Economics,Box
2138, Youngstown, Ohio 44504.

READY TO RETREAT? Small trailer pad for
rent. Maximum size 10x45. Twenty miles
from Croville, Cal. in Sierra Nevada foothills.
Tall .trees.. Long view. Privacy.' Ideal for
retired couple. $10.00 plus occasional light
housesitting chor~~•. References required.
retired couple. $10.00 plus occasional light
housesitting chores. References required.
PO Box 60, Forbestown, Cal. 95941.

MONTANA MOUNTAIN TRIPS: Backpack
ing and moun taineering in the Montana
wilderness, small groups, no crowds, and
libertarian guides. For "brochure, write:
MMT, 3401 14th Ave. So., Great Falls,
MT 59405.

ETERNAL LIFE: Any· life' after death is
better than nothing-even this one. For
revelations send SASE to J.e. Brainbeau,
Box 2138, Youngstown, Ohio 44504.

If interested in MUSIC, RELIGIONor POLI
TICS, write for information on our unique
work. We do record production, music pub
lishing (aU types); have lending library tapes-'
entertainment, inspiration and politics; pub
lish religious and political literature; have a
tapespondence Bible School where you can
earn State chartered degrees in theology;
have the legal power to ordain undenomina
tional ministers, etc. We believe in a God of
love and seek to promote faith, peace and
understanding. We oppose war, injustice" in
all forms and narrow-minded denominational
religion. Free. literature: Di". Franklin Lynch,
Monticello, Georgia 31064.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS are acc~ptecl at the discretion of the publisher Rates: 10 f'

cen. t.s per wor~ (m.inimum. $'~). For..u.s. bC?X... n.umb.er.,.. $.1. F~lI payment .must a\..,-,ompany ord.:r.Addr.ess: ClassIJledDept., LtbeftananRevtew, 901 N. WashmgtonSt., Alexandria, VA 22314.
Repltes to LR box numbers stlOuld be sent to the above address. .

LITERATURE

EMPLOYMENT

BUSINESS. OPPORTUNITIES

SWISS "NUMBERED ACCOUNT' by mail.
Complete .details. $3. J. T. McShay, Box
19528, Indianapolis, IN 46219.

MURRAY ROTHBARD VIEWS THE
W9RLD! Monthly analysis of almost any
t~mg from a hardc.ore .libertarian perspec..:
tlye. _~'requent contnbutions by Len Liggio,
Bill [wers, Joe Stromberg, Roy Childs. and
others. For twelve 8 page issues send eight
dol1~rs to UBERTARIAN FORUM, Box 341,
MadIson Sq. Station, New York, NY 10010.

ABANDONED .INDUSTRIAL SILVER. worth
$55.32. pound-yours for' takip.g! Found in·
every citY,town,hamlet. No detectors. or
diWng. .Free. information: Sil.'erman 85,
Box 548, Woodville, Texas 75979.
ESTABLISHED .SMALL PUBLISHER seeks
manuscripts with good sales potential. Any
thing considered, but preference if financial
backing available. Box 28466, Washington,
DC 20005(212) 293-2168. -

Exclusive Franchise Available-Protected by
patent and copyright; original game concept
combining best of chess, checkers, poker
and bridge. Big profits-assemble yourself.
$.3 buys game and details for obtaining
territorial franchise. David L. Tindall, Box
1101, Kelowna, BC, Canada VIY7P8.

TURN FUN INTO PROFIT! Big$$$$$
paid for doing crossword puzzles. Complete
information $1.Spondulix, Box 827-R,
Ply-mouth, MA 02360.

TIlE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WRITERS
is for everyone who writes for a living-or
wants to. Benefits include Press Credentials.
Open Membership. ASW, PO Box! 488-H,
Lake Placid, NY 12946. Enclose SASE;

WRITERS - "UNSALABLE" MANU
SCRIPT? Try AUTHOR AID ASSOCI
ATES, 340 East 52nd St., Dept. LR, New
York, NY 10022.

MEDICAL SCHOOL-STATE chartered. Pri
vately owned. Independent, unorthodox,
correspondence college. Accredited by 3
organizations, but not AMA approved.
Doctorate degree for' admissions, plus credit
given for experience as Practioner towards
M.D. degree. For application and brochure
send $2 to: Medical School, Box 248, Oak
ville, Ontario, Canada L6J 5A2.

UNLIMITED HOME EARNINGS Stuffing
Enve~opes, if you have spare time-Rush
25 cents and stamped addressed envelope
to F.J. Diehl, Box 934V, Bensenville, n..
60106.
MERCHANT MARINE, LICENSED OF
FICER, tells how to join, $3 and self ad
dressed stamped envelope to Ernest, PO Box

. 17184,Phila.,PA 19105. .

STUFF ENVELOPE~, $250 per 1000, send
stamped self addressed envelope to: PFR
CO,Box 250, Ansonia, CT 06401. .
Help Wanted: If you have spare time-Unlim
ited home earnings stuffing envelopes. Rush
$.25 and stamped addressed envelope to
v.L. Diehl, Box 934T, Bensenville,· IL
60106.
Wanted: Administrative Assistant to Direc
tor of New York City Libertarian Founda
tion. Self-starter, able to take responsibility,
run office coordinate programs, light book
keeping. Send resume and salary requirements
to Kephart Communications, Inc., Box 5,
901 N. Washington Street, Alexandria,
VA 22314.
ANY PERSON . or organization selling Cen
tury's $100.00 brochure concerning War,
Women, .Inflation and Religion gets $50.00
back. Girls-earn money this new way and
save the world to boot. Contact or send full
payment to: CENTURY APEX, 1615 Bel
mont Ave., Youngstown, OH 44504.
BIG MONEY! Sell Pantyhose, sox, 50% under
retaiL Send $.50 for sample & info. Sam
antha, PO Box 2446, Charlotte, NC 28234.
I am looking for a FREE MARKET attorney
practicing in Manhattan who is a proponent
of the "Austrian School" of thought to super
vise a law office study program. Mr. Kish,
801 Central Ave., Ocean City, NJ 08226.

MAKE MONEY at home. Details, $1,
self-addressed envelope. Andy Davis, 290
Cherrywood Ave., San Leandro, CA 94577.

DEEPSEA EMPLOYMENT on Freighters and
Tankers. Big Money. World wide travel. FuJI
information, $2. Deepsea, PO Box 012109,
Miami, Florida 33101.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES-Work at home
full or spare time. DetajJs $.25. Ashley Enter

. prises, 128A, Crosby, MS 39633.

MAKE BIG money at home immediately
stu ffing envelopes. Rush stamped, self
addressed envelope: B&B Co., Box 115-LR.
Redding Ridge, CT 06876.
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This· test will. determine whether you shar~' '" Anarchism! Like peas in a pod! Losers! Full Approac~: all, taU, stall, illstall,installed,
love of Innovative Ideas, Exciting Fiction, explanation-No winners! Ten dollarsSlO. installment. Parents can use to tutor their
Plofound Thinking, and ·lnfnrmati.veR.ead- (Onedonarvalue). Century Apex, 1315 own child at home. Recommended by-and
ing; If you're an individuali~tic free-thinker, Belmont Ave.,Youngstown,OH44504. for Special Education & Learning Disabilities
and do love these things, then THE ARTS teachers. $5.95. Reading Via Typing, $8.95.
OBJECTIVELY is for you.The only Objec- HOW TO BARTER your way to $1,000,000 AVKO Educational Research Foundation,
tivist journal of ideas, opinion. and fact, with MONEYGRAM??? $3 Normandy' Ex- 3084 W. Willard Road, Birch Run, M148415. .
building for renewed freedom in the arts. If press Enterprises, Box 1154, Station A, EARN COLLEGE DEGREES at home.
this is what you want, then you've passed this Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5W 1G6. .

uld 'T''HE AR'T''S OB Many subjects. Florida State Christian Uni-test...and yousho test J.J . J. j . - FREE.' Conspl·rac·y Research Catalog. Dhz·Zz·p . P Offi B 14576 F L d
C 1 S b ·be f d ·f r, verszty, ost .lce ox ,ort au er--

JE T. VELY. u sen . or one year, an 1 Dru: Administrator by House, $15; Intimate dale, FL 33302.
dissatisfied with your fust issue, just request Papers of Col. House, (2 voL) $15; Tragedy
a refund•..you'll get it, in full! Four issues, and Hope by Quigley, $25; Occult Tech-
$4. PODIUM,II, Box 15716, Philadelphia, nology of Power, $2; Rockefeller Intemation-
PA 19103. alist by Josephson, $25. Alp-ine Enterprises,
JASON'S DICTIONARY OF CB'ers slang Box766, Dearb9rn, MI 48121.
and FCC info. A must for pro and beginner" IS IT TOO LATE? Can capitalism survive?': .
alike, $3 postpaid. Marchegiano's, 1734 Capitalism in a .Changing .World analyzes
Johnston St., Philadelphia, PA19145. _ causes of impending breakdown of cap-
LIVE FOREVER PHYSICALLY? THE italism and action needed for its survival;
IMMORTALIST publishes news of all Medi- The author, Rex Dye, believes economic
cal and Social Advances relating to Cryonics laws under which capitalism must operate
and Immortality. Sample $1. CSM, Box have been violated and unless action to
584-LR, Wilmette, Illinois 60091. bring conformity with these laws is taken,

world-wide' 'breakdown of the system is
INDEPENDENCE from interest & mortgage inevitable. Critical comment by recognized
payments-build your· own house! "How to economists, politicians, and businessmen in
Build a Lowcost House of Stone" tells how- appendix. A ~'must" fot economic and social
with no previous building experience! Gather thinkers! $9.50 postpaid. Economic Research,
common rocks free, build in one summer. 23587 Novi Road, Northville, MI 48167.
Book, $3. From Stonehouse 219, Sweet,
Idaho, 83670. NONSENSE AND .OTHERWISE POEMS

Humorous, Delightful. $3.' Susan Styles,
EDUCATION BY BRIBES AND COERCION. 1500 Waters Edge Dr., Tampa; FL 33603.
A·classic essay by the English libertarian
Auberon Herbert, a forthright critic of public GRAVITY CONTROLLED: Wireless Trans-
education. Send one dollar to LIBERTAR- mission of Electrical Energy. Compress 150
IAN FORUM. Box 341, Madison Sq. Station, KW out of 100' KW outlet. Small Input,
New York, NY 10010. Large Output. Send $3 for Copy: World

Federation Sqience Engineering, 5842 "1"
THE STATE AS AN IMMORAL TEACHER. McFadden,Huntington Beach, CA 92649.
A classic essay by the brilliant novelist Ouida
(Marie Louise de la Ramee). Send one dollar
to LIBERTARIAN FORUM, Box 341,
Madison Sq Station, New York, NY 10010.

DR. NATHANIEL BRANDEN .RECOM
MENDS-TOUCH, a new magazine devoted
to "a sensitive, wen-informed and highly
practical discussion of issues and problems ill
the area of human sexuality"-$10Jor a
one-year subscription. Try the. ultimate
intimate experience NOW! TOUCH, 2439LR
4th St., Santa Monica, CA 90405.

PAY NO U.S. INCOME TAX. Little known
law. $2. E.J. Foy, Suite 201, 170 Broadway,
NYC 10038.

NOTICE: Our $10 Sure Cure Brochure con
cerning War, Women, Inflation and Religion
($1 value) will, beginning July 4, 1976, be
$100($10 val;ue). Send checks to: Century
Apex, 1615 Bebnont Ave., Y,oungstown,
OH44504.
MILLIONS "WON IN FEDERAL OIL Dra.w
ings supervised by U.S. government. Free
Brochure: Research, Box 27571, Phoenix,

. AZ 85061.

CUT HEATING COST. The fuel saver manual
shows you how with simple household tools.
Just mail $2 to Lifetime, PO Box 1561,
Smyrna, GA 30061.

WITCHCRAFT _ CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE. Our traditions hold many arcane
keys to western occultism. You can benefit
by studying these ways to enlightenment and
power. Information, Serenity Guide, and
protective -Pentacle, $1. WICCA, R2, Salem,
MO 65560.
WILL KIT-includes 64-page attorney's
booklet, "What Everyone Should Know
About Wills" and 4 Will Forms. Only $3p.p.
(FREE: "Personal Assets Record and Execu
tor's Duties." H-G ENTERPRISES, Dept. LR,
Qarklake, MI 49234.

CHALLENGED BY CHESS? Backgammon?
Discover international games of skill. $2
(applicable to membership) brings Game
A-Month Qub information. Hydenco, Box
EC, Lemon Grove, CA 92045. Dept.·L

STOP BED WETTING. No drugs, gimmicks,
age limit. $5, stamped envelope,P.0.3325
Wisconsin St., Oakland, CA 94602.

PHILOLOGOS- a private monthly news
letter of libertarian commentary and humor.
Year, $5, sample, $.50. OEHILR, Box 2586;
Tallahassee, FL 32304.

NON-COMPETITNE GAMES for children
and adults. Play together not against each
other. Free catalog. Family ·Pastimes, (LR)
R.R.4, Perth, Ontario, Canada.

Investigate CONTEMPORARY-'REALISM, a
philosophy. (Non-religious, limited govern
ment, pro-capitalist, individualistic, objective,
non-sacrificial, .Aristotelian, activist); Help
create a new educational approach,to replace
the existing accreditation system. Help create
new institutions and commerical enterprises
that will help switch our purchasing power
from supporters of the collectivists. For a
better understanding of this philosophy Send
$1 for a copy of ANSWERS TO 100 PHILO
sophical QUESTIONS to Coniemporary Real
ism Co., Box 552, Pomona, CA 91769.

CB'ERS, BOOST your power without linears.
Bicentennial special: plans for base and
mobile, $5 M.O. please. Power Plans, POB
8641, n. Worth, TX 76112.

METRIC SYSTEM ne~est manual by Neil
Holland. Textand chart $2 ppd. Pikes Enter
prises. PO Box 5730, Pikesville, MD 21208.
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LAISSEZ FAIRE BOOKS
RECENTLY REVIEWED

'TWAS A FAMOUS VICTORY by Benjamin Colby 57.95
AN AMERICAN FIRST: John T. Flynn & the America First Committee

by Michele Stenehjem $8.95
A NEW DAWN FOR AMERICA by Roger MacBride S .95
THE OPEN SOCffiTY & ITS ENEMffiS by Karl Popper (2 vol. set) 57.90
REASON & BELffiF by Brand Blanshard 530.00
A THEORY OF RACIAL HARMONY by Alvin Rabuska 55.95
RACE & ECONOMICS by Thomas Sowell 54.95
DOES SOClAUSM LIBERATE WOMEN? by Hilda Scott 53.95
AMERICA'S EMERGING FASCIST ECONOMY by Charlot1e TwightS12:95

Offering the largest selection of liber
tarian Books available anywhere. You
can order by mail :

• Most of the books reviewed in this
issueofLR.

• Any of the new or back list titles in
this ad.

• More than 800 titles on libertarian
ism, Anarchism, Free Market Eco
nomics, Revisionist History and
other topics listed in our Catalog.
Write for a free copy.

abridged pb.53.95
complete 2 vol. hd. $10.00

$4.95
57.95
$8.95

$12.50
51.50
59.95

ANSWER TO AYN RAND byJohn Robbins
INTELLIGENCE CAN BE TAUGHT by A. & L. Whimbey
A GANG OF PECKSNIFFS by H. L. Mencken
TIlE LETTERS OF H. L. MENCKEN Edited by Guy J. Forgue
THEISTIC OBJECTIVISM: AN AUTOPSY by Michael Emerling
DEFENDING THE UNDEFENDABLE by Walter Block

THE WEALTH OF NATIONS by Adam Smith

America's Leading Libertarian Bookseller
1--------------------------.... r--------------------------I

BOOKS REVIEWED IN THIS ISSUE

NEW RELEASES
HARRY BROWNE'S COMPLETE GUIDE TO SWISS BANKS, small but increasingly powerful elite benefits from the institution h h h f h .,. ffi' .

of paper money at the expense of the vast majority of Americans. t at t e consumer pays t e cost 0 t e agencIes me IClenCles and
by Harry Browne. Everything you need to know to open an 032p) 57.95/54.95 mismanagement. Introduction by Milton Friedman. (pb, 17Sp)
account, smaJI or large-names and addresses of the safest banks, 52.95
sample letters, info about numbered accounts and much more. NONE OF THEABOVE: The Lesser of Two EvUs Is EvU by Sy
(hd, 51Sp) 59.95 Leon with Diane Hunter. An introduction to the practical and CUT LOCAL TAXES without cutting essential services by Robert
THE ASCENT OF MAN by Jacob Bronowskl. A far-ranging, moral arguments against voting by the founder of the League of Poole,Jr. SUbs~antivbe, fact-fibl~led booklet showingdhow ~dany local

Non-Voters. Introduction by Harry B.rowne. (pb, 234p) 54.95 governments ave een a e to' cut costs an provl e more
brilliant historical exposition on the scientific and cultural evolu- efficient services by innovative techniques. Many suggestions
tion of humanity, it is a paeon ofpraise to individual commitment WATERSHED OF EMPIRE: Essays on New Deal Foreign PoUcy involve private alternatives to government services (including
and the human mind. (438p) $17.50/$7.95 by Leonard Llgglo& James J. Martin (edt). One of the themes details on the Scottsdale, Az. private fire dept.> (46p) $2.00

THE FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN AUSTRIAN ECO. unifying the essays is that U.S. entry into World War II represents PARTISANS OF FREEDOM: A Study In American Anarchism
NOMICS edited by Edwin Dolan. 14 essays exploring the a "watershed" in the evolution of U.S. foreign policy between b W 0 R I .

those who favored accommodation and normal economic relations y m. • e chert. ComprehenSIve history of American
Principles and applications of the Austrian School of economics. anarchist thought f pr J . h W r d t 1945and those who advocated imposition of American economic rom e- oSla a ren ays up 0 •
Authors include Rothbard, Kirzner, Lachmann and others. A C th b d th II k II b th .programs on the rest of the world. (203 p) 510.00/53.95 overs eo scure an ewe - nown as we as 0 commul11st
good intermediate level introduction. (222p) $12.00/54.95 and individualist anarchists. (hd. 59Op) $25.00

. E;SSAYS ON HAYEK by FritzMachiup (ed). 7 essays in honor of
PEOPLE POWER: An alternative to 1984 by Morgan Bo1J3hton. Hayek, exploring his relevance for today and his contribution to CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, Vol. 3: Advance to Revolution,
Calls into question the concept of government and corporate legal, historical and social thought. Authors include Machlup. 1760·1775 by Murray Rothbard. Traces the growing colonial
service monopolies and cites many examples of people who have Roche, Shenfield, Buckley and Dietze. (hd. 176 p) 510.00 protest against British policies from the close of the North
successfully solved their community problems (jobs, housing. etc.) American phase of the Seven Years War to the outbreak of the
without government aid and at considerably less cost than THE YANKEE & COWBOY WAR: Conspiracies from conflict at Lexington and Concord. Challenges the common
comparable government programs. (hd. 278p) S13.95 Dallas to Watergate by Carl Oglesby. " ... makes sense of the historic view that there is a large and necessary dichotomy

violent events Of the last decade and a half of our recent political between moral principles and economic self-interest. (hd. 362p)
MONEY AND MAN by ElglnGroseclose. Revised and expanded history and puts them all into a coherent framework: the Yankee 512.95
(1976) edition of the cJa.ssicexamination of the history of money v Cowboy· n'al is" M rra R thb d (321 )51200/54 95s. . .. a . ys ,-,- u .yo. ar. p '.' LET'S TRY .BARTER by Charles Morrow Wilson. Updated

Exainin~tiQnof7cregulatpry age:-"'~ (FD.A.FTC,CAB, FCC, and services. S~es barter~as a way, to beat inflation;;J,lld the tax'l
THEPAP:FJR ARISTOCRACY by Howard Katz. Describes how a ! ICC, NLRB. and the Antitrust Div. of the Justice DeptJshowing collector.lntro{juction by Karl Hes~. (pb. 1841') $4.95 '

.,,..-------------...,...----...,...-------------==--=--=--=-=:-.::--=-=-==:---------------.........:---------------------__---........--................··y.....'d;;

BACKLIST Y'

MISCELLANEOUS

Rand, FOR THE NEW INTELLECTUAL. 58.95/51.50
Rand. THE FOUNTAINHEAD. 513.95/52.25
Rand, THE VIRTUE OF SELFISHNESS, 58.95/51.50

PSYCHOLOGY

"Diogenes," THE APRIL GAME, 51.~
Efron. HOW CBS TRIED TO KILL A BOOK, 51.~
Efron. THE NEWS TWISTERS. 51.25
Mencken, PREJUDICES. 52.95
Mencken. THE VINTAGE MENCKEN, 52.45
Nock. COGITATIONS, 51
Nock, MEMOIRS OF A SUPERFLUOUS MAN, 52.85
Nock, JEFFERSON, $2.95
Ruff, FAMINE & SURVIVAL IN AMERICA, 54.95
Tuccille. IT USUALLY BEGINS WITH AYN RAND. 52.95

Branden. BREAKING FREE, 51.~
Branden. THE DISOWNED SELF, 51.~
Branden, AN INFORMAL DISCUSSION OF BIOCENTRIC

THERAPY, 51.25
Branden. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SELF-ESTEEM. 51.~
Koestler, THE ACI' OF CREATION. 52.75
Koestler. THE GHOST IN THE MACHINE. 53.95
Milgram, OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITY, 53.45
Schoeck, ENVY, 53.95
Szasz, CEREMONIAL CHEMISTRY, 52.95

Szasz, HERESIES. 52.95
Szasz, THE MANllFACTURE OF MADNESS, 53.45
Szasz, THE MYTH OF MENTAL ILLNESS, 51.95
Szasz, THE SECOND SIN. 52.50

PHILOSOPHY

HISTORY

Hazlitt, WHAT YOll SJlOllLD KNOW ABOUT INFLATION,52.25 Martin. MEN AGAINST THE STATE. 52.50
Kirzner, COMPETITION & ENTREPRENEllRSHIP. 510 Martin, REVISIONIST VIEWPOINTS, 52.50
Kirzner, THE ECONOMIC POINT OF VIEW. 512/54.95 Melman, THE PERMANENT WAR ECONOMY, 54.95
Mises, THE ANTI·CAPITALIST MENTALITY, 52.50 Radosh, PROPHETS ON THE RIGHT. 59.95
Mises, HUMAN ACTION, 520 Radosh & Rothbard. A NEW HIST. OF LEVIATHAN. 53.45
Mises, PLANNED CHAOS, 51 Rothbard. CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, VOL. 1,515
Mises, PLANNING FOR FREEDOM, 53 Rothbard, CONCEIVED IN LIBERTY, VOL. 2,512.95
Mises. SOCIALISM. 515 Sutton. WALL STREET &: THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION,
Mises, THEORY & HISTORY, 510 57.95
Mises, THEORY OF MONEY &: CREDIT, $6 Sutton. WALL STREET &: F.D.R., 57.95
Moss (00.), THE ECONOMICS OF LllDWIG VON MISES, 512/53.95
Roepke, THE H{]MANE ECONOMY, 52.95
Rothbard, AMERICA'S GREAT DEPRESSION, 512/54.95
Rothbard, THE CASF FOR A 100 "70 GOLD DOLLAR. $2
Rothbard, THE ESSENTIAL VON MISES, 51
Rothbard. FREEDOM, INEQUALITY, PRIMITIVISM &: THE

DIVISION OF LABOR. 5.75
Rothbard, MAN, ECONOMY &: STATE, 530/510
Rothbard. POWER &: MARKET. 59.95/54.95
Rothbard, WHAT HAS GOVERNMENT DONE TO OUR

MONEY?, 52
Schumpeter, IMPERIALISM &: SOCIAL CLASSES, 53.95
Sennholz. INFLATION OR GOLD STANDARD?, 51

ECONOMICS

POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
Acton, Lord, ESSAYS ON FREEDOM & POWER, $6,50
Bastiat, THE LAW, 51
Boetie. THE POLITICS OF OBEDIENCE, 52.95
Campus Studies Institute. THE INCREDIBLE BREAD MACHINE.

51.95
Hayek. THE CONSTITUTION OF LmERTY. 53.95
Hayek. KINDS OF ORDER IN SOCIETY, 5.75
Hayek, LAW, LEGISLATION &: LmERTY. 58.50
Hess, DEAR AMERICA, 57.95
Hess, THE DEATH OF POLITICS. 5.50
Hess, THE LAWLESS STATE. 5.40
Hess & Morris. NEIGHBORHOOD POWER, 53.50
Hospers, LmERTARIANISM. 510
Jouvenel. ON POWER, 52.95
leFevre, THE PHILOSOPHY OF OWNERSHIP, 52.50
Lane, THE DISCOVERY OF FREEDOM, 53.~
Machan, H{]MAN RIGHTS &: HUMAN LIBERTIES, 511.95
Machan (ed.), THE LIBERTARIAN ALTERNATIVE. 512.50
Mises, BUREAUCRACY. 56
Mises. OMNIPOTENT GOVERNMENT. $8
Nisbet, THE TWILIGHT OF AUTHORITY. 510.95
Nock. OtJR ENEMY, THE STATE, $2.95
Nozick. ANARCHY, STATE &: UTOPIA, 512.95
Oppenheimer, THE STATE. 53.95
Perkins, RATIONAL ANARCHY, 53.95
Rothbard. EGALITARIANISM AS A REVOLT AGAINST

NATtJRE,52.50
Rothbard, FOR A NEW LIBERTY. $8.95
Spencer, SOCIAL STATICS, 56
Spooner, NO TREASON: THE CONSTITUTION OF NO

AUTHORITY,51

B1anshard. ON PHILOSOPHICAL STYLE, 51.25
Blanshard, THE NATURE OF THOUGHT, 524.75
Blanshard, REASON & ANALYSIS, $6.95
B1anshard. REASON &: BELIEF, 530
Blanshard, REASON & GOODNESS, 512.50
Capaldi. THE ART OF DECEPTION, 53.95
Langer, FEELING &: FORM, 54.95
Langer, MIND: AN ESSAY ON HllMAN FEELING, Vola. 1 & 2.

57.90
Ruby, THE ART OF MAKING SENSE, 53.95
Smith, G., ATHEISM. 58.95

OBJECTIVISM
Childs. OPEN LETIER TO AYN RAND. 5.40

Allen. NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY, 5.50 Ellis, IS OBJECTIVISM A RELIGION?, 55.95
Bailyn, THE IDEOL. ORIGINS OF THE AMER. REVOL.. 53.50 Emerling, THEISTIC OBJECI'IVISM: AN AUTOPSY, 51.50
Barnes, IN QllEST OF TRllTH &.JUSTICE, 52.95 Lepanto. RETllRN TO REASON. $6
Barnet & Muller. GLOBAL REACH, 54.95 O'Neill. WITH CHARITY TOWARDS NONE: AN ANALYSIS OF
Ekirch, THE DECLINE OF AMERICAN LIBERALISM, 53.95 AYN RAND'S PHILOSOPHY. 52.95
Ekirch, PROGRESSMSM IN AMERICA, 54.95 Rand, ANTHEM. 53.25/51.25
~ynn, AS WE GO MARCHING. 53.45 Rand, ATLAS SHRUGGED, 512.95/52.~ Please note: Prices are subject to change without notice.

olko. RAILROADS & REGtJLATiONS, 52.95 Rand, CAPITALISM, THE lJNKNOWN IDEAL, 57.95/51.50 Please check latest listing or catalog before ordering.

--------------------------------------------------.Ashton, THE INDllSTRIAL REVOLlJTION,52 I~ FREE CATALOG ITEM PRICE I
Alchian & Allen, lJNIVERSITY ECONOMICS, 513.95

Armeutano, THE MYTHS OF ANTlTRUST,511.95 II ~ 0 Send frae mall order catalog of over 800 books. I
Bastiat. ECONOMIC HARMONIES, 55

Bastiat,ECONOMICSOPHISMS,53 I BOOKS CREDIT. CERTIFICATES
Blumenfeld (ed.). PROPERTY IN A HUMANE ECONOMY, 54.95
Dolan, TANSTAAFL, 53.95 I Credit certificates, which may be applied toward future purchases of any
F.E.E., CLICHES OF SOCIALISM, 52 items in our store or in our catalog, are given on all orders over $25. (We
Friedman, CAPITALISM & FREEDOM, 52.95 I do not offer cash discounts.) If your order totals $25 to $39.99, you'll get
F~edman.ESSAYSINPOSITIVEECONOMICS,S3.95 I a credit certificate for $1.00; $40 to $69.99, a certificate for $2.50; $70 to
F~edman(ed.)S~DIESINQUAN.THEORYOFMONEY.S3.25 $99.99, a certificate for $5.00; and on orders of $100 or more, a credit
F~~~;n,THERESNOSllCHTHINGASAFREELlJNCH, I certificate of 10% of your purchase.

Greaves. MISES MADE EASIER, 56 I FREE BONUS
Greaves,lJNDERSTANDINGTHEDOLLARCRISIS.57 I With every order, we'll Include a free copy of "The New Confusion About
Greaves, FREE MARKET ECONOMICS, A SYLLABUS, 56 each, PI . "b FA H k Thl h d ~---------~-----------------J-----l
Greaves, FREE MARKET ECONOMICS, A READER 510 set I annlng y . : aye. s new pamp let Is a evasta~lng critique of the
Hayek, CHOICEINCURRENCY,53.25 renewed interest In centralized economic planning including the Humphrey-
H~~(ed~COLU~~~NOMICP~~~~50 IJav~sbllland~sadvoc~es;Add~~n~cop~sare~~~~e~r25ceach. ~----------------------~---J~~~~
Hayek, INDMDUALISM & ECONOMIC ORDER, S1.95 I SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Hayek. THE INTELLECfUALS &: SOCIALISM, 5.75 .
Hayek, MONETARY NATIONALISM&: INTERNATIONAL lit for a~y reason you are unhappy WIth your purchase, please return the books

STABILITY,S7.50 I and we II refund your money.
Hayek, MONETARY THEORY&: THE TRADE CYCU, 51 1.50 I ~------------~------------4-----I1
Hayek. PROFITS, INTERESTS & INVESTMENT,512.50 Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . POSTAGE- Add 75c for postage and handIing on all ord rs 75c I
Hayek. THE ROAD TO SERFDOM. $8.00/3.95Ie.
~:;::: :~~~:~~I~:it~~SOPHY &: ECON., $2.95 I Address. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New York State residents add appropriate sales tax ~ ...A I
Hazlitt, ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON, 51.50 I Send your order to LAISSEZ FAIRE BOOKS, . •
Hulit\, FAILUREOFTHE"NEWECONOMICS",511.95 City ~ State Zlp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dept. LR-11, 206 Mercer St., New York, N.Y. 10012. TOTAL 'J

~---------~--------~~~-------------~-----.----------------------------
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Speak to you on Cassette Tapes.

~f!....
,~.

Murr-ay Rothbard Nathaniel Branden

LEADING LIBERTARIANS

Defending the Undefendable?
An exchange ofviews: Childs, Block, Davidson, White

Adam Smith: "177&1976
By B.A. Rogge

Answer to Ayn Rand
Reviewed by Roy A. Childs, Jr.

-------------:..-.-_- -----,--~------

ALSO: Felix Morley on Kissinger's "Troubled Partnership" / Jeff Riggenbach concludes his literature
series / David Brudnoy takes aim at Paul Williams' latest film / Steven Utley on the rock scene / David
Kantorowitz reviews a new Branden lecture tape / More!

AF299

PRICE

s

TITLE

SAVE 55 off General Electflc's top·sellmg Cas
sette Player Recorder the M8455 Attractive &
convenient operates on AC cord or batterlP'S
Built'ln mike. automatic tape shut off and carry
In9 case Included O!,!ly 54495 YOll save S5 1

SUB·TOTAL

DISCOUNT

TOTAL

TAPE NO

Save Money! Deduct 5% if your order
totals $15 or more. Deduct 10% if your order
totals $30 or more. Deduct 15% if your order
totals $100 or more.

Please send me the cassette tapes !Ist~:d below I understand
they may be returned Within 14 days fora full refund

Here IS my check or money orr.er for S

410 First Street S.E.• Washington. D.C 20003

Hospers. J. THE LIBERTARIAN TEMPERAMENT / Tape 200 150
Mini $995

Hospers. J. THE LIFE AND DEATH OF NEW YORK CITY / Tape 225
156 Mini $9 95

Hospers. J. POLITICS OF LIBERTY / Tape 220 182 Mon I 51095
Hospers. J . TO KEEP TIME WITH / Tape 233 182 '~In I $10 95
~ospers. J. and Childs. R. DEBATE WITH SOCIALIST WORKERS

Kelle~~~TY!HT:~~~~~~~~P~Wi~~~n~~~~I~OEVS THE SltGLE
TAXPAYER / Tape 125155 Mon I 59 95

Luce.P A.L1BERTARIANISM/Tape 170188M,nl51095
Machan. T. UTOPIANISM-LEFT AND RIGHT / Tape 203 156 Min I

5995
Mencken. H L. AN INTERVIEW WITH H. L. MENCKEN / Tape 175

157 Min I $9 95
Meses. L. WHY SOCIALISM ALWAYS FAILS / Tape 155186 M",l

510 95
Rothb",d. M. CLAREMONT PROPERTY RIGHTS CONFERENCE /

Tape 182188M,nl51095
Rothbard. M CLAREMONT CONFERENCE-PROPERTY RIGHTS

AND BIRTH OF THE STATE / Tape 183188 Min I 51095
Rothbard. M. CLAREMONT CONFERENCE-DEFENSE AGENCIES/

Tape 184.2tapes(115Mm)$15
Rothba"i. M. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FREE MARKET ECONOMICS!

Tapes301·316116hrs15160 .
Rothb",d. M. THE FUTURE OF LIBERTARIANISM / Tape 216185

M,n I 510 95 .
Rothbard. M. CHICAGO ECONOMICS VS. AUSTRIAN ECONOM

ICS / Tape 158159 M", I 59 95
Rothbard. M. $telfl H and Madden K DEBATE: WAGE AND PRICE

CONTROLS / Tape 17.6.2 tapes (112 Min 1S 15
Rothbard, M LiggiO. L. Grmder,W. Block \/It' Da\lIdson J TESTIMO

NIAL DINNER HONORING MURRAY N. ROTH8ARD / lape
194,2 tapes (106 Mm ) $15

von Hoffman. N. PR08LEMS OF A JOURNALIST / Tape 195188
Mill) $10 95

----------------------,
aUCla·~ClIKJIh

Name

~-

- --_._- _.~._-_._--,._----

'1

1
I
I
I
I

Yes. ship my General Electflc Cassette Player. Model M8455 at the ,
D speCial $4495 price which saves me 55 off regular list tl am ellgl' I

ble for thIS offer havlOg ordered 1 or more tapes above I I

~----------------------~

Armentano. D T. GOVERNMENT SANCTION OF THE OIL CARTH/
Tape 224 153 Mon I $995

810ck. W . THE VALUE OF ADVERTISING / Tape 2D4 149 Mon} 59 95
8randen. 8. THE PRINCIPLES OF EFFICIENT THINKING / Tapes

701·710(15 Hrsl$105
8randen. N. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF oaJEcTlvlSM / Tapes 561

580.20 tapes 124 Hrs} $180
8randen. N. INTRODUCT!ON TO OBJECTIVISM / Tape 560 188

M,nl $10 95
8randen. N.. VICTIMLESS CRIMES / Tape 206158 Mon I 59 95
8regg,n. P. PSYCHOSURGERY. PSYCHIATRY AND NAZISM /

Tape 199186 Monl $10 95
8regg,n. P. PSYCHIATRIC OPPRESSION AND PERSONAL L1BER·

ATiON / Tape 191 152 Min I $9 95
8regg,n. P. POLITICS OF PSYCHOSURGERY / 1ape 192 153 Mon I

$995
Childs. R A. Jr. and St John. J DEBATE, ANARCHISM VS. LIM·

ITED GOVERNMENT / Tape 173157 M,n I $9 95
Chodorov. F. DEBUNKING DEFENDERS OF THE STATE / Tape 197

157 Mon I $9 95
Chodorov. F. ROTARIAN SOCIALISM / Tape 198158 Min I 59 95
Efron. E. THE NEWS TWISTERS AND NETWORK NEWS COVER·

AGE OF POLITICAL VIOLENCE / Tape 180149 M,n I 59 95
F,tzgerald. E. AUDIO·FORUM INTERVIEW / Tape 185 159 M,n I

$995
F,tzgerald. E. THE HIGH PRIESTS OF WASTE / Tape 181 144 M,n I

$995
Froedman. M .. A CONVERSATION WITH MILTON FRIEDMAN / Tape

161 (88 Monl $10.95
Greaves. P. MONETARY HISTORY OF THE 1929 DEPRESSION /

Tape 154.2 tapes 1146 Mon I $20 90
Greaves. P. THE NATURE OF ECONOMICS AND THE THEORY OF

VALUE / Tape 153 (89 Mini $10 95
Greayes. P. THE TRUE STORY OF PEARL HARBOR / Tape 156

1143 Monl $20.90
Hazlitt. H. THINKING AS A SCIENCE / Tape 130 189 Mini $1095
He,nleon. R. A .. A LECTURE AT UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY

/ Tape 190 (73 Mon I $1050

Additional Libertarian Cassettes

Tape No. 172 THE ETHICS OF LIBERTARIANISM / Professor of
economiCS at Baruch College. Ltbertarran Party nominee for New York
State Assembly In 1972. Walter Block IS well known among hbertarlans
He defines libertaflanlsm as "the p,hllosophlcal view that It IS Immoral to
commit aggressIOn against non-aggressors" He further explams that
what sets Iibertanans apart IS the consIstency With which they apply their
pnnclples For example, the IIbertarrans oppose the draft as vlo!atlllg the
concept of one's fights to hIS body He opposes taxation as a form of
robbery and oHers sound arguments to prove that many services ;Jer
formed by the state the postal serVice. for example could be handled
more efficiently through pnvate means The:e IS humor here and Interest
too (41 Min. / $9.95)

Tape No. 157 THE OLD RIGHT AND THE NEW / You must I,sten to
Murray Aothbard·s personal analYSIS of foreign and domestic pO!lcy and
rlght-wll1g attitudes towards It. both yesterday and today ThiS first rate
presentation IS of value to libertarians striving to demonstrate their Isola
tlonlst heritage and to show how and why the conservative movement
has been transformed tOto an apologIst for interventionist foreign poliCies
throughout the world (42 Min, / 57,50)

no Quarrel. unfortunately, with initiating force: they merely differ over
which ideas to enforce on society

One example of forcing ideas on others arises when society declares
the illegality of certam actions by an individual which do not involve harm
to or coercion for anyone else. which are crimes only by definition of
law-victimless cnmes. To the libertariari these laws make no sense,
since crime cannot be properly viewed outside the context of coercion of
one individual by another. The libertarian holds that moral interference
where consenting adults are involved is wr.eng when no one else is In
jured. Branden then notes the relationship of interference by society In
moral Questions with mterference to the economic sphere

Examples of crim~!'; in the victimless category are those against mari
juana. regUlation of sexual practices. etc. Branden also discusses the
concept of involuntary commitment of so-called mental patients. He notes
the importance of applying the basic.libertarian pnnclple of the wrongness 
of coercion uniformly to problems (58 Min,I'S9,951

Tape No. 155 WHY SOCIALISM ALWAYS FAILS / In th,s. the only
authOrized tape recording of the late LudWIg von Mlses. he sums up a
lifetime of study of socialism and proves beyond any doubt that capitalism
IS the only system that allows man to unleash hiS creative powers (86
Min. / $9.95)

Tape No. 152 THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT / Mdton Fnedman. the
distingUished "Chicago School" economIst engages In a brUISing and
rousing debate with former U.S Senator Joseph Clark. over the proper
role of government (58 Min. / $9.95)

Tape No. 186 LIBERTARIANS DEBATE WITH THE SOCIALIST
WORKERS PARTY / John Hospers and Roy Childs, both well·known
libertarians. define SOCialism as the Imposition of centrallzt:d planning and
coercion on the entIre popuiatlon, resultmg In a life planned."not by you
but for you" The real test of a natlon's freedom IS stated as how much
one IS allowed to do without government Interference In thiS debate With

. two members of the SOCIalist Workers Party. hbertartanlsm IS described
as-the idea that the indiVidual IS supreme that no one has the rl~ht to
run another's life or make deCISions for him (132 Min. / 520.90)

Tape No. 216 THE FUTURE OF LIBERTARIANISM / Murray Roth·
bard. author. lecturer. and professor of economics at Brooklyn Polytechnic
InstItute. IS a leading influence on Iibertarran development. In this lecture
he analyzes wllere the libertanan movement IS headed In the face of flSlOg
stat<sm (85 Min. / $1 0.951

Tape No. 300 U.S. POLICY GUARANTEES INFLATION / F A
Hayek. economist. philosopher, and politIcal theonst. was a reCipIent of
the 1974 Nobel laureate In economics On thiS tape. the world's most
prominent free market economIst warns of the consequences of U.S
monetary and fiscal policy. and suggests solut:ons to the problem, Hayek
also explainS how KeyneSian thought got a foothold. and he prOVides an
InCISive cntlque of the KeyneSIan theory (38 Min. / $9.95)

Tapes 301·316 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF FREE MARKET ECONOM·
ICS / Murray Rothbard ThiS comprehenSive course conSists of '6 lec
tures on free market economiCS presented by one of the leadmg "Austnan
School"' economlsJs of thiS century. Or, Rothbard studied under LudWig
von Mlses and has wntten Man. Economy and State: Power and Market
and For a New Liberty. Every major' economiC theory and Issue receives
attentIon in thiS set of tapes. (22 Hrs. / $1-601

Tape No. 344 UNDERSTANDING INFLATION / Hans Sennholz and
Henry Hazlitt are both leadmg proponents of the Austrian school of
thought in economiCS and are experts In financial analysIs. They each
provide an excel:ent disct:lsslon of the economiC and political causes of
mflatlon and where we are headed.:The social and political eHects fore
cast lJeserve serious attention by libertanans, Anyone coming away from
thiS tape will have'a sound understanding of inflation. (83 Min, / $10,95)

Tape No. 200 THE LIBERTARIAN TEMPERAMENT / Professor John
Hospers. 1972 preSidential candidate of the ·UbertaflanParty.. Chairman
of the University of Southern California's School of PhtlosophY.Buthor and
lecturer, contrasts the bureaucratic and libertanan temperaments· The
bureaucrat IS supposed to prOVide a·· Ser\llce. but his actions usually only
Interfere with the productIon of goods and services He is the wielder of
coerCIve power over the lives of other men

Libertanans are people who don't want to be behOlden to anyone or
vice versa. They deSire to be sale guardians of their lives. They do not seek
to oppress, nor do they want to be oppressed. since. HosperspolOts out
oppreSSIOn is an unnatural condition

Hospers' analYSIS of the underlymg philosophy of Iibertariamsm m con
trast to that of bureaucrats and academICians IS eHectively demonstrated
through dozens of vivid examples. Truly an excellent. informative tape
(50 Min. / $9.95)

Hear Rothbard, Mises, Branden, Hos
pers, Hayek and many others.

Tape No. 206 VICTIMLESS CRIMES / Nathanoel 8randen ,s well
_known as the author of The Psychology of Self-Esteem. Breaking Free
a[ld. most recently, The Disowned Self

Branden denlies Iibert(irianism dS a moral-political pOSItion concerned
with the rights and freedom of the Individual, Its basic tenet·is that It is
morally wrong to initiate force agamst anyone. Most people, he feels. have

With Increasing frequency. leading libertarian spokesmen are finding
public platforms from which to air their views Conferences. seminars and
meetings of libertarians have become so commonplace throughout the
country that nobody could hope to attend even a small percentage of
these events

Audio-Forum has recorded many of the mostoutstandlOQ speeches.
debates. panel discussions and seminars. These on-the-spot recordings
capture the spontaneous mood of each event In a way printed transcnpts
never can, Nuances of mflectlon. audience reaction. revealing slips of the
tongue-nothing 1$ missed by the tape recorder

And cassettes are a practIcal and convenient way for· you to hear the
views of the nation's leading libertarian spokesmen on a broad range of
tOPICS. You can listen to cassettes under nearly any condition--In your
automobile, on the job, In bed or bath. Cassettes are always ready at the
push of a button to inform and entertain you

What's more, there IS no better way to Introduce your friends to liber
tarianism than through· these cassettes. Every social OccaSion, every
meeting you attend. can become an opportunity to let your friends share
the enlightenment and entertainment these cassette recordings provide

- .._]
Money Back Guarantee

All Audio-Forum Cassette Tapes are sold with an unconditional
money back guarantee If within fourteen days you are not fully
satisfied for any reason, you may return the tapes for a full refund
-absolutely no questions asked

----------~--_ .._~--- _._,--

Tape No. 319 WHAT HAPPENED TO CONSERVATISM? / Karl
Hess, a former Goldwater speechwflter and a founding editor of National
Review. traces his own metamorphosis from conservative to a New Left
variety of libertarian HIS thought-provoking analysis of conservatism and
New. Left values' not only stunned. but delighted hiS conservative audl
eoce A recording you will play repeatedly to enjoy hiS InCISive WIt
158 Min. / $9.95)

Tape No. 267 LIBERTARIAN FOUNDATIONS FOR PERSONAL
CONDUCT &. HAPPINESS / Peter Bregg,". MD. psychrawst and
author, IS a leading opponent of such psychl3tnc techniques as lobotomy
behaVior modification, and electroshock Here he offers thought-provoking
Ideas on "'the making of a good life" and relates basIC pnnciples he follows
In performing psychotherapy A very personal message (72 Min. /
$10.50)
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